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January 1999

To: The Northwest Food Processing Industry and its public and private educational providers

Information in this report establishes a new learning direction for the food processing industry in
Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. Food manufacturers, and their educational partners, now can
identify consistent employment, occupational, and academic standards. Worker learning will be
enhanced with an industry standard of the knowledge and competency required in five common
job categories.

An effective coalition of interests made this project happen. Food processing companies, their
Association, organized labor, education, and government all played vital roles.  The result — skill
standards that are communicated in a language recognized by all of the partners.

The quality of the skill standards is a reflection of extensive input from workers with jobs in the
five targeted categories. In addition, company surveys and on-site validations were performed by
industry professionals with experience in these jobs.

Northwest Food Processors Learning Institute has a long-term vision and desire to see that these
and subsequent skill standards are utilized by member companies. The Association supports
continuous learning and sharing of application ideas between food plants and educators. The
vision includes support mechanisms such as assessments and certification programs.  A
coordinated effort will encourage continuous improvement of the standards to meet changing
needs of the industry.

Now, it is up to all of us to use these industry standards in our organizations. In doing so, we can
clearly communicate job expectations, raise the skill level of current workers, prepare a future
workforce, and experience higher food industry productivity.

Sincerely,

Mark Harris, Vice President  Logistics,
Continental Mills, Inc. and
Chairman, Northwest Food Processors
Learning Institute Committee
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◆ Identifying and utilizing
the Skill Standards for
these key positions will
help us increase
productivity because
we will have a better
trained and higher
skilled workforce.

Brian Cary, Nestlé USA

◆ Defined skill standards
will help us be much
more effective in
recruiting new employees
and developing our
existing workforce.

Brant Rigby, Sabroso Company

◆ The identification and
development of industry
skill standards will
increasingly be a key
link to the establishment
of efficient workforce
education and training
programs.

Dean Langley, Idaho Division of
Vocational Education

Industry Comments

◆ NWFPA, through its
staff and consultants, has
successfully united
education, government,
labor and industry
representatives in an
ambitious project which
will benefit employees
and other stake holders
in the food processing
industry.

Gary Brown, J.R. Simplot Co.

◆ We have had the
privilege of working on a
foundation for common
understanding of current
and future food
processing skill needs.
Everyone associated with
the industry will benefit.

Mike Bolander, Nestlé USA

◆ This project has helped
us to collectively focus
on the need to upgrade
the skills of our hourly
workers for the mutual
benefit of companies and
labor. It has been a long
time in coming.

Steve Henshaw,
Oregon Fruit Company

◆ We look forward to
using the results from
the project to help us
place employees in
positions where they can
be most effective. In
addition, we want to
partner with our local
high school and
community college to
develop training that will
assist current and future
employees to gain these
competencies in the food
processing industry.

Adele Calvert,
Basic American Foods
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Executive Summary

Introduction

Food Processing Skill Standards:
Foundation for Building a Qualified Workforce

Employers, workers, organized labor, education, government, and consumers
will benefit from a food processing industry with a qualified workforce.  However,
to become fully qualified, the first step is making workers aware of the knowledge
and competency required to do their jobs well.

Skill standards are now available to food industry management for five common
job categories in the fruit and vegetable processing industry (SIC code 203x).

Laboratory Technician Trimmer/Inspector/Belt Sorter
Maintenance/General Mechanic  Operator
Sanitation␣ ␣

All five of the skill standards are intended to be adapted to individual company
specifications.

The elements for each standard were provided initially by food processing
workers in the specific job areas from 17 companies in Idaho, Oregon, and
Washington.  Their input was refined and validated by food companies, independent
observers, and public education specialists.  This project is also consistent with the
criteria set by the Washington State Board of Community and Technical Colleges, a
national leader in skill standards projects.

Expected Benefits
Once these standards become recognized and used by individual Northwest food

processors, benefits, such as the following, can be expected:
For food processors  —

Enhanced company productivity and competitiveness because workers know
what it takes to do a job well.
A benchmark for high performance.
A new resource to help meet food industry academic, occupational, and
employment standards.
A guide for continuous workforce education and training.

For workers –
A higher standard of living and greater economic security.
A better understanding of what they need to know to succeed in their careers.
Easier movement between work roles, helping to ensure long-term
employability.

For educators and trainers —
Better guidance in preparing curriculum targeted to the food industry.
Increased opportunities to provide food industry education and training.

For government —
Assurance of stable economic growth and quality of life for our citizens
through a more competitive food industry.

Northwest Food
Processor Skill
Standards Results

The results of the Skill Standards Project,
as determined by the partnership, were:

◆ Skill standards for the job categories
of Laboratory Technician, Trimmer/
Inspector/Belt Sorter, Maintenance/
General Mechanic, Operator, and
Sanitation.

◆ Data collection combined the
applicable feature of nationally
recognized educational processes
(DACUM process and ACT’s Work
Keys).

◆ Validation of worker input by written
survey and on-site visits.

◆ A guide for using the standards in the
food processing industry.

◆ A report for food processors and
educators showing the standards for
five industry job categories and the
data that supported those standards.

NWFPA Learning
Institute Next Steps

Skill standards are relatively new in many
industries. The challenge is to make sure
the food processor standards are integrated
into the working environments of food
plants. This will take the same kind of
teamwork exercised in the development of
the initial standards. The Learning Institute
will continue work in the following areas to
support continuous improvement as
workforce and technology change:

◆ Implementation of the existing skill
standards through involving
employers, workers, teachers,
parents, and labor.

◆ Identification of additional skill
standards.

◆ Development of supporting value
added processes such as assessment,
evaluation and certification.
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National and Regional Skill Standards Background

The National Skill Standards Board was established by Congress in 1994 to encourage the creation and adoption of a
national system of voluntary skill standards that would enhance the ability of the United States to compete effectively in a global
economy. Several voluntary skill standards projects were developed by various industries in full partnership with education,
labor, and community-based organizations. The intent was to have voluntary skill standards that were flexible, portable, and
continuously updated and improved.

NWFPA started work in 1995 to develop career pathways for Northwest food processing workers.  An industry/education/
government/labor key activity force identified the initial five job categories that needed industry skill standards.  A survey from
member companies and industry associations confirmed there were no other efforts underway to standardize the skills needed
for food processing hourly jobs.

Meanwhile, agencies in Washington and Oregon began implementing state-sponsored skill standards projects for a variety of
industries. As information was gathered and people in industry, education, labor and state agencies began to talk with each
other, NWFPA identified the need to develop a Northwest skill standards coalition.

NWFPA facilitated a stakeholders’ summit in January 1997 at the annual Northwest Food Processors Convention.  Common
interests and concerns were candidly shared.  The outcome was an action plan formulated under the auspices of NWFPA’s
Learning Institute.

Less than four months later, a three-state partnership was created and funded by multi-agency grants of approximately
$200,000.  A project manager was hired in August 1997 and work began on a plan to develop the skill standards.  Advisory
committees were formed from representatives of food processing companies, NWFPA, organized labor, education, and
government. NWFPA member companies supported this project with in-kind services valued at more than $100,000.

Skill Standards Development Process

A well-defined process was established and followed by the coalition partners. A high degree of cooperation produced
results that exceeded the goals established by the partners.

1. Fifteen focus groups were held — one for each job category in Idaho, Oregon, and Washington.  All workers who
attended the focus group currently performed the job for which the standard was being developed.

2. Regional committees oversaw the focus groups and validation in each state. Each regional committee had representatives
on a tri-state committee where the concerns and needs of all states were addressed.

3. Tri-state educational meetings were conducted to ensure the hybrid method of collecting data was upheld, to meet
educational and industry needs, to merge data from all three states and to share ideas and information regarding each job
category.

4. Five hundred written surveys were sent to 100 companies to validate the data collected by the focus groups. Sixty-five
percent were returned, with at least fifty percent in each job category. All functions and tasks were validated as being
important, very important, or critical.

5. On-site validation by independent food processing professionals in Idaho, Oregon, and Washington compared and
synthesized focus group and survey information.

6. A Skills Standard CD audio visual presentation, presented at the January 1998 Northwest Food Processors Convention, was
utilized throughout the year by the Learning Institute to build excitement, create industry buy-in, and show the breadth
and scope of the project.
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The Benefits and Use of Skill Standards

Skill Standards Benefits
Q & A

What are the benefits of Skill
Standards to food processing
employers?

Employers are able to establish personnel
qualification requirements. Interviews,
performance reviews, and productivity can
be evaluated and assessed to a higher
degree of accuracy and efficacy. Employers
are also able to identify core competencies;
worker’s ability to demonstrate competen-
cies; and to match competencies to critical
work functions and key activities, signifi-
cantly improving efficiencies and productiv-
ity. Performance based Skill Standards also
provide a vehicle for varying degrees of job
certification and the ability to structure
competency based pay scales.

How do educators benefit from Skill
Standards?

Educators can identify and implement
core competencies into their curriculum.
Students can then be required to demon-
strate competency throughout their
coursework. Educators can then provide
students with effective and targeted
instruction, enabling the student to achieve
industry-required proficiencies upon
graduation. Academia and industry build a
cohesive relationship through a like-minded
expectation of student competencies and
work readiness. The development and
implementation of a common learning
expectation will enhance an instructor’s
relationships with local, community-based
businesses. Relationships between academia
and industry improve significantly when the
students are being taught information
consistent with industry’s entry level
expectation and need.

How do students benefit from Skill
Standards?

Initially, Skill Standards enable students to
assess job expectations and core curriculum
to determine job suitability. Standards-based
curriculum also enables students to transfer,
seamlessly, between colleges and technical
institutions. Students have greater portability
of their credentials. Students also develop
and are able to demonstrate competencies
and therefore will graduate work ready.
Work ready, students can anticipate entry
into the workforce at a higher rate of pay
and swifter advancement in their chosen
field.

How do food processing workers
benefit from Skill Standards?

Employees can accurately assess their
skills against those required for career
advancement and plan effectively for their
career pathway in the food industry.
Employees can expect to earn a higher
wage, enjoy greater job security and expand
their job opportunities. Certification
requirements can be met more swiftly.
Determination of needed skills and abilities,
and continuing education can be achieved
with greater accuracy and less corporate or
personal expenditures by eliminating
unneeded, random training.

How do government benefit from Skill
Standards?

Government can assist in the development
of a highly skilled, high quality, and
competitive workforce. Publicly funded
education and training can be evaluated with
its effectiveness and responsiveness to
industry. Skill standards enable government
to facilitate collaboration between education
and business. Skill Standards can also
become a vehicle with which to communi-
cate effectively with business, education and
the community for employment purposes. In
addition, Skill Standards will provide
increased opportunities in under-repre-
sented populations.

How do unions benefit from Skill
Standards?

Unions have indicated that the skill
standards could provide future work for
members and offer information for skill
upgrades, including basic skill require-
ments, to qualify for jobs available. The
standards can also provide more member
job security due to job qualifications rapidly
being required by modernization.
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The Use of Skill Standards

Skill standards voluntarily used by
industry, education, training providers,
government agencies and unions close the
gaps that exist due to modernization,
mechanization, and diversification of
culture.

It is industry’s hope that skill standards-
based training and educational curriculum
can be developed and implemented for both
existing industry workers and for the future
workforce.

Skill standards are both broad and specific to different groups:

Added value affecting all groups involved with skill standards

Added value affecting specific groups.

Industry Education/ Training Government Labor

Employers Workers

Added value affecting groups within a group

K-12
Schools

Community/
Technical
Colleges

Other
Training

Providers

Agencies
such as:

Employment
Economic Dev.
Dept. of LaborUniversities

Union
Members

When skill standards are developed across an industry they typically are used as a tool to
assist employers and workers determine where they are in relation to the industry as a
whole. Individual workers can know where they fit and what they have to do to advance.

Level of skill based on the standard

Skill Standard

Skill standards are a tool to use to add value to existing structures or create new venues
affecting industry due to modernization and technology. They are not to be used as a legal
document.
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General Scenarios

How Can the Current Workforce Use
these Skill Standards?

“This job is really getting to me,”
complained Pete. “There’s no challenge to it
anymore.” It was annual review time again,
and Pete sat slumped in his chair across
from Roy, the Training & Human Resources
manager.

Pete had worked for First Fruits for 8
years. He began as a belt sorter on summer
breaks, and eventually worked into a first
level operator position. With a high school
degree and a few night classes behind him,
Pete was feeling like there had to be more to
working in a food processing plant than this.

“What do you think you’d like to do?”
asked Roy.

“Well, Mike tells me that there’s going to
be an opening in the lab soon. But I don’t
know what they do exactly,” Pete offered
expectantly.

Roy smiled, and pulled out a small green
binder from the bottom drawer. “Let’s take a
look,” he said, and flipped through the tabs
to the one marked LAB TECHNICIAN.

The two men began to read through a list
of key activities, from mixing chemicals and
gathering samples to drafting written reports
and conducting simple experiments. Roy
pointed out the Performance Indicators for
each key activity. “This is what we’re looking
for when you’re on the job. It lets both of us
know when you’re doing things right.” Pete
was impressed, and very interested. “But
don’t you have to have special training for
that job?” he worried.

Roy flipped to another section, marked
Work Keys Skill Levels. “Here are the skills
you need,” he said, pointing to the page.
“These levels were set by other lab techni-
cians, both from here and from other food
processing companies around the Northwest.
Besides, many of these skills are ones you
already use as an operator, like reading charts
and working on a team to get a job done.”

“Great,” said Pete, “but what about the
stuff I don’t do now?”

“There are some assessments you can
take here at the plant or at the community
college to help us find out what your other
skills are,” replied Roy. “They will measure
things like how observant you are, how well
you can listen and relay a message, and
whether you can pull calculations together
in a work situation. Those are all skills that
will help you succeed as a lab technician.”

“What if I don’t pass?” Pete said
anxiously.

“Don’t worry. There’s no ‘pass or fail’ on
these tests,” Roy reassured him. “I have
some training books that I can use to work
with you to help you get the skills you need
to do the job. Would you like to try?”

“Sure,” replied Pete. “I’d like the job, and
with all that you’ve shown me, it looks like I
might really be able to do it!”

How Can the Union Member Use these
Skill Standards?

The door opened, and Sharon stepped
into the bright union office lobby. A line
worker at Good Earth Potato Company for
nearly three years, she was thinking about
other opportunities.

“Hello, Sharon, how can I help today?”
Dave called out from the back desk. As the
local union representative, Dave spent quite
a bit of time in the Good Earth plant, and
recognized Sharon from previous team
meetings. Sharon smiled hesitantly and
replied, “Well, Dave, you’ve done well by me
so far, and I just want to know what I can do
to advance my skills and pay at the plant.”

“So you want new opportunities, do you?
Let’s see what I can do for you,” Dave said,
reaching for a large 3-ring binder on the
nearby shelf. “This book here tells us about
several different jobs in the industry, and the
skills, technical knowledge, and perfor-
mance levels that you will need to be
successful in those positions. It’s called the
Northwest Food Processors Skill Standards,
and was developed by about 100 companies

and unions throughout the region for five
job categories: Lab Technicians, Inspectors
or Trimmers like your position, Mainte-
nance, Operators, and Sanitation Engineers.
Do any of these jobs interest you?” Sharon
indicated an interest in becoming an
operator, and asked what she needed to do
next.

“Your human resources manager should
have a copy of these standards as well,”
counseled Dave, “And it would be a good
idea if you asked your union steward and
your supervisor for their input also.” He
directed Sharon to a comfortable chair in
the corner so she could spend some time
reviewing the Skill Standards for Operators,
and copy whatever sections looked like they
would be helpful in her quest.

Some time later, Sharon looked up from
the text and asked, “Where did this all come
from?” Dave replied, “Operators from
companies all over the Northwest spent two
days talking about their jobs and determin-
ing the skills and levels that were needed to
be successful. Sally Post from your plant’s
swing shift attended, I think, and so did
Pete. You might notice that many of those
skills are ones you already need on the
line,” he added.

“What if I can’t do some of this math?
Does it mean I can’t apply for the job?”
worried Sharon. “No,” replied Dave, “it just
means you need to do some work to get
ready. There are some assessments which
may help you target your skills, and the local
college has been working with us to make
classes available for anyone in the area who
wants to improve. I’ll be here for you every
step of the way. So what do you say?”

“How could I turn this down?” Sharon
smiled. “Thanks, Dave, this could be the
opportunity I’ve been looking for!”
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How Can the Emerging Workforce Use
these Skill Standards?

Katie and her counselor, Ms. Winslow, sat
hunched over a stack of college catalogs and
vocational guidance books. The frustration
on Katie’s face was apparent; she had no
idea what kind of career or future she might
pursue beyond high school. By junior year,
all students needed to determine a general
area of study, and this sophomore was
feeling great anxiety over the decision.

“How do I know what I want to do the
rest of my life,” Katie muttered. “I barely
know what I want to do next weekend!
Meanwhile I’m struggling in English class.
How can I get a job when I can’t write an
essay?”

“There are lots of careers that don’t use
writing skills every day, but do need good
observation and math skills. Take a look at
this employment web site. Here are some
jobs in this area that fit your skills. Do any of
these appeal to you?”

The next half-hour Katie and her
counselor explored the database. When
Katie found several careers in the food
processing industry that sounded interesting
and capitalized on her strengths, Ms.
Winslow flipped through a large binder to
share more detailed job information on
each. “Where did you get all this?” Katie
asked.

“Food processors in the Northwest
worked with their state agencies and local
community colleges to identify the Skill
Standards for some of the occupations that
are in greatest demand in the industry,” Ms.
Winslow replied. “The people who actually
do the job determined these key activities,
performance measures, and skill descrip-
tions. This one for a lab technician, for
example, was decided by many of those
doing this work right here in the area.”

“How do I know if have the skills I need
to do that job?” Katie worried.

“These skill standards tell us the technical
skills and abilities you need, and your
teachers can help you work on the SCANS
skills that are listed for each position. Your
Work Keys test scores from last fall will line
up with each occupation, and if you’re not
quite at the level you need to be, there are

also some teaching strategies that some of
your teachers have already incorporated in
your classwork,” Ms. Winslow reassured
her.

“I’d like to get a job this summer at one
of the processing plants,” said Katie, “to see
if it’s what I want to do. How can I show
them I can do the work?”

Ms. Winslow pulled a grey folder from
Katie’s file. “This is your Work Portfolio. It
contains a report of your scores, along with
a summary of your school activities and
community service. Next week, your English
teacher, Mr. Taylor, will work with you to
develop a resume and letters of application.
You can take this along with you when you
apply for that job at the plant.”

“Thanks, Ms. Winslow,” Katie replied. “I
feel a lot better already.”

How Can the Transitional Workforce
Use these Skill Standards?

The mill had been shut down for two
months now, and Rick was beginning to
think it might never reopen. If it didn’t, he
worried, what would he do? His uncle had
gotten him that job after Rick dropped out
of high school, and before he knew it,
twenty years had gone by. Rick had worked
his way up through the company, and knew
how to run nearly every machine in the
place. For the first time, though, he wished
he had stayed in school, or at least finished
his GED.

A letter had arrived from some govern-
ment agency, telling Rick that there was help
available to get him ready for another kind
of work. After talking it over with some of
his friends, Rick decided to find out what
this was all about. At the One Stop office,
Rick met with a counselor, Margie, who
asked about what kind of work he was
interested in, how he and his family were
doing, and what his past job experiences
were. Rick was embarrassed by his limited
work and educational experiences, and felt
like a failure.

“What kinds of skills do you have to
offer?” coaxed Margie. “I don’t know,”
muttered Rick. “I’ve never worked anywhere
but the mill.”

Margie encouraged, “would you like to
find out? I have some tools that can help
uncover those hidden talents.”

“I’m not very good at taking tests,” said
Rick cautiously. “And what if I don’t pass?”

Margie smiled. “On these assessments,
there is no pass or fail. They help you to see
what you can do; not compared to other
people but to what skills you might need for
a particular job. We can take those results,
along with your past work experiences and
interests, and look at some industry skill
standards to see where we might find a good
match. Would you like to try?” Rick agreed.

A week later, Rick and Margie met again
to look at the results. “You are very good
with machines, aren’t you?” asked Margie.
“Your score in Applied Technology tells your
future employer that you know about
troubleshooting systems, wiring and
electrical circuits, and many other valuable
skills.”

Rick blushed. “It was just common sense.
Besides, it’s what I like to do.”

“That’s what a job should be,” replied
Margie, “something that you like to do.
According to these results, you would do
well in jobs that require sharp observation
skills, teamwork, and technical skills. A look
at this database tells me we may have a good
connection with the local food processing
industry. There’s a great need for good
maintenance workers in this area, and this
Skill Standards report tells us what the job is
like, what skills are needed, and what our
local employers are looking for on the job.”

“What if I need training?” asked Rick.
“A part of the service we provide here is

to make sure you have the skills you need. If
you need some additional training, these
results will help us target the outcomes we
need for you to succeed,” replied Margie.
“So, how do you feel now?”

“Great!” Rick exclaimed. “Maybe I can
make something of myself after all!”
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Food Processing Employers
◆ Boost quality, productivity, time-to-

market, innovation, and
competitiveness

◆ Obtain a better return on training
investments by focusing on area where
workers need training

◆ Improve employee retention by
providing workers a clearer picture of
what is expected of them

◆ Develop a higher skilled and more
flexible workforce through training
based on skill standards

◆ Improve hiring practices
◆ Increase pool of skilled workers
◆ Access the industry’s best

benchmarking data, skills analysis
tools, and training strategies

◆ Reduce costs of remedial training,
skill assessment, and verification

◆ Promote workers to the industry

Food Processing
Human Resources Professionals

◆ Provide information to develop job
descriptions

◆ Identify measurements of
competencies

◆ Add to performance appraisals
◆ Customize curriculum development
◆ Create a framework for improving

recruitment, training, and promotion

Food Processing
Plant Application

◆ Provide the understanding of job roles
and responsibilities

◆ Improve productivity, quality and
safety proficiency

◆ Create a higher skilled workforce
through training based on standards

◆ Link workers performance to the
needs of the job

◆ Provide a track for employee
development

◆ Focus training investments where
people need training

Food Processing Workers
◆ Understand what they need to know

to succeed in their careers or jobs
◆ An ability to communicate their skills

more effectively
◆ Awareness for what training is needed

for promotion
◆ An ability to move easily between

work roles
◆ An ability to achieve higher levels of

competence and confidence
◆ Opportunities to improve individual

and team performance
◆ A tool for planning long term career

goals within the industry
◆ Identify the skills needed to improve

individual and team performance.

Educators and Trainers Interfacing
with the Food Processing Industry

◆ Understand the skills workers need
◆ Develop appropriate curriculum and

programs
◆ Understand the work readiness skills

that high school and college
graduates need for employment in
high-skill, high-wage jobs

◆ Communicate with industry regarding
education and training needs

◆ Strengthen relationships with local
businesses and labor unions

◆ Provide students with realistic career
advice

◆ Update courses to meet changing
industry needs

◆ Develop a clear framework for modi-
fying or creating more meaningful
education and training opportunities

◆ Create more targeted assessments
and teaching strategies

Government
◆ Identify current industry information
◆ Provide accurate data on the food

processing industry
◆ Demonstrate a model to be used with

other industries
◆ Provide information that will ensure a

better skill match between workers
and employers through employment
programs

◆ Develop a concept that promotes life
long learning

◆ Enable agencies to provide options for
career and job mobility

◆ Focus on outcomes of learning and
application

◆ Link learning to the needs of the
workplace

Unions
◆ Provide a resource for members to

access when looking to be promoted
or selecting a job more suitable to
their current skills

◆ Guide members to identify the basic
skills needed to meet identified job
standards

◆ Identify skill upgrades for members to
qualify for jobs

◆ Provide more member security due to
job qualifications required by
modernization

◆ Provide member current and future
job assurance due to the changing
technology

◆ Strengthen apprenticeships
◆ Emphasize equal opportunities for

promotion and training

Suggested Uses of Skill Standards for Eductors, Trainers, Unions
and Government
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Skill Standards Use Summary

Skill standards will be used by many groups and for a variety of reasons. This chart shows some of the groups and uses that have
been identified.

Employers  Workers Education State Unions/ Other

H.R. CEOs Oper. HS CC Univ Agencies Labor Training

Tech Providers

Accurate data ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Assessments ◆

Benchmarking Data ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Better Jobs ◆ ◆

Better Skills Match ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Career Advice ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Certification ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Confidence ◆

Communication ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Common Language ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Course Updates ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Competencies ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Cross Training ◆ ◆

Current Industry
Information

◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Curriculum Development ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Employment ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Expectations Defined ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Flexible Work Force ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Future Job Assurance ◆ ◆

Hiring ◆ ◆ ◆

Increased Industry Image ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Job Descriptions ◆ ◆ ◆

Model ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Performance Appraisals ◆ ◆

Promotability ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Portability ◆ ◆ ◆

Reduced Cost ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Retention ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Return on Investment ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Skilled Worker Pool ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Strengthen Relationships ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Know where to place
training investments. ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆
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Laboratory Technician

A – ESTABLISH STANDARD OPERATING
PROCEDURES

A1 Acquire and review established
product specifications

A2 Conduct objective/subjective testing
A3 Isolate defective product

B – MAINTAIN FACILITY
B1 Inspect and set up lab equipment
B2 Calibrate and troubleshoot lab

equipment
B3 Perform sanitation checks
B4 Perform process equipment inspections

C – TEST MATERIAL AND PRODUCT
C1 Identify differences in materials and

supplier specifications
C2 Gather ingredients/collect product

samples
C3 Conduct analyses on raw and finished

product
C4 Perform on-line quality assurance

checks
C5 Prepare product samples
C6 Perform specialized on demand tests

D – PERFORM AND DOCUMENT
ANALYSES

D1 Check container weights, codes, seals,
seams

D2 Collect, mark, and store various
library samples and/or inventory

D3 Review and pull product
D4 Document test results

E – MANAGE DATA
E1 Prepare written reports
E2 Forecast trends based on data
E3 Maintain logbook

F – PERFORM ADMINISTRATIVE
DUTIES

F1 Assist in training new lab technicians
F2 Participate in mandatory safety

meeting
F3 Maintain training records
F4 Check and maintain label quality

Description

A primary responsibility of the lab
technician is to ensure that all products meet
or exceed established operating parameters
and/or specifications. This is conducted
through objective and subjective testing on
raw products, stages of processing, and
finished product samples using a variety of
tools, calculations, and human senses (i.e.,
touch, taste, smell, sight).

A lab technician is also required to
regularly inspect, set up, and calibrate lab
equipment, verify weights, codes, seams,
and seals, and document all test results.
Other supporting activities include
preparing written reports, forecasting trends
based on data, and assisting in training
other lab technicians.

Summary of Critical Work Functions
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Acquire and
review
established
product
specifications

A1

Critical Work Function:
A - Establish Standard Operating Procedures

◆ Established product specifications
are properly obtained in
accordance with company
protocol.

◆ Product specifications are
acquired and reviewed in a
timely manner.

◆ Data sheets are properly
compiled.

◆ Knowledge of customer product
specifications.

◆ Ability to utilize specification
sheets.

◆ Knowledge of company protocol for
obtaining product specifications.

◆ Knowledge of product
characteristics.

◆ Ability to qualify and analyze
information.

◆ Ability to identify data/information
regarding product specifications.

◆ Ability to interpret information.
◆ Ability to consider risks/implications.
◆ Ability to extract information/data.
◆ Ability to demonstrate basic computer

functions and skills.
◆ Ability to read English.

Reading for Information

Locating Information

Applied Mathematics

Observation

Listening

Writing

Teamwork

Applied Technology

Skill Standards

In the charts, you’ll see the following icons that represent these Work Keys:
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

Conduct
objective/
subjective
testing

A2

Isolate
defective
product

A3

◆ Testing is accurately performed
in accordance with established
procedures and customer
specifications.

◆ Testing is reliably and honestly
conducted and legibly recorded
in a timely manner.

◆ Test results are accurately
compared to provided set-
controls/reference sample.

◆ Materials are properly labeled.
◆ Decisions pertaining to

acceptability/unacceptability are
made confidently and
appropriately.

◆ Results are accurately and
respectfully communicated to
appropriate personnel.

◆ Deviations are corrected in
compliance with appropriate
company procedures.

◆ Defective product is properly
identified and isolated in
accordance with company
procedures and HACCP
guidelines.

◆ Time intervals are accurately
recorded and effectively
communicated to appropriate
personnel in a timely manner.

◆ Product is properly reevaluated
in accordance with company
procedures.

◆ Documentation is performed in
accordance with company
policies and procedures.

◆ Appropriate personnel are
promptly informed so corrective
action can be taken.

◆ Ability to calibrate equipment.
◆ Ability to use measurement tools

for testing procedures.
◆ Knowledge of product characteristics

and diseases.
◆ Knowledge of company procedures

and customer specifications.
◆ Ability to operate testing

equipment.
◆ Knowledge of channels of

communication.

◆ Knowledge of product
characteristics.

◆ Knowledge of company policies and
procedures regarding isolating
defective product.

◆ Knowledge of HACCP guidelines.
◆ Knowledge of resources available for

isolating defective product.
◆ Knowledge of channels of

communication.

◆ Ability to convert numerical data and
predict arithmetic results.

◆ Ability to analyze information and
compile multiple viewpoints.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards.

◆ Ability to perform a given set of key
activities and efficiently manage time.

◆ Ability to identify data/information.
◆ Ability to follow testing processes/

procedures.

◆ Ability to accept responsibility for
own behavior and understand impact
on others.

◆ Ability to analyze situation and
consider risks/implications.

◆ Ability to examine information/data
and analyze possible causes/reasons.

◆ Ability to recall basic rules/principles
and identify conflict.

◆ Ability to apply self-management
skills.

Critical Work Function:  A - Establish Standard Operating Procedures
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Inspect and
set up lab
equipment

B1

Calibrate
and
troubleshoot
lab
equipment

B2

◆ Lab equipment is accurately and
safely inspected in accordance
with manufacturer and company
procedures.

◆ Set point procedures are
properly followed.

◆ Equipment is inspected utilizing
proper tools.

◆ Inspection results are legibly
documented.

◆ Lab equipment is correctly and
safely set up in a timely
manner.

◆ Equipment manuals are properly
referenced.

◆ Equipment is correctly and
promptly calibrated in
accordance with manufacturer’s
specifications.

◆ Equipment is safely and
accurately calibrated utilizing
proper tool.

◆ Problems are accurately
identified and appropriately
corrected.

◆ Time and calibration are
accurately and legibly
documented.

◆ Proper personnel are
appropriately notified of
equipment failure in a timely
manner.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures
regarding inspection and set up of
lab equipment.

◆ Knowledge of manufacturer’s
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of lab equipment and
specifications.

◆ Knowledge of set points.
◆ Knowledge of safety hazards and

procedures.

◆ Knowledge of equipment
performance and manufacturer’s
specifications.

◆ Knowledge of equipment assembly/
disassembly.

◆ Knowledge of necessary calibration
tools.

◆ Knowledge of safety hazards and
procedures.

◆ Ability to recognize patterns/
relationships and demonstrate
creative thinking process while
problem solving.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to recognize accuracy and
interpret information.

◆ Ability to understand technological
results.

◆ Ability to convert numerical data and
predict arithmetic results.

◆ Ability to follow specified
maintenance and identify symptoms.

◆ Ability to use logic to draw
conclusions.

◆ Ability to analyze possible causes/
reasons and recommend action plan.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

Critical Work Function:
B – Maintain Facility
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

Perform
sanitation
checks

B3

Perform
process
equipment
inspections

B4

◆ Sanitation checks are correctly
performed utilizing proper
equipment in a timely manner.

◆ Sanitation checks are safely
performed in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Acceptability/unacceptability of
conditions of plant areas are
accurately and legibly
documented.

◆ Appropriate personnel are
properly notified of sanitation
problems in a timely manner.

◆ Process equipment is regularly
inspected in accordance with
manufacturer’s and company’s
procedures.

◆ Appropriate personnel are
promptly notified of safety and
possible food contamination,
and/or unsanitary conditions.

◆ All inspections and corrective
actions are accurately and
legibly documented.

◆ Knowledge of proper uses of
chemicals.

◆ Knowledge of safety hazards and
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of MSDS sheets.
◆ Knowledge of sanitation procedures.
◆ Knowledge of personal protective

equipment.

◆ Knowledge of equipment and
process procedures.

◆ Knowledge of equipment and
process procedures.

◆ Ability to carry out inspection
procedures regarding equipment
inspections.

◆ Knowledge of manufacturer and
company procedures.

◆ Knowledge of safety, food
contamination, and unsanitary
conditions.

◆ Ability to present basic ideas and
information.

◆ Ability to adjust schedule as required
by supervisor.

◆ Ability to probe to gain information
and propose options/solutions based
on research.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to prepare messages and write
simple documents.

◆ Ability to adapt basic rules/principles
to new applications.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to accept responsibility for
own behavior and understand impact
on others.

Critical Work Function: B – Maintain Facility
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Identify
differences
in materials
and supplier
specifications

C1

Gather
ingredients/
collect
product
samples

C2

◆ Current lab specifications are
properly obtained.

◆ Differences in materials are
accurately identified and legibly
documented.

◆ Differences in supplier’s
specifications are accurately
identified and legibly
documented.

◆ Lab specifications are clearly and
confidently explained to
appropriate personnel.

◆ Sampling of materials is safely
collected in a timely manner
utilizing proper tools.

◆ Correct size and amount of
sample are obtained from
appropriate sampling point at
proper time intervals in
accordance with company
procedures.

◆ Product sample is ethically
collected in accordance with
Good Manufacturing Practices.

◆ Product is ethically gathered in
accordance with customer/
company specifications and
quality standards.

◆ Samples are properly labeled.
◆ Results are accurately

communicated to appropriate
personnel in a timely manner.

◆ Data sheet is legibly and
accurately documented and/or
entered into the computer.

◆ Knowledge of raw material
characteristics.

◆ Knowledge of suppliers and
location of their specifications.

◆ Knowledge of customer/company
specifications.

◆ Knowledge of company/safety
procedures and protocols.

◆ Knowledge of customer/company
specifications.

◆ Knowledge of equipment and
product.

◆ Knowledge of correct lifting
procedures.

◆ Ability to prepare messages and write
simple documents.

◆ Ability to select/apply learning tools.
◆ Ability to identify data/information.
◆ Ability to respond to customer needs

and demonstrate sensitivity to
customer concerns/interests.

◆ Ability to apply self-management
skills.

◆ Ability to apply sampling protocols to
procedure.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
tasks.

◆ Ability to prepare basic reports and
select methods of communication.

◆ Ability to understand requirements of
the task and technological results.

◆ Ability to perform basic data entry.

Critical Work Function:
C - Test Material and Product
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

Conduct
analyses on
raw and
finished
product

C3

Perform on-
line quality
assurance
checks

C4

◆ Representative sampling
procedures and customer/
company specifications are
accurately followed.

◆ Quantitative and qualitative
procedures are completely and
correctly performed utilizing
proper equipment.

◆ Analyses are conducted in a safe
and timely manner.

◆ Alarms are efficiently and
appropriately responded to in
accordance with company
procedures.

◆ Documentation is accurately and
legibly recorded.

◆ Accurate and complete results
are properly labeled and
communicated to appropriate
personnel.

◆ Visual inspections of product are
accurately and appropriately
performed.

◆ Assurance checks are safely
performed in a timely manner
utilizing proper equipment.

◆ Checks are accurately performed
in accordance with specifications
and company procedures.

◆ Accurate and complete results
are properly labeled and
communicated to appropriate
personnel.

◆ Results are legibly and
accurately documented on data
sheets.

◆ Knowledge of customer/company
specifications.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Ability to calibrate equipment.
◆ Ability to operate analytical

equipment.
◆ Ability to problem solve.
◆ Knowledge of product characteristics

and diseases.

◆ Knowledge of customer/company
specifications.

◆ Knowledge of line flow and location
of sample points.

◆ Knowledge of and ability to read
Length Defect Analyzer (LDA)
output.

◆ Ability to recognize defects.
◆ Knowledge of safety procedures.
◆ Knowledge of minor/major defects,

diseases, sizing, texture, color, flavor,
odor, and internal parasites.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
personal/social improvement and
recommend ethical course of action.

◆ Ability to understand system
organization and hierarchy.

◆ Ability to analyze possible causes/
reasons and recommend action plan.

◆ Ability to use logic to draw
conclusions.

◆ Ability to adjust schedule as required
by supervisor and efficiently manage
time.

◆ Ability to identify system
discrepancies and monitor system
performance.

◆ Ability to understand continuous
improvement process and identify
needed systemic improvement.

◆ Ability to analyze personal/social
implications of decisions and
recommend ethical course of action.

◆ Ability to summarize and translate
mathematical data.

Critical Work Function: C - Test Material and Product
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Prepare
product
samples

C5

Perform
specialized
on demand
test

C6

◆ Sample criteria are correct and
accurate in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Sample is carefully handled and
properly prepared according to
established procedures and
product specifications in a timely
manner.

◆ Sample is properly and legibly
labeled according to product
specifications.

◆ On-demand testing is accurately
and correctly performed
according to clearly written and/
or verbal instructions/procedures.

◆ Specialized on-demand tests are
patiently and promptly
performed in a safe manner.

◆ Results are accurately and legibly
labeled.

◆ Results are communicated to
appropriate personnel effectively
and in a timely manner.

◆ Results are legibly and honestly
recorded on data sheets.

◆ Knowledge of testing procedures.
◆ Knowledge of product.
◆ Knowledge of proper lifting

procedures.
◆ Knowledge and ability to use

measuring devices for sample
preparation.

◆ Knowledge of company established
procedures regarding sample
preparation.

◆ Understanding of importance of
personal protective equipment.

◆ Ability to calibrate equipment.
◆ Knowledge of safety procedures.
◆ Knowledge of tools required for

on-demand tests.

◆ Ability to convert numerical data and
predict arithmetic results.

◆ Ability to interpret and summarize
information.

◆ Ability to select/apply learning tools.
◆ Ability to monitor performance

standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to follow directions.
◆ Ability to convert weight/volume

data.

◆ Ability to interpret communication.
◆ Ability to demonstrate creative

thinking process while problem
solving.

◆ Ability to use logic to draw
conclusions.

◆ Ability to understand operation/
interaction.

◆ Ability to prepare basic summaries/
reports and select methods of
communication.

◆ Ability to follow written/verbal
directions.
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

Check
container
weights,
codes, seals,
and seams

D1

◆ Checklist is precisely followed in
accordance with company
procedures.

◆ Container weight, temperature,
codes, seals, and seams are
checked in accordance with
government regulations, customer
specifications, and company
procedures.

◆ Product bar codes are correctly
printed and verified according to
company procedures.

◆ Product information is accurately
cross-referenced to the content.

◆ Containers are inspected and
accurately weighed in
accordance with specifications.

◆ Appropriate personnel are
accurately informed of deviations
in a timely manner.

◆ Data are legibly and accurately
documented in a timely manner.

◆ Ability to apply size, length, seals,
and weight to specifications.

◆ Knowledge of manufacturer,
company, and customer
specifications.

◆ Ability to utilize scale, thermometer,
and measuring instruments.

◆ Ability to measure gap within case/
container.

◆ Knowledge of government
regulations.

◆ Knowledge of correct lifting
procedures.

◆ Ability to convert numerical data and
predict arithmetic results.

◆ Ability to identify data/information
and predict outcomes.

◆ Ability to prepare messages and write
simple documents.

◆ Ability to interpret, clarify, and
influence communication.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
tasks.

Critical Work Function:
D – Perform and Document Analysis
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Collect,
mark, and
store various
library
samples and/
or inventory

D2

Review and
pull product

D3

◆ Proper library samples are
collected in accordance with
product and company
specifications in a timely
manner.

◆ Appropriate samples are collected
at the correct time intervals in
the proper quantities.

◆ Library samples are properly
labeled and stored.

◆ Labels are completely and legibly
filled out with appropriate
information.

◆ Library samples and/or inventory
are stored in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Data sheet is accurately
documented and/or entered into
the computer.

◆ Audit samples are randomly
collected per company
procedures.

◆ Product is pulled in accordance
with company procedures.

◆ Labels are completely and legibly
filled out with appropriate
information.

◆ Data sheet is accurately
documented and/or entered into
computer.

◆ Ability to prepare messages and write
simple documents.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to identify data/information
and identify need for data.

◆ Ability to apply processes to new
information and select appropriate
categories.

◆ Ability to respond to customer needs.
◆ Ability to monitor performance

standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to research to gain
knowledge/information and to
synthesize information.

◆ Knowledge of product
characteristics.

◆ Knowledge of customer/company
specifications for library samples.

◆ Knowledge of needed label
information.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures
for library samples.

◆ Knowledge of personnel roles and
functions.

◆ Knowledge of correct lifting
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of product
characteristics.

◆ Knowledge of company/safety
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of plant equipment
operation.

◆ Knowledge of personnel roles and
functions.

◆ Ability to follow proper lifting
procedures.

Critical Work Function: D – Perform and Document Analysis
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

◆ Ability to utilize integrated/multiple
software and retrieve stored
information/data.

◆ Ability to prepare messages and write
simple documents.

◆ Ability to perform basic computer
operations.

◆ Knowledge of documented data.
◆ Knowledge of test documentation

procedures.

◆ Results are completely and
accurately recorded and/or
entered into computer.

◆ Results are legibly and accurately
documented in a timely manner.

Document
test results

D4

Critical Work Function: D – Perform and Document Analysis
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys
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Prepare
written
reports

E1

Forecast
trends based
on data

E2

Maintain
logbook

E3

◆ Written reports are accurately
and consistently prepared.

◆ Reports are legibly and
appropriately written in a timely
manner.

◆ Reports are written in
accordance with company
procedure.

◆ Reports are written with
complete and pertinent
information.

◆ Reports are completely entered
into computer where applicable.

◆ Trends are properly forecasted
utilizing written reports, test
data and timing.

◆ Appropriate personnel are
completely informed of trends in
a timely manner.

◆ Forecasting of trends is
completed accurately in
accordance with company
procedures.

◆ Trends and notification are
legibly and accurately
documented.

◆ Logbook is accurately
maintained according to
company procedures.

◆ Logbook is systematically
reviewed and maintained daily.

◆ Information is legibly and
accurately documented.

◆ Ability to utilize integrated/multiple
software and retrieve stored
information/data.

◆ Ability to prepare messages and write
simple documents.

◆ Ability to present basic ideas/
information and explain concepts.

◆ Ability to identify data/information
and predict outcome.

◆ Ability to select appropriate
categories and interpret information.

◆ Ability to present basic ideas/
information.

◆ Ability to utilize mathematical
techniques/formulas/processes, and
summarizes mathematical data.

◆ Ability to utilize brainstorming
techniques.

◆ Ability to interpret charts and
schematics.

◆ Ability to predict outcomes.

◆ Ability to utilize integrated/multiple
software.

◆ Ability to prepare messages and write
simple documents.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment
to personal/social improvement.

◆ Ability to read logbook and select
appropriate information.

Critical Work Function:
E – Manage Data

◆ Knowledge of industry terminology.
◆ Knowledge of company procedures

regarding reports.

◆ Knowledge of statistical process
control.

◆ Ability to interpret control charts.
◆ Knowledge of customer concerns

regarding product quality.

◆ Knowledge of procedures.
◆ Knowledge of log book protocols.
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys
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Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

Assist in
training new
lab
technicians

F1

Participate
in
mandatory
safety
meeting

F2

◆ Assistance in training is
conducted according to training
procedures.

◆ Assistance in training is
conducted in a timely manner.

◆ Training is conducted in
accordance with check off list.

◆ Training is accurately and
completely performed.

◆ Training is respectfully and
appropriately performed.

◆ Meetings are effectively attended
in accordance with company
procedures and standards.

◆ Meetings are attended in a
focused manner with active
participation.

◆ Information regarding food safety
is accurately given and received.

◆ Information regarding unsafe
behavioral/work practices and/or
work areas is accurately given
and received.

◆ Issues are accurately discussed
and solutions are defined clearly.

◆ Communication is respectfully
demonstrated without
discrimination.

◆ Ability to recognize differences and
biases and demonstrate sensitivity to
fears/concerns of diversity.

◆ Ability to provide constructive
feedback/reinforcement.

◆ Ability to present basic information,
explain concepts, and actively
participate in discussion.

◆ Ability to respond to internal
customer need and demonstrate
sensitivity to trainee.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
excellence.

◆ Ability to prepare messages and write
simple documents.

◆ Ability to lead by example.
◆ Ability to provide constructive

feedback/reinforcement.
◆ Ability to encourage/support team

members.
◆ Ability to prepare basic summaries.
◆ Ability to modify behavior to

environment.
◆ Ability to present basic information,

explain concepts, and actively
participate in discussion.

Critical Work Function:
F – Perform Administrative Duties

◆ Knowledge of customer/company
specifications.

◆ Knowledge of equipment,
procedures, rules, regulations, and
standard operating procedures.

◆ Ability to utilize communication
equipment.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures
and standards.

◆ Knowledge of meeting/training
protocol.

◆ Knowledge of characteristics of a
safe work area.

◆ Knowledge of plant terminology.
◆ Knowledge of work environment

and safety policies.
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys
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◆ Ability to prepare messages and write
simple documents.

◆ Ability to interpret information and
apply processes to new information.

◆ Ability to identify data/information
and predict outcomes.

◆ Ability to understand continuous
improvement process.

◆ Ability to analyze personal/social
implications of decisions.

◆ Ability to present basic ideas and
information.

◆ Ability to respond to customer needs
and demonstrate sensitivity to
customer concerns/interests.

◆ Ability to prepare messages and write
simple documents.

◆ Ability to interpret and summarize
information.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to perform label quality
checks and efficiently manage time.

◆ Ability to read labels and select
appropriate information.

◆ Training records are properly
updated on a regular basis.

◆ Training records are ethically
and confidentially maintained.

◆ Appropriate personnel are
informed of contents of training
record effectively and in a
timely manner.

◆ Label quality is checked in
accordance with customer
specifications and company
procedures.

◆ Label quality is checked in a
safe and timely manner.

◆ Label quality meets government
regulations.

Maintain
training
records

F3

Check and
maintain
label quality

F4

Critical Work Function: F – Perform Administrative Duties

◆ Knowledge of training records
maintenance procedures.

◆ Knowledge of contents of training
records.

◆ Knowledge of roles and functions of
plant personnel.

◆ Knowledge of customer
specifications and company policies
regarding label quality
characteristics.

◆ Knowledge of government
regulations.

◆ Knowledge of product.
◆ Knowledge of correct lifting

procedures.
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Assigned to grading french fries, a Lab
Tech comes into work and communicates
from shift to shift  both product and line
information. She completes proper
paperwork, reviews specs, checks for
proper codes, and puts one bag into the
classifier . She enters the lab, weighs her bag,
and records it, she checks her seams and
vertical seals, then takes a temperature scan
and records it. She pulls out defects and
records them, pulls out specified product
weight (1.5 pounds) and pulls out slivers.
She then does a frozen actron color , fries
the sample, conducts the solid and fat test
and gets the length tape from the classifier .
Once the fry-up is done, she sets it out for
the specified time and records the fry color .
She calculates length sample, records solids,
does her texture test according to procedure
(roll or break method), finishes all
calculations on the worksheet; then enters
the information into computer system. She
communicates the results to her supervisors
or the control room.

Key Activity C2 - Gather ingredients/
collect product samples
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Applied Mathematics, Observation,
Writing, T eamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to apply self-management skills.
◆ Ability to apply sampling protocols to

procedure.
◆ Ability to monitor performance

standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to prepare basic reports and
select methods of communication.

◆ Ability to understand requirements of
the key activity and technological
results.

Key Activity C3 - Conduct analyses on
raw and finished product
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Applied Mathematics, Observation,
Listening, W riting, T eamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to

personal/social improvement and
recommend ethical course of action.

◆ Ability to understand system
organization and hierarchy .

◆ Ability to analyze possible causes/
reasons and recommend action plan.

◆ Ability to use logic to draw
conclusions.

◆ Ability to adjust schedule as required
by supervisor and efficiently manage
time.

Routine Situation Key Activity C5 - Prepare product
samples
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Applied Mathematics, Observation,
Teamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to convert numerical data and

predict arithmetic results.
◆ Ability to interpret and summarize

information.
◆ Ability to select/apply learning tools.
◆ Ability to monitor performance

standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

Key Activity D4 - Document test results
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Applied Mathematics, Observation,
Writing, T eamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to utilize integrated/multiple

software and retrieve stored
information/data.

◆ Ability to prepare messages and write
simple documents.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
personal/social improvement and
recommend ethical course of action.

Scenarios
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Key Activity C2 - Gather ingredients/
collect product samples
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Applied Mathematics, Observation,
Writing, T eamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to apply self-management skills.
◆ Ability to apply sampling protocols to

procedure.
◆ Ability to monitor performance

standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to prepare basic reports and
select methods of communication.

◆ Ability to understand requirements of
the key activity and technological
results.

Key Activity C4 - Perform on-line
quality assurance checks
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Applied Mathematics, Observation,
Teamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to identify system discrepancies

and monitor system performance.
◆ Ability to understand continuous

improvement process and identify
needed systemic improvement.

◆ Ability to analyze personal/social
implications of decisions and
recommend ethical course of action.

◆ Ability to use imagination to visualize
events/activities.

◆ Ability to summarize and translate
mathematical data.

Key Activity A3 - Isolate defective
product
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Applied Mathematics, Observation,
Listening, W riting, T eamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to accept responsibility for own

behavior and understand impact on
others.

◆ Ability to analyze situation and
consider risks/implications.

◆ Ability to examines information/data
and analyzes possible causes/reasons.

◆ Ability to recall basic rules/principles
and identify conflict.

◆ Ability to apply self-management skills.

Key Activity D4 - Document test results
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Applied Mathematics, Observation,
Writing, T eamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to utilize integrated/multiple

software and retrieve stored
information/data.

◆ Ability to prepare messages and write
simple documents.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
personal/social improvement and
recommend ethical course of action.

Key Activity A2 - Conduct objective/
subjective testing
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Applied Mathematics, Observation,
Listening, T eamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to convert numerical data and

predict arithmetic results.
◆ Ability to analyze information and

compile multiple viewpoints.
◆ Ability to monitor performance

standards.
◆ Ability to perform a given set of key

activities and efficiently manage time.
◆ Ability to identify data/information.
◆ Ability to follow processes/procedures.

Crisis Situation

The Laboratory T echnician grades the
sample and finds the product out of grade
on defects. Then he does a recheck, goes
out and gets another sample and regrades it.
He then reports it to his supervisor .  The
recheck is out of grade, so he puts the
product into totes. He then puts a hold on
what was packaged. The shift manager ,
process operator , and systems operator
make the changes such as slowing the line
for ease of taking out defects, adjusting the
ADR’s (Automatic Defect Remover), adding
more inspectors, and changing the blend of
the product. The lab tech then tests the
packaged product to make sure it is in
grade. He will continue to get samples until
the product is back in grade, and then
packing begins again.
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This process is based on the team
concept and consensus. Up to 5-6 members
from various positions within the plant
(packaging, operator , wet line, shipping,
maintenance) are selected. The team’ s
purpose is to identify problem areas in the
plant. The team selects the most important
and cost effective area to monitor by using a
consensus. (Example: list of rework, light
weight case kickoff, vendor problems, and
defect fiber prints). The team needs to make
sure the goal is easy , manageable and
doable. Through consensus, the team sets a
goal to reach a 10% reduction of waste
measured in dollars. Forms are made for
the problem areas. After collecting data, the
team makes a decision for solution. The
laboratory technician position within the
team usually is as a team member and fiber
counter as opposed to team leader . The long
term goal is to reduce costs to produce
more for less.

Key Activity D4 - Document test results
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Applied Mathematics, Observation,
Writing, T eamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to utilize integrated/multiple

software and retrieve stored
information/data.

◆ Ability to prepare messages and write
simple documents.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
personal/social improvement and
recommend ethical course of action.

Long-term Situation Key Activity C2 - Gather ingredients/
collect product samples
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Applied Mathematics, Observation,
Writing, T eamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to apply self-management skills.
◆ Ability to apply sampling protocols to

procedure.
◆ Ability to monitor performance

standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to prepare basic reports and
select methods of communication.

◆ Ability to understand requirements of
the key activity and technological
results.

Key Activity C3 - Conduct analyses on
raw and finished product
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Applied Mathematics, Observation,
Listening, W riting, T eamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to

personal/social improvement and
recommend ethical course of action.

◆ Ability to understand system
organization and hierarchy .

◆ Ability to analyze possible causes/
reasons and recommend action plan.

◆ Ability to use logic to draw
conclusions.

◆ Ability to adjust schedule as required
by supervisor and efficiently manage
time.
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About the Employability Skills (SCANS) Profiles

Laboratory Technicians, actively working in their occupation, were
asked to complete a survey instrument based on broad foundation
skills, the ADVANCE Workplace Standards Skill Inventory from Advance
Educational Spectrums, Inc.

The employability skills on which this survey is based came from
SCANS (Secretary’s Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills). Based
on a report issued in 1991, SCANS identified workplace competencies
and foundation skills required for all work. For each of the 37 SCANS
skills, the individuals were asked to identify which of the five levels of
difficulty represented the appropriate level for their respective position
in the following workplace competencies:

◆ Basic Skills
◆ Thinking
◆ Personal Qualities
◆ Resources
◆ Information
◆ Interpersonal
◆ Systems
◆ Technology
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Critical Competencies

Appropriate Skill Level Needed for
Successful Performance
(5 = Greater Degree of Proficiency/Complexity)

Employability Skills 0 1 2 3 4 5
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Employability Skills (SCANS) Profile Responses

Basic Skills

Demonstrates Effective
Reading Strategies

Demonstrates Effective
Writing Strategies

Applies Arithmetic Processes

Applies Mathematics Processes

Demonstrates Effective
Listening Skills

Demonstrates Effective
Speaking Skills

Thinking Skills

Applies Creative Thinking/
Generates Ideas

Applies Decision Making
Strategies

Recognizes and Solves Problems

Demonstrates Visualization

Knows How to Learn

Applies Reasoning Skills

Probes to gain knowledge/information, qualifies/
analyzes information, and interprets and
summarizes information

Prepares messages and writes simple documents

Converts numerical data and predicts arithmetic
results

Summarizes mathematical data and translates
mathematical data

Interprets, clarifies, and influences
communication

Presents basic ideas/information, explains
concepts, and actively participates in discussion

Paraphrases/summarizes/generalizes existing
ideas, demonstrates creative thinking process
while problem solving, and utilizes
brainstorming techniques

Analyzes situation/information, considers risks/
implications, and compiles multiple viewpoints

Examines information/data, analyzes possible
causes/reasons, and recommends action plan

Applies appropriate principles/laws/theories to
situations, utilizes previous training/experience
to predict outcomes, and uses imagination to
visualize events/activities

Selects/applies learning tools, interprets and
applies new knowledge and experience, and
interprets symbols, diagrams and schematics

Applies rules/principles to process/procedure,
extracts information/data, and uses logic to
draw conclusions
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Employability Skills Critical Competencies

Appropriate Skill Level Needed for
Successful Performance
(5 = Greater Degree of Proficiency/Complexity)

0 1 2 3 4 5
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Personal Qualities

Demonstrates Responsibility

Demonstrates Belief in Self Worth

Demonstrates Sociability in
Groups

Demonstrates Self-Management

Demonstrates Integrity/Honesty

Management of Time and Resources

Manages Time

Manages Money

Manages Materials/Facilities

Manages Human Resources

Management and Use of Information

Acquires/Evaluates Information

Organizes/Maintains
Information

Interprets/Communicates
Information

Uses Computers to Process
Information

Monitors performance standards and follows up on
assigned key activities

Accepts responsibility for own behavior and
understands impact on others

Modifies behavior to environment, shows
understanding/empathy for others, and
demonstrates commitment to social improvement

Sets well defined/realistic goals, demonstrates
commitment to self improvement, applies self-
management skills, and analyzes and adjust goals

Demonstrates commitment to personal/social
improvement, analyzes personal/societal
implications of decisions, and recommends ethical
course of action

Performs given set of key activities, efficiently
manages time, adjusts schedule as required by
supervisor

Accurately disburses and receives money

Acquires and distributes supplies and equipment

Recognizes job key activities and distributes work
assignments

Identifies data/information and predicts outcome

Interprets information and applies processes to new
information

Interprets information, prepares basic summaries/
reports, and selects methods of communication

Utilizes integrated/multiple software, locates
information, and retrieves stored information/data
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Critical Competencies

Appropriate Skill Level Needed for
Successful Performance
(5 = Greater Degree of Proficiency/Complexity)

Employability Skills 0 1 2 3 4 5
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Interpersonal Skills

Participates as Team Member

Teaches Others

Serves Customers

Exhibits Leadership

Negotiates Agreements

Works with Diversity

Understanding and Management of Systems

Understands System

Monitors/Corrects System
Performance

Improves/Designs Systems

Use of Technology

Selects Appropriate Technology

Applies Technology to Key Activity

Maintains/Troubleshoots
Technology

Demonstrates commitment, works to improve
team skills, and encourages/supports team
members

Provides constructive feedback/reinforcement

Responds to customer needs and demonstrates
sensitivity to customer concerns/interests

Encourages others to adopt new concepts,
demonstrates commitment to excellence, leads by
example, and interprets positions on issues

Understands negotiations process, recalls basic
rules/principles, and identifies conflicts

Demonstrates sensitivity to fears/concerns of
diversity, respects rights of others, and
demonstrates awareness of diversity

Understands system organization/hierarchy,
follows processes/procedures, and responds to
system demand

Collects data and identifies system discrepancies

Understand continuous improvement process
and identifies needed systemic improvements

Understands requirements of the key activity and
understands technological results

Understands operation/interaction and
manipulates technology for desired results

Outlines maintenance procedures, follows
specified maintenance, and identifies symptoms
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Work Keys for Laboratory Technician
In consultation with employers,

educators, and experts in employment and
training requirements, ACT has identified
key generic employability skills: skills
crucial to effective performance in most
jobs. The following critical skills form the
basis of the W ork Keys system: Reading for
Information, Applied Mathematics,
Listening, W riting, T eamwork, Applied
Technology , Locating Information, and
Observation. Additional skill scales will be
developed as needed. After identifying these
critical generic workplace skills, ACT

developed the W ork Keys system, which
consists of:

◆ Profiling (job analyses) to determine
the skill requirements of jobs

◆ Skill assessment to determine the
current skills of individuals

◆ Instructional support to help
educators/trainers as they assist
learners in improving their skills

For more detailed information, reference
Work Keys Q & A, and W ork Keys Definitions
in the Appendices.

The following graphs demonstrate
information obtained from the focus group.

Rank Description
Defines the Work Keys skill area being reviewed.

Examples
Illustrates the kinds of tasks that use this skill definition and level.

Skill Levels

SKILL AREA TITLE

Identifies how critical the Work Keys
skill area is to the job, as determined by
incumbent workers.

Entry Workers: new to the job or
within first six months of hire.

Effective Workers: able to perform all
tasks listed in skill standards.

Note: discrepancy in skill levels may
indicate need for on-the-job training
and/or support.

Incumbent workers in the focus groups used this
definition to clarify and focus skill levels needed to
perform the tasks of the job.

Note: these definitions are objective, measurable
outcomes and may be more narrowly defined than
the skill area title indicates.

These examples were taken from the focus groups conducted
in all three states.

In some cases, additional information is given regarding
language or other skill requirements for the job.
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Work Keys

Entry <3-4
Effective 4-5

The Reading for Information skill is an employee’s
skill in reading and understanding work-related
reading materials. In evaluating the level of the
Reading for Information skill required for the key
activities of the job, consider:

◆ the difficulty of the materials employees must
read (e.g., straightforward announcements
using simple vocabulary or complex legal
documents which describe complicated
procedures and include technical language or
specialized language) and

◆ how hard it is for employees to find and make
use of the information they need in the reading
materials (e.g., employees are required simply
to use information stated directly or they must
generalize and draw conclusions from the
information).

This skill does not include the skill of reading charts,
graphs, tables, forms, blueprints, maps, or instrument
gauges. Levels of difficulty range from Level 3, the least
complex, to Level 7, the most complex. Higher levels of
difficulty include skills described in lower levels.

◆ Buyer sheets and specification sheets in some companies are
written in sentences and paragraphs. Sentences are
straightforward and may include procedures.

◆ Manufacturer manuals are used in some companies, by some
lab technicians to troubleshoot, clean, and calibrate
machinery.

◆ Some of the companies profiled did not require reading
because specifications were provided in graphic format.

◆ R & D department changes some of the processes sometimes,
and lab technicians need to read changes and make
corrections in their own practices as a result.

◆ Sensitive Issue Book – meetings, other pieces of information
that all should know are posted in this book for everyone to
check. Expected to be reviewed by all on a regular basis. All
need to read and initial.

Note: Not all companies required reading by Work Keys
definition.

✸ Processes and products require different complexity of
reading.

✸ Some companies have Spanish speakers/readers who are
nearly at level 3, with adapted materials in Spanish to
close the gap. The expectation is that very quickly the
employee must be at least a level 3, with level 4 preferred.

1

 Reading for Information

Entry 3-4
Effective 3-5

The Observation skill is an employee’s skill in paying
attention to instructions and procedures, and in
noticing details.  It involves paying attention to and
remembering details among other information or
distractions.  These details will differ depending on the
job, the key activity, and the situation.

The skill level depends on how accurately the
employee is required to pick out a fact, occurrence, or
action in a background of related information and/or
distractions.

At the lowest skill level (3), employees must notice
straightforward information.  The pace (speed of flow)
of information is slow; hints or reminders are very
strong; distractions are few; and differences are obvious.
At the highest level (6), employees must remember
details from a complex situation with many
distractions.  The pace (speed of flow) of information
may be quick; hints or reminders are minimal; details
are subtle; and differences are not easily noticed.
Higher levels of difficulty include the skills described in
lower levels.

◆ Observes case conditions, boxes, glue jobs, fiber tears, bag
seals, printing on boxes.

◆ Testing product under microscopes and visually for gradation
differences (color, size, foreign material, cut).

◆ Training is provided for lab technicians in identifying defects.
Hints and reminders exist for all processes.

◆ Observe differences in product (e.g., color, softness, smell,
consistency of product).  Some products get mixed with
others.

◆ Distractions occur during tests, either people come in and
interrupt them, or they’re in a busy location (e.g. the
production line).

◆ Some observations are a judgment call when reading meters
and gauges (e.g., there’s a fine line between OK and Not OK).
✸ Observation was the most difficult skill to analyze with this

group.  Timing and multi-tasking are critical to the
observation process, but not part of the definition.  The
observation skill is low, but the accuracy level is critical.

2

 Observation
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Entry 3-5
Effective 3-5

The Applied Mathematics skill is an employee’s skill
in applying mathematical reasoning and problem-
solving techniques to work related problems. In
evaluating the level of the Applied Mathematics skill
required for the key activities of the job, consider:
◆ the types of mathematical operations

employees must perform (e.g., single-step or
multiple-step mathematical operations,
conversions either within or between systems of
measurement);

◆ how the information in the problems is
presented to employees (e.g., the information is
presented in the order in which it is needed or
it must be reordered); and

◆ whether all the information employees need to
solve problems is provided , or if they must
derive some necessary information.

Skill levels were set with the consideration that
employees are in a workplace where they have
calculators and conversion tables to assist them.

Levels range from Level 3, the least complex, to Level
7, the most complex. Higher levels of difficulty include
and build on the skills described in lower levels.

◆ The companies that referenced a lower skill level did so
because the computers figured the calculations for them.

◆ Determines gravity through addition, subtraction, and
division. Problems set up and process is provided.

◆ Computes running averages, estimates defect areas.
◆ Weighs out a sample of berries and then calculates out the

entire load’s weight based on that.
◆ Calculates fats and moisture contents, doing ratios in relation

to other items that comprise the product.
◆ Converting various measurements into compatible

equivalents to calculate information.

3

  Applied Mathematics

Entry 3-4
Effective 4-5

The Locating Information skill is an employee’s skill
in using information taken from workplace graphics,
such as diagrams, blueprints, floor plans, tables, forms,
graphs (including bar charts, pie charts, and line
graphs), flowcharts, and instrument gauges. Employees
are asked to locate, insert, compare, and summarize
information contained in one or more related graphics.
At the lowest level (3), employees are asked to find
information in simple graphics and to fill in
information that is missing from simple graphics. At
the highest level (6), employees are asked to make
decisions and draw conclusions based on information
contained in one or more graphics. Higher levels of
difficulty include the skills described at lower levels.

◆ Specifications in some companies are in a chart format, and
in some companies, are computerized.

◆ Lab technicians look at specification for compliance with
variance, codes, specific customer information and fill in
forms regarding test and grading.

◆ HAACP forms have 4-5 columns across and 4-5 rows down.
The lab technician completes the form.

◆ USDA Grade Sheets are charts with variances listed in percent,
weights, and numbers of fruit. Lab technicians determine
classifications and look at a number of different charts to
determine the grade.

◆ Managing data:
✸ Some make their own summary charts for customers,

look up information from previous runs for comparisons,
summarize information, and write it down.

4

 Locating Information



Locating Information

Rank = Description Examples

Skill Levels

Entry Effective
Level Level

7 ....................................................

6 ....................................................

5 ....................................................

4 ....................................................

3 ....................................................

2 ....................................................

1 ....................................................

0 ....................................................

Rank = Description Examples

Skill Levels

Entry Effective
Level Level
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4 ....................................................
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Entry 2-3
Effective 3

The Listening skill is an employee’s skill in listening
to and conveying work related spoken information in
written form. In evaluating the level of the Listening
skill required for the key activities of the job,
participants were asked to consider how important it
was for employees to have a complete and accurate
understanding of spoken information so that the
information can be conveyed to a third party. At lower
skill levels (1-2), employees need to understand a few
pieces of information. At higher skill levels (3-5),
employees need to understand all of the important
information, subtle details, and the correct relationship
among the pieces of information (in other words,
employees must be able to correctly tie together the
information given in the spoken material).

◆ A supervisor may communicate customer request changes.
The lab technician writes it down in the logbook for the next
shift for reference.

◆ A lab technician may be told information to post regarding a
product. Writes it down and displays on a bulletin board.

◆ Supervisors or customers request samples, special tests, or
procedures (e.g., lab tech notes it and passes it on to be
conducted).

5

 Listening

Entry 1-3
Effective 2-3

The Teamwork skill is an employee’s skill in
choosing behaviors and/or actions that simultaneously
support the relationships among team members and
lead toward the accomplishment of work key activities.
Employees must:

◆ recognize the goals of the team and
◆ identify ways to accomplish them in

increasingly complex situations.
The clarity of goals, availability of resources, number

and nature of problems and issues to resolve, and
existing team relationship define these situations.

Four levels of difficulty, from Level 3, the least
complex, to Level 6, the most complex, include skills
described in lower levels.

◆ If product’s grade is questionable, the team (technicians,
leads, and operators) will come to a consensus decision.

◆ Team may determine schedule and key activities, and/or meet
ad hoc to solve an existing problem such as repackaging
product in a short period of time.

◆ Processes are generally understood by all members. Some are
cross-trained in different jobs so they can help each other.
Help with auditing; “end item” tests on final product –
paperwork on releasing for shipment, R & D.

5

 Teamwork
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Entry 3-4
Effective 3-4

The Writing skill is an employee’s skill in writing
work related information.  In evaluating the level of the
Writing skill necessary for the key activities of the job,
consider:
◆ the importance of writing mechanics

(including grammar, punctuation, and
spelling),

◆ writing style (e.g., smooth and flowing rather
than choppy), and

◆ professional tone as defined by the lack of slurs,
obscenities, and discriminatory terms in an
employee’s written message.

In evaluating this skill, participants were asked to
consider that employees must write without using a
dictionary, spelling checker, grammar checker, the
assistance of others, or any other aids.  Levels range
from 1, the least complex, to 5, the most complex.
Higher levels of difficulty include the skills described in
lower levels.

◆ In some companies, the lead or supervisors wrote the reports,
rather than the lab technicians.

◆ Writing is typically done in a logbook covering the activity
over the eight hour shift.

◆ Short descriptive phrases for forms, reports generally used.
◆ Occasionally need to draft a full sentence/paragraph report in

a more formal structure.
◆ Needs to be clear and somewhat concise (e.g., in the logbook,

which must be read by those on other shifts).

7

  Writing Skills

Entry: N/A
Effective: N/A

The Applied Technology skill is an employee’s skill in
solving problems of a technological nature. Problems
involve the basic principles of mechanics, electricity,
fluid dynamics, and thermodynamics as they apply to
machines and equipment found in the workplace. The
emphasis is on:

◆ identifying the relevant aspects of problems,
◆ analyzing and ordering those aspects, and
◆ applying existing materials or methods to new

situations.
This skill requires problem solving in work situations

of varying complexity. While a situation may focus
primarily on one principle, each Applied Technology
skill level requires proficiency in all of the four
principles of technology listed above.

Since the skill is oriented towards reasoning rather
than mathematics, no calculations or formulas are
necessary to solve the problems. Level 3 is the least
complex, Level 6 is the most complex, and higher levels
of difficulty include the skills described at lower levels.

◆ N/A

8

 Applied Technology
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Level of Importance of the Functions
(Validation Survey Results)

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Critical
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Very Important
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Important
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Somewhat Important
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Not Important

Functions A B C D E F

A Establish Standard Operating Procedures
B Maintain Facility
C Test Material and Product
D Perform and Document Analysis
E Manage Data
F Perform Administrative Duties

One hundred surveys were sent to Laboratory T echnicians within the industry , throughout
Idaho, Oregon, and W ashington. Sixty-three responses were received and tallied.
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On Site Industry Evaluation & Validation

A team of independent observers familiar
with the food processing industry validated
the information gathered in the focus
groups. T wo food processing companies
were visited in each state, for a total of six
site visits. Each observer compared the key
activities in T emplate A (shown below) with
employees actually performing their jobs.
Approximately four hours were spent at
each company . Companies visited reflected
the variety of products and processes
represented in the focus groups.

Using the chart below , on-site validators
observed employees doing their jobs, and
checked off key activities that they observed
being performed. If a key activity was not
observed, it was not marked. Some

validators confirmed with employees if a key
activity not observed is routinely performed
at that facility , and if so, that key activity was
included in the validation. The check
marks in the template below reflect the
totals of the six site visits.

All of the key activities were validated in at
least two facilities. Factors and conditions
that affected whether certain key activities
were observed include the following:

◆ Time of day , year validation was
performed. Some key activities are
performed at certain times of the year
or day , and may not have been
observable during the time of the site
visit. This was particularly true for
training and safety meetings.

Key ActivitiesCritical Work
Functions

Establish Standard
Operating Procedures

A

Maintain Facility

B

Test Material and
Product

C

Perform and Document
Analyses

D

Manage data

E

Perform Administrative
Duties

F

Acquire and review

established product

specifications

A1    ✓✓✓✓✓

Inspect and set up lab

equipment

B1    ✓✓✓✓

Identify differences in

materials and supplier

specifications

C1   ✓✓✓✓

Check container weights,

codes, seals, and seams

D1   ✓✓✓✓✓

Prepare written reports

E1   ✓✓✓✓

Assist in training new

lab technicians

F1   ✓✓

Conduct objective/

subjective testing

A2    ✓✓✓✓✓✓

Calibrate and

troubleshoot lab

equipment

B2   ✓✓✓✓

Gather ingredients/

collect product samples

C2   ✓✓✓✓✓

Collect, mark, and store

various library samples

and/or inventory

D2   ✓✓✓✓✓

Forecast trends based

on data

E2   ✓✓✓

Participate in

mandatory safety

meeting

F2   ✓✓

Isolate defective

product

A3    ✓✓✓✓✓

Perform  sanitation

checks

B3   ✓✓

Conduct analyses on

raw and finished

product

C3   ✓✓✓✓✓

Review and pull

product

D3   ✓✓✓✓✓

Maintain logbook

E3   ✓✓✓✓✓

Maintain training

records

F3   ✓✓

Perform process

equipment inspections

B4   ✓✓

Perform on-line quality

assurance checks

C4   ✓✓✓✓✓

Document test results

D4   ✓✓✓✓✓✓

Check and maintain

label quality

F4   ✓✓✓

Prepare product

samples

C5   ✓✓✓✓✓

Perform specialized on

demand tests

C6   ✓✓✓

In addition, a W ork Keys profiler
reconfirmed the eight skill areas with each
occupation’ s tri-state list of key activities and
critical work functions (see chart). Many of
the original focus group members from all
three states participated in this portion of
the evaluation and validation process.
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Trimmer/Inspector/Belt␣ Sorter

Summary of Critical Work FunctionsDescription

The trimmers’ responsibilities include
using established specifications to assess the
product and trim any major defects when
appropriate.

Observation skills are critical, as these
workers inspect product.

Working in partnership with the
operators, the trimmer monitors the
equipment used on the production line and
reports any malfunctions or irregularities. In
some parts of the production areas, a
trimmer may be required to strip out
product that has been held from a prior run,
or hand pack and align it for future use.
Each trimmer is responsible for cleaning
personal gear daily (i.e., apron, gloves, tools
if used) and maintaining a sanitary work
area.

A – INSPECT RAW PRODUCTS
A1 Place product on equipment for

processing
A2 Inspect product and pull foreign

material
A3 Grade raw products
A4 Trim defects from product
A5 Monitor/report equipment

malfunctions

B – INSPECT/PACK PROCESSED
PRODUCTS

B1 Pull foreign material
B2 Inspect and remove defective

processed product
B3 Align processed product for packaging
B4 Strip out/inspect held product
B5 Monitor/report equipment

malfunctions

C – MAINTAIN WORK ENVIRONMENT
C1 Clean personal gear and work area
C2 Attend safety meeting

In Idaho this position was referred to as Trimmer/Inspector/Belt Sorter.
In Washington it was referred to as Inspector/Belt Sorter.
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Place
product on
equipment
for
processing

A1

◆ Product is prepared for
placement in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Product is safely prepared and
placed on equipment for
processing.

◆ Product is correctly placed on
equipment for processing in a
timely manner.

Skill Standards

◆ Ability to trim product within
tolerances.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of product

characteristics.

◆ Ability to paraphrase/summarize/
generalize existing ideas.

◆ Ability to monitor performance.
◆ Ability to monitor performance

standards and follow up on assigned
task.

◆ Ability to start on time and
efficiently manage time.

◆ Ability to concentrate and follow
rules and procedures.

Critical Work Function:
A - Inspect Raw Products

In the charts, you’ll see the following icons that represent these Work Keys:

Listening

Writing

Teamwork

Applied Technology

Reading for Information

Locating Information

Applied Mathematics

Observation
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys
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Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

Critical Work Function:  A - Inspect Raw Products

Inspect
product and
pull foreign
material

A2

Grade raw
products

A3

◆ Raw product is correctly and
safely inspected in accordance
with company procedures and
guidelines.

◆ Product is inspected in
accordance with sanitation
procedures.

◆ Inspection is in accordance with
all applicable laws and
regulations.

◆ Product is appropriately shuffled.
◆ Product is consistently and

completely scanned for foreign
material.

◆ Foreign material is accurately
pulled in a timely manner.

◆ Appropriate personnel are
immediately notified of man-
made materials in accordance
with company procedures.

◆ Grading tools are safely and
correctly used.

◆ Raw products are correctly
graded in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Raw products are consistently
graded in a timely manner.

◆ Raw products are accurately
graded in accordance with
customer specifications.

◆ Ability to detect foreign materials.
◆ Knowledge of company, safety, and

personal sanitation procedures.
◆ Knowledge of product

characteristics.
◆ Knowledge of laws and regulations

regarding product inspection.
◆ Knowledge of lock-out/tag-out

procedures.
◆ Ability to identify and safely use

cleaning agents.
◆ Knowledge of correct lifting

procedures.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures
for grading raw products.

◆ Knowledge of customer’s
specifications.

◆ Knowledge of product
characteristics.

◆ Knowledge of proper use of tools
used in grading product.

◆ Ability to apply self-management
skills.

◆ Ability to manipulate learning tools
to pull foreign product.

◆ Ability to demonstrate creative
thinking process while problem
solving.

◆ Ability to present complex ideas/
information to personnel.

◆ Ability to select data/information
relevant to inspecting raw product.

◆ Ability to use materials in a safe and
efficient manner.

◆ Ability to analyze possible causes/
reasons and recommend action plan.

◆ Ability to follow rules/procedures and
employ a level of concentration.

◆ Ability to select appropriate
information and identify relevant
details, facts and specifications.

◆ Ability to perform basic computations
and record numerical data.
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

◆ Trimming tools are correctly and
safely used.

◆ Knives are correctly sheathed or
placed in knife holder when not
in use.

◆ Product is accurately trimmed of
major defects in accordance with
company procedures and
guidelines.

◆ Product is consistently trimmed
in a timely manner.

◆ Appropriate communication is
concisely and completely given
to relief person.

◆ Equipment is carefully and
constantly monitored for
irregularities.

◆ Immediate work area is
appropriately observed for safety.

◆ Equipment malfunctions are
promptly and clearly reported to
appropriate personnel.

◆ Ability to use trimming tools
correctly.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures
for trimming.

◆ Ability to pass trim tests (at some
companies).

◆ Knowledge of knife safety
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of knife sanitation
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of proper equipment
functions.

◆ Ability to recognize unsafe working
conditions.

◆ Knowledge of channels of
communication.

◆ Ability to analyze situation and
consider risks/implications.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards.

◆ Ability to analyze personal/social
implications of decisions.

◆ Ability to present complex facts and
information to relief person.

◆ Ability to work to identify/remove
social barriers and encourage
cooperation/negotiation.

◆ Ability to select information relevant
to monitoring equipment and predict
outcomes.

◆ Ability to maintain tools and supplies
and use them in a safe manner.

◆ Ability to interpret information
regarding equipment functions.

◆ Ability to understand technology
applications and follow proper
procedures.

◆ Ability to present basic ideas and
information and participate in
discussions.

Trim defects
from
product

A4

Monitor/
report
equipment
malfunctions

A6

Critical Work Function:  A - Inspect Raw Products
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys
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Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

◆ Product is appropriately shuffled.
◆ Product is consistently and

completely scanned for foreign
material.

◆ Foreign material is accurately
pulled in a timely manner.

◆ Appropriate personnel are
immediately notified of the
presence of man made materials
in accordance with company
procedures.

◆ Major defective processed product
is correctly and safely inspected
in accordance with company
procedures and guidelines.

◆ Product is inspected in
accordance with sanitation
procedures.

◆ Inspection is in accordance with
all applicable laws and
regulations.

◆ Major defective processed product
is removed in accordance with
company standards and
guidelines.

◆ Major defective processed product
is accurately removed within
required tolerances.

◆ Removal is in accordance with all
applicable laws and regulations.

◆ Major defective processed product
is removed in cooperation with
coworkers.

◆ Appropriate personnel are
promptly notified of deviations of
standards.

◆ Ability to detect foreign materials.
◆ Knowledge of company procedures

regarding pulling foreign materials.
◆ Knowledge of product lines.
◆ Knowledge of safety and personal

sanitation procedures.
◆ Knowledge of signs and their

significance.

◆ Knowledge of company standards.
◆ Knowledge of product

characteristics.
◆ Knowledge of applicable laws and

regulations.
◆ Knowledge of basic line operation.

◆ Ability to apply self-management
skills.

◆ Ability to manipulate learning tools
to pull foreign material.

◆ Ability to utilize brainstorming
techniques.

◆ Ability to present complex
information regarding foreign
material.

◆ Ability to concentrate and follow
rules and procedures.

◆ Ability to select data/information
relevant to inspecting processed
product.

◆ Ability to use materials in a safe and
efficient manner.

◆ Ability to analyze possible causes/
reasons.

◆ Ability to pose critical questions.
◆ Ability to interpret, clarify, and

influence communication.
◆ Ability to recognize patterns in

defective product.

Pull foreign
material

B1

Inspect
processed
product and
remove
defective
product

B2

Critical Work Function:
B - Inspect/Package Processed Products
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys
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◆ Product is accurately packaged
within required weight
tolerances.

◆ Hand packed product is properly
aligned.

◆ Product is safely packaged in
accordance with customer
specifications.

◆ Knife is safely used to open bag.
◆ Bags are completely emptied

into appropriate totes.
◆ Held product is accurately

inspected in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Product is inspected in
cooperation with coworker.

◆ Appropriate personnel are
accurately notified of deviations
of standard.

◆ Equipment is carefully and
constantly monitored for
irregularities.

◆ Immediate work area is
appropriately observed for safety.

◆ Equipment malfunctions are
promptly reported to appropriate
personnel.

◆ Ability to analyze basic logic/rule/
principle.

◆ Ability to apply self-management
skills.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
excellence.

◆ Ability to respond to customer needs.

◆ Ability to work to improve team
skills.

◆ Ability to present complex facts about
held product.

◆ Ability to coach others to apply
related concepts.

◆ Ability to use materials in a safe and
efficient manner.

◆ Ability to select information relevant
to monitoring equipment and predict
outcomes.

◆ Ability to maintain tools and supplies
and use them in a safe manner.

◆ Ability to interpret information
regarding equipment functions.

◆ Ability to understand technology
applications and follow proper
procedures.

Align
processed
product for
packaging

B3

Strip out/
inspect held
product

B4

Monitor/
report
equipment
malfunctions

B5

◆ Knowledge of customer
specifications.

◆ Knowledge of safety procedures.
◆ Knowledge of product alignment

procedures.

◆ Knowledge of company
specifications and procedures.

◆ Knowledge of safe knife handling
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of inspection procedures.
◆ Knowledge of channels of

communication.

◆ Knowledge of proper equipment
functions.

◆ Ability to recognize unsafe working
conditions.

Critical Work Function:  B - Inspect/Package Processed Products
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys
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Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

Clean
personal
gear and
work area

C1

Attend
safety
meetings

C2

◆ Knowledge of good personal
hygiene protocols.

◆ Knowledge of personal gear.
◆ Knowledge of company standards

and safety procedures.
◆ Ability to identify and safely use

cleaning agents.
◆ Knowledge of correct lifting

procedures.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures
and standards.

◆ Knowledge of meeting/training
protocol.

◆ Knowledge of work area safety
requirements.

◆ Knowledge of plant terminology.
◆ Knowledge of work environment

and safety policies.

◆ Apron and gloves are properly
cleaned on a daily basis in
accordance with company
standards.

◆ Earplugs, hair net and bump
caps are properly cleaned and
fitted.

◆ Work area is cleaned and
maintained in a safe and
sanitary condition.

◆ Where applicable, participation in
major clean-ups is correctly
performed in a timely manner.

◆ Meetings are attended in a
focused and timely manner, with
active participation.

◆ Meetings are effectively attended
in accordance with company
procedures and standards.

◆ Information regarding food safety
is accurately given and received.

◆ Information regarding unsafe
behavioral/work practices and/or
work areas is accurately given
and received.

◆ Issues are accurately discussed
and solutions are defined.

◆ Communication is respectfully
performed without discrimination.

◆ Ability to maintain job specific
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to accept responsibility for
own behavior and understand impact
on others.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment
and encourage/support team
members.

◆ Ability to coach others to apply
related concepts.

◆ Ability to demonstrate awareness of
diversity of opinion.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
safety.

◆ Ability to work to improve team
skills.

◆ Ability to present ideas/information
and participate in discussion.

Critical Work Function:
C - Maintain Work Environment
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Scenarios
Routine Situation

The Inspector checks her work schedule
for the day. She then puts her clean gear on
and reports to her work area in a timely
manner. She begins by placing the product
on the equipment and grading raw products
for quality and defects. She trims the defects
from the product and pulls any foreign
material.

Key Activity: A1 – Place product on
equipment for processing
Work Keys:

Observation, Teamwork
Employability Skills:

◆ Ability to paraphrase/summarize/
generalize existing ideas.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activity.

◆ Ability to start on time and efficiently
manage time.

Key Activity: A2 – Inspect product and
pull foreign material
Work Keys:

Observation, Teamwork
Employability Skills:

◆ Ability to apply self-management skills.
◆ Ability to manipulate learning tools to

pull foreign product.
◆ Ability to demonstrate creative

thinking process while problem
solving.

◆ Ability to present complex ideas/
information to personnel.

◆ Ability to select data/information
relevant to inspecting raw product.

◆ Ability to use materials in a safe and
efficient manner.

◆ Ability to analyze possible causes/
reasons and recommend action plan.

Key Activity: A3 – Grade raw products
Work Keys:

Observation, Teamwork
Employability Skills:

◆ Ability to select appropriate
information and identify relevant
details, facts and specifications.

◆ Ability to perform basic computations
and record numerical data.

◆ Ability to investigate new learning
techniques.

Key Activity: A4 – Trim defects from
product
Work Keys:

Observation, Teamwork
Employability Skills:

◆ Ability to analyze situation and
consider risks/implications.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards.

◆ Ability to analyze personal/social
implications of decisions.

◆ Ability to present complex facts and
information to relief person.

◆ Ability to work to identify/remove
social barriers and encourage
cooperation/negotiation.
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Crisis Situation

The trimmer sits on a stool inspecting and
picking out defective processed product.
Suddenly, product stops coming down the
line. Her verti-lift has ceased to run. As she
looks around her area, she notices verti-lift
buckets lying on the floor. She immediately
pushes her operator call button and reports
her equipment malfunction.

Key Activity: B2 – Inspect processed
product and remove defective product
Work Keys:

Observation, Teamwork
Employability Skills:

◆ Ability to select data/information
relevant to inspecting processed
product.

◆ Ability to use materials in a safe and
efficient manner.

◆ Ability to analyze possible causes/
reasons.

◆ Ability to pose critical questions.
◆ Ability to interpret, clarify, and

influence communication.
◆ Ability to recognize patterns in

defective product.

Key Activity: B5  - Monitor/report
equipment malfunctions
Work Keys:

Observation, Teamwork
Employability Skills:

◆ Ability to select information relevant to
monitoring equipment and predict
outcomes.

◆ Ability to maintain tools and supplies
and use them in a safe manner.

◆ Ability to interpret information
regarding equipment functions.

◆ Ability to understand technology
applications and follow proper
procedures.
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Long-term Situation

Every month the belt sorter attends her
company’s safety meetings. Her company
has worked two and one half million hours
of long term accident free work. During the
safety meeting, she is asked if there are any
unsafe working conditions, and she
mentions the water hose left on the floor
making it unsafe to get from one area of the
plant to another. Another worker states he
uses it so often, he occasionally forgets to
put it away. The two belt sorters and their
coworkers discuss the implications of the
unwrapped hose and identify a solution.

Key Activity: C2 – Attend safety meeting
Work Keys:

Reading, Observation, Teamwork
Employability Skills:

◆ Ability to coach others to apply related
concepts.

◆ Ability to demonstrate awareness of
diversity.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
excellence.

◆ Ability to work to improve team skills.
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Trimmer/Inspector/Belt Sorters, actively working in their occupation,
were asked to complete a survey instrument based on broad foundation
skills, the ADVANCE Workplace Standards Skill Inventory from Advance
Educational Spectrums, Inc.

The employability skills on which this survey is based came from
SCANS (Secretary’s Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills). Based
on a report issued in 1991, SCANS identified workplace competencies
and foundation skills required for all work. For each of the 37 SCANS
skills, the individuals were asked to identify which of the five levels of
difficulty represented the appropriate level for their respective position
in the following workplace competencies:

◆ Basic Skills
◆ Thinking
◆ Personal Qualities
◆ Resources
◆ Information
◆ Interpersonal
◆ Systems
◆ Technology

About the Employability Skills (SCANS) Profiles
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Employability Skills Critical Competencies

Appropriate Skill Level Needed for
Successful Performance
(5 = Greater Degree of Proficiency/Complexity)

0 1 2 3 4 5

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Basic Skills

Demonstrates Effective
Reading Strategies

Demonstrates Effective
Writing Strategies

Applies Arithmetic Processes

Applies Mathematics Processes

Demonstrates Effective
Listening Skills

Demonstrates Effective
Speaking Skills

Thinking Skills

Applies Creative Thinking /
Generates Ideas

Applies Decision
Making Strategies

Recognizes and Solves
Problems

Demonstrates Visualization

Knows How to Learn

Applies Reasoning Skills

Employability Skills (SCANS) Profile Responses

Probes to gain knowledge/information, qualifies/
analyzes information and interprets and
summarizes information

Prepares messages and writes simple documents

Performs basic computations and records
numerical data

Utilizes mathematical techniques/formulas/
processes and records results

Interprets, clarifies, and influences
communication

Presents complex ideas/information, analyzes
group/individual response, and poses critical
questions

Paraphrases/summarizes/generalizes existing
ideas, demonstrates creative thinking process
while problem solving, and utilizes
brainstorming techniques

Analyzes situation/information, considers risks/
implications, and compiles multiple viewpoints

Examines information/data, analyzes possible
causes/reasons, and recommends action plan

Recognizes patterns/relationships and translates
blueprints/drawings/diagrams

Analyzes application of learning tools,
investigates new learning techniques, and
manipulates learning tools

Analyzes logic/principle and examines
information/data for relevance and accuracy
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Critical Competencies

Appropriate Skill Level Needed for
Successful Performance
(5 = Greater Degree of Proficiency/Complexity)

Employability Skills 0 1 2 3 4 5
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Personal Qualities

Demonstrates Responsibility

Demonstrates Belief in
Self-Worth

Demonstrates Sociability
in Groups

Demonstrates Self-Management

Demonstrates Integrity/Honesty

Management of Time and Resources

Manages Time

Manages Money

Manages Materials/Facilities

Manages Human Resources

Management and Use of Information

Acquires/Evaluates Information

Organizes/Maintains Information

Interprets/Communicates
Information

Uses Computers to
Process Information

Monitors performance standards and follows up
on assigned key activities

Accepts responsibility for own behavior and
understands impact on others

Works to identify/remove social barriers and
encourages cooperation/negotiation

Sets well defined/realistic goals, demonstrates com-
mitment to self-improvement, applies self-man-
agement skills, and analyzes and adjusts goals

Demonstrates commitment to personal/social
improvement, analyzes personal/societal
implications of decisions, and recommends ethical
course of action

Performs given set of key activities, efficiently
manages time, adjusts schedule as required by
supervisor

Accurately disburses and receives money

Uses materials in a safe and efficient manner and
maintains job specific supplies and equipment

Recognizes job key activities and distributes work
assignments

Selects/obtains data/information relevant to the
key activity and identifies need for data

Identifies process and selects appropriate categories

Interprets information, prepares basic summaries
/reports, and selects methods of communication

Understands computer operation and performs
basic data entry
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Employability Skills Critical Competencies

Appropriate Skill Level Needed for
Successful Performance
(5 = Greater Degree of Proficiency/Complexity)

0 1 2 3 4 5
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Interpersonal Skills

Participates as Team Member

Teaches Others

Serves Customers

Exhibits Leadership

Negotiates Agreements

Works with Diversity

Understanding and Management of Systems

Understands System

Monitors/Corrects System
Performance

Improves/Designs Systems

Use of Technology

Selects Appropriate Technology

Applies Technology to Key Activity

Maintains/Troubleshoots
Technology

Demonstrates commitment, works to improve
team skills, and encourages/supports team
members

Identifies training needs, conducts key activity
specific training, and coaches others to apply
related concepts

Responds to customer needs and demonstrates
sensitivity to customer concerns/interests

Encourages others to adopt new concepts,
demonstrates commitment to excellence, leads by
example, and interprets positions on issues

Understands negotiations process, recalls basic
rules/principles and identifies conflicts

Demonstrates sensitivity to fears/concerns of
diversity, respects rights of others, and
demonstrates awareness of diversity

Understands system organization/hierarchy,
follows processes/procedures, and responds to
system demand

Collects data and identifies system discrepancies

Suggests system modifications/improvements and
determines system components to be modified or
improved

Understands requirements of the key activity and
understands technological results

Understands technology applications and follows
proper procedures

Outlines maintenance procedures, follows
specified maintenance, and identifies symptoms
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Work Keys for Trimmer/Inspector/Belt Sorter
In consultation with employers,

educators, and experts in employment and
training requirements, ACT has identified
key generic employability skills: skills
crucial to effective performance in most
jobs. The following critical skills form the
basis of the Work Keys system: Reading for
Information, Applied Mathematics,
Listening, Writing, Teamwork, Applied
Technology, Locating Information, and
Observation. Additional skill scales will be
developed as needed. After identifying these
critical generic workplace skills, ACT
developed the Work Keys system, which
consists of:

◆ Profiling (job analyses) to determine
the skill requirements of jobs

◆ Skill assessment to determine the
current skills of individuals

◆ Instructional support to help
educators/trainers as they assist
learners in improving their skills

For more detailed information, reference
Work Keys Q & A, and Work Keys Definitions
in the Appendices.

The following graphs demonstrate
information obtained from the focus group.

Rank Description
Defines the Work Keys skill area being reviewed.

Examples
Illustrates the kinds of tasks that use this skill definition and level.

Skill Levels

SKILL AREA TITLE

Identifies how critical the Work Keys
skill area is to the job, as determined by
incumbent workers.

Entry Workers: new to the job or
within first six months of hire.

Effective Workers: able to perform all
tasks listed in skill standards.

Note: discrepancy in skill levels may
indicate need for on-the-job training
and/or support.

Incumbent workers in the focus groups used this
definition to clarify and focus skill levels needed to
perform the tasks of the job.

Note: these definitions are objective, measurable
outcomes and may be more narrowly defined than
the skill area title indicates.

These examples were taken from the focus groups conducted
in all three states.

In some cases, additional information is given regarding
language or other skill requirements for the job.
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  Observation
1

Entry: 3- 4
Effective: 3-5

The Observation skill is an employee’s skill in paying
attention to instructions and procedures, and in
noticing details.  It involves paying attention to and
remembering details among other information or
distractions.  These details will differ depending on the
job, the key activity, and the situation.

The skill level depends on how accurately the
employee is required to pick out a fact, occurrence, or
action in a background of related information and/or
distractions.

At the lowest skill level (3), employees must notice
straightforward information.  The pace (speed of flow)
of information is slow; hints or reminders are very
strong; distracters are few; and differences are obvious.
At the highest level (6), employees must remember
details from a complex situation with many
distractions.  The pace (speed of flow) of information
may be quick; hints or reminders are minimal; details
are subtle; and differences are not easily noticed.
Higher levels of difficulty include the skills described in
lower levels.

◆ Observes product for defects, foreign material, and proper cut
sizes.

◆ Observes equipment to detect malfunction and safety issues.
◆ Distracters include noise, things in the way, time limits to get

the job done, and other parts of the machine that must be
ignored.

◆ Looks for foreign material and product out of specification.
✶ Lack of observation could result in high-risk situations

such as damaging equipment, materials and personnel.

  Reading for Information
2

Entry: N/A - <3
Effective: N/A - <3

The Reading for Information skill is an employee’s
skill in reading and understanding work-related
reading materials.  In evaluating the level of the
Reading for Information skill required for the key
activities of the job, consider:
◆ the difficulty of the materials employees must

read (e.g., straightforward announcements
using simple vocabulary or complex legal
documents which describe complicated
procedures and include technical language or
specialized language) and

◆ how hard it is for employees to find and make
use of the information they need in the reading
materials (e.g., employees are required simply
to use information stated directly or they must
generalize and draw conclusions from the
information).

This skill does not include the skill of reading charts,
graphs, tables, forms, blueprints, maps, or instrument
gauges.  Levels of difficulty range from Level 3, the least
complex, to Level 7, the most complex.  Higher levels of
difficulty include skills described in lower levels.

◆ Reads short instructions (e.g. what to do if chemicals get in
one’s eyes).

◆ Reads a schedule – when to work/break, where to go, product
information, and description of what you’re going to do.

◆ Reads internal memos, mostly posted.
◆ Reads MSDS sheets.

✶ The Work Keys reading system is developed using English.
Most companies profiled required reading, but not
necessarily in English.  The companies translated written
materials to other languages.

✶✶ Skill not applicable in Washington companies as
defined by Work Keys.
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  Locating Information
3

Entry: N/A - 3
Effective: N/A - 3

The Locating Information skill is an employee’s skill
in using information taken from workplace graphics,
such as diagrams, blueprints, floor plans, tables, forms,
graphs (including bar charts, pie charts, and line
graphs), flowcharts, and instrument gauges.
Employees are asked to locate, insert, compare, and
summarize information contained in one or more
related graphics.  At the lowest level (3), employees are
asked to find information in simple graphics and to fill
in information that is missing from simple graphics.  At
the highest level (6), employees are asked to make
decisions and draw conclusions based on information
contained in one or more graphics.  Higher levels of
difficulty include the skills described at lower levels.

◆ Uses schedule to locate when to work, etc.
◆ Accesses and uses maps to communicate evacuation

procedure and safety information.
✶  Written in Spanish and English in some locations.
✶✶  Skill not applicable in Washington companies as

defined by Work Keys.

  Teamwork
4

Entry: N/A - 3
Effective: N/A - 3

The Teamwork skill is an employee’s skill in
choosing behaviors and/or actions that simultaneously
support the relationships among team members and
lead toward the accomplishment of work key activities.
Employees must:
◆ recognize the goals of the team and
◆ identify ways to accomplish them in

increasingly complex situations.
The clarity of goals, availability of resources, number

and nature of problems and issues to resolve, and
existing team relationship define these situations.

Four levels of difficulty, from Level 3, the least
complex, to Level 6, the most complex, include skills
described in lower levels.

◆ The Trimmer/Inspector/Belt Sorter work in teams that cover
17 stations with 17 people.  They rotate every two hours and
teamwork is essential to keep the line running smoothly.

◆ They must also work with more than one person on the line.
◆ Employees are encouraged to volunteer and participate in

company-wide teams.
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  Applied Mathematics
N/A

Entry: N/A
Effective: N/A

The Applied Mathematics skill is an employee’s skill
in applying mathematical reasoning and problem-
solving techniques to work-related problems.  In
evaluating the level o the Applied Mathematics skill
required for the key activities of the job, consider:
◆ the types of mathematical operations

employees must perform (e.g., single-step or
multiple-step mathematical operations,
conversions either within or between systems of
measurement);

◆ how the information in the problems is
presented to employees (i.e., the information is
presented in the order in which it is needed or
it must be reordered); and

◆ whether all the information employees need to
solve problems is provided (or if they must
derive some necessary information).

Skill levels were set with the consideration that
employees are in a workplace where they have
calculators and conversion tables to assist them.

Levels range from Level 3, the least complex, to Level
7, the most complex.  Higher levels of difficulty include
and build on the skills described in lower levels.

✶ Skill not applicable as defined by Work Keys.

  Listening
N/A

Entry: N/A
Effective: N/A

The Listening skill is an employee’s skill in listening
to and conveying work-related spoken information in
written form. In evaluating the level of the Listening
skill required for the key activities of the job,
participants were asked to consider how important it
was for employees to have a complete and accurate
understanding of spoken information so that the
information can be conveyed to a third party.  At lower
skill levels (1-2), employees need to understand a few
pieces of information.  At higher skill levels (3-5),
employees need to understand all of the important
information, subtle details, and the correct relationship
among the pieces of information (in other words,
employees must be able to correctly tie together the
information given in the spoken material).

✶ Skill not applicable as defined by Work Keys.
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  Writing
N/A

Entry: N/A
Effective: N/A

The Writing skill is an employee’s skill in writing
work-related information.  In evaluating the level of the
Writing skill necessary for the key activities of the job,
consider:
◆ the importance of writing mechanics

(including grammar, punctuation, and
spelling),

◆ writing style (i.e., smooth and flowing rather
than choppy), and

◆ professional tone (as defined by the lack of
slurs, obscenities, and discriminatory terms) in
an employee’s written message.

In evaluating this skill, participants were asked to
consider that employees must write without using a
dictionary, spelling checker, grammar checker, the
assistance of others, or any other aids.  Levels range
from 1, the least complex, to 5, the most complex.
Higher levels of difficulty include the skills described in
lower levels.

✶ Skill not applicable as defined by Work Keys.

  Applied Technology
N/A

Entry: N/A
Effective:  N/A

The Applied Technology skill is an employee’s skill in
solving problems of a technological nature.  Problems
involve the basic principles of mechanics, electricity,
fluid dynamics, and thermodynamics as they apply to
machines and equipment found in the workplace.  The
emphasis is on:
◆ identifying the relevant aspects of problems,
◆ analyzing and ordering those aspects, and
◆ applying existing materials or methods to new

situations.
This skill requires problem solving in work situations

of varying complexity.  While a situation may focus
primarily on one principle, each Applied Technology
skill level requires proficiency in all of the four
principles of technology listed above.

Since the skill is oriented towards reasoning rather
than mathematics, no calculations or formulas are
necessary to solve the problems.  Level 3 is the least
complex, Level 6 is the most complex, and higher levels
of difficulty include the skills described at lower levels.

✶ The Work Keys system defines Applied Technology as using
all four principles of mechanics, electricity, fluid
dynamics, and thermodynamics within the job
classification.  The use of all four did not apply to
Trimmer/Inspector.
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Level of Importance of the Critical Work Functions
(Validation Survey Results)

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Critical
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Very Important
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Important
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Somewhat Important
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Not Important

Critical Work Functions A B C

One hundred surveys were sent to Trimmer/Inspector/Belt Sorters within the industry,
throughout Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. Sixty-three responses were received and tallied.

A Inspect Raw Products
B Inspect/Pack Processed Products
C Maintain Work Environment
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On-Site Industry Evaluation & Validation

A team of independent observers familiar
with the food processing industry validated
the information gathered in the focus
groups.  Two food processing companies
were visited in each state, for a total of six
site visits. Each observer compared the key
activities in Template A (shown below) with
employees actually performing their jobs.
Approximately four hours were spent at
each company.  Companies visited reflected
the variety of products and processes
represented in the focus groups.

Using the chart below, on-site validators
observed employees doing their jobs, and
checked off key activities that they observed
being performed.  If a key activity was not
observed, it was not marked.  Some
validators confirmed with employees if a key
activity not observed is routinely performed
at that facility, and if so, that key activity was
included in the validation.  The check
marks in the template below reflect the
totals of the six site visits.

All of the key activities were validated in at
least two facilities.  Factors and conditions
that affected whether certain key activities
were observed include the following:

◆ Time of day, year validation was
performed.  Some key activities are
performed at certain times of the year
or day, and may not have been
observable during the time of the site
visit.

In addition, a Work Keys profiler
reconfirmed the eight skill areas with each
occupation’s tri-state list of key activities and
critical work functions (see chart). Many of
the original focus group members from all
three states participated in this portion of
the evaluation and validation process.

Inspect Raw
Products

A
Inspect/Pack
Processed Products

B
Maintain Work
Environment

C

Place product on

equipment for

processing

A1  ✓✓✓

Pull foreign

material

B1  ✓✓✓✓✓

Clean personal gear

and work area

C1  ✓✓✓✓✓

Inspect product and

pull foreign

material

A2 ✓✓✓✓✓✓

Inspect and remove

defective processed

product

B2  ✓✓✓✓✓

Attend safety

meeting

C2  ✓✓

Grade raw products

A3  ✓✓✓

Align processed

product for

packaging

B3  ✓✓✓✓

Trim defects from

product

A4   ✓✓✓✓✓

Strip out/inspect held

product

B4  ✓✓✓

Key ActivitiesCritical Work
Functions

Monitor/report

equipment

malfunctions

A5  ✓✓✓✓

Monitor/report

equipment

malfunctions

B5  ✓✓✓✓
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Maintenance/General Mechanic

Summary of Critical Work FunctionsDescription

A – MAINTAIN WATER AND STEAM
SYSTEMS WITHIN THE PLANT

A1 Troubleshoot water and steam system
equipment

A2 Install water and steam system within
the plant

A3 Inspect, adjust, and/or align water and
steam system

A4 Repair/replace water and steam
system components

A5 Dispose of water and steam system
components within the plan

A6 Repair sprinkler system
A7 Inspect storage tank system
A8 Perform preventive maintenance on

water and steam system

B – MAINTAIN MECHANICAL
EQUIPMENT

B1 Troubleshoot mechanical system
B2 Install mechanical system
B3 Inspect, adjust, and/or align

mechanical system
B4 Repair/replace mechanical system

components
B5 Dispose of mechanical system

components
B6 Clean and maintain tools
B7 Perform preventive maintenance on

mechanical system

C – MAINTAIN HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
C1 Troubleshoot hydraulic system
C2 Install hydraulic system
C3 Inspect, adjust, and/or align hydraulic

system
C4 Repair/replace hydraulic components
C5 Reclaim and dispose of hydraulic

components
C6 Perform preventive maintenance on

hydraulic system

D – MAINTAIN PNEUMATIC VACUUM
SYSTEMS

D1 Troubleshoot pneumatic vacuum
system

D2 Install pneumatic vacuum system
D3 Inspect, adjust, and/or align

pneumatic vacuum system
D4 Repair/replace pneumatic vacuum

system
D5 Reclaim and dispose of pneumatic

vacuum components
D6 Perform preventive maintenance on

pneumatic vacuum

E – MAINTAIN HVAC REFRIGERATION
SYSTEMS

E1 Troubleshoot HVAC refrigeration
system

E2 Install HVAC refrigeration equipment
E3 Adjust HVAC refrigeration operating

pressures
E4 Repair and/or replace HVAC

refrigeration components
E5 Reclaim/recycle refrigerants
E6 Perform preventive maintenance on

pneumatic vacuum

F – PERFORM ADMINISTRATIVE
DUTIES

F1 Attend production scheduling
meetings

F2 Maintain parts and supply inventories
F3 Maintain documentation
F4 Attend safety meeting

A Maintenance or General Mechanic in a
food processing plant keeps the production
line moving, and must understand and be
able to troubleshoot a variety of systems,
including water and steam, mechanical,
hydraulic, pneumatic vacuum, and HVAC
refrigeration. In addition to having a
working knowledge of mechanics,
electricity, thermodynamics and fluid
dynamics for equipment repair, a
maintenance employee may be called on to
install, replace, inspect, or adjust any or all
of these system components. An
understanding of contaminants, their impact
on the environment, and regulations
governing disposal is essential, including
reclaiming and recycling refrigerants.
General mechanics are usually part of the
product team for each shift, and may also
maintain parts and supply inventories for the
plant.

In Oregon and Idaho this position was referred to as Maintenance.
In Washington it was referred to as General Mechanic.
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Troubleshoot
water and
steam
system
equipment

A1

◆ Water and steam system
malfunctions are accurately and
thoroughly diagnosed in a
timely manner.

◆ Water and steam system
troubleshooting is performed in
a safe manner.

◆ Water and steam system is
diagnosed in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Water and steam system
diagnosis is correctly performed
using appropriate tools when
applicable.

◆ Diagnosis is performed with
coworker as needed.

Skill Standards

Critical Work Function:
A - Maintain Water and Steam Systems within the Plant

◆ Knowledge of safety procedures for
troubleshooting water and steam
system equipment.

◆ Knowledge of OSHA, HAZMAT, and
MSDS requirements and regulations.

◆ Ability to properly use appropriate
hand, power, and diagnostic tools.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of water and steam

system equipment and components.
◆ Ability to recognize equipment

malfunctions.

◆ Ability to evaluate performance of
technology and analyze failures.

◆ Ability to generate/evaluate solutions
and devise/implement plan of action.

◆ Ability to analyze situation/
information and consider risks/
implications.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to encourage/support team
members.

◆ Ability to compare and analyze
multiple sounds.

◆ Ability to demonstrate sensitivity to
internal customer concerns and
needs.

◆ Ability to recognize job tasks and
identify own strengths and
weaknesses.

Skill Standards for Maintenance/General Mechanic do not override any govenmental regulations.

In the charts, you’ll see the following icons that represent these Work Keys:

Listening

Writing

Teamwork

Applied Technology

Reading for Information

Locating Information

Applied Mathematics

Observation
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

Critical Work Function: A - Maintain Water and Steam Systems within the Plant

◆ Water and steam system is
installed in accordance with
blueprint/schematics.

◆ Measurements are accurately
performed.

◆ Water and steam system is
neatly installed in a safe and
timely manner using appropriate
tools.

◆ Water and steam system is
correctly installed in accordance
with company standards,
applicable laws, regulations, and
manufacturer’s specifications.

◆ Installation of system is
performed within allotted down
time.

◆ Product line is thoroughly
checked to ensure it is free of
contaminants.

◆ Flow rates and levels are
accurately adjusted in accordance
with company procedures and
manufacturer’s specifications.

◆ Leak inspections are regularly
and completely conducted in a
timely manner.

◆ Systems are safely adjusted
within required tolerances.

◆ Appropriate tools and gauges are
properly used.

◆ Product line is free of
contaminants.

Install water
and steam
system
within the
plant

A2

Inspect,
adjust, and/
or align
water and
steam
system

A3

◆ Knowledge of company procedures
and manufacturer’s specifications.

◆ Knowledge of OSHA, HAZMAT, and
MSDS requirements and regulations.

◆ Ability to properly use appropriate
hand and power tools for steam
system instalation.

◆ Knowledge of water and steam
system equipment and components.

◆ Knowledge of lock-out/tag-out
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of steam system tools,
materials, and gauges.

◆ Knowledge of water and steam
system equipment and components.

◆ Knowledge of manufacturer’s
specifications.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures
regarding inspecting and adjusting
steam systems.

◆ Ability to interpret symbols, diagrams,
schematics, and analyze application.

◆ Ability to apply creative solutions to
new situations.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity
sequence and prepare schedule.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to analyze work assignments
and match talent to positions.

◆ Ability to analyze system
configuration/stability and recognize
system strengths/limitations.

◆ Ability to distinguish trends in
performance and diagnose
performance deviations.

◆ Ability to propose simple
technological solutions.

◆ Ability to manipulate technology for
desired results.

◆ Ability to convert numerical data and
predict arithmetic results.
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Repair/
replace
water and
steam
system
components

A4

Dispose of
water and
steam
system
components
within the
plant

A5

Repair
sprinkler
system

A6

◆ Water and steam components
are correctly installed in a safe
and timely manner.

◆ Proper water and steam
components and appropriate
tools are used.

◆ Water and steam components
are repaired/ replaced in
accordance with company
standards and manufacturer’s
specifications.

◆ Components are properly repaired/
replaced in accordance with
regulations and applicable laws.

◆ Water and steam system
components are free of leaks.

◆ Installation of system is per-
formed within allotted down time.

◆ Product line is free of
contaminants.

◆ Water and steam system
components are disposed of in
accordance with company
procedures.

◆ Water and steam system com-
ponents are safely disposed of.

◆ Sprinkler system leaks are
properly repaired in accordance
with company procedures.

◆ Proper parts and appropriate
tools are used for repairs.

◆ Sprinkler system is repaired in a
safe and timely manner.

◆ Knowledge of lock-out/tag-out
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of OSHA, HAZMAT, and
MSDS requirements and regulations.

◆ Ability to properly depressurize
lines.

◆ Ability to properly use appropriate
hand and power tools for steam
system repair.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures,
laws, regulations, and manufacturer’s
specifications.

◆ Knowledge of water and steam
system equipment and components.

◆ Ability to recognize contaminants.
◆ Knowledge of company disposal

procedures.

◆ Knowledge of company repair and
safety procedures.

◆ Knowledge of sprinkler system.

◆ Ability to determine system
components to be modified or
improved.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity
sequence.

◆ Ability to aggressively pursue goal
attainment.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to summarize and translate
mathematical data.

◆ Ability to monitor performance stan-
dards and follow up on assigned key
activities.

◆ Ability to responsibly challenge
unethical practices/decisions.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
excellence and lead by example.

◆ Ability to interpret symbols, diagrams,
and schematics.

◆ Ability to examine information/data
for relevance and accuracy.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity
sequence.

◆ Ability to develop and apply creative
solutions to new situations.

Critical Work Function: A - Maintain Water and Steam Systems within the Plant
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

Inspect
storage tank
system

A7

Perform
preventive
maintenance
on water/
steam
system

A8

◆ Storage tank system is safely
inspected in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Storage tank system is
thoroughly inspected for leaks
and possible contaminants.

◆ Appropriate tools are properly
used.

◆ Preventive maintenance schedules
are followed in accordance with
manufacturer’s specifications and
company procedures.

◆ Water and steam system
preventive maintenance is
performed in accordance with
preventive maintenance checklist
and company procedures.

◆ Complete water and steam
system is checked for leaks and
structural integrity in a safe and
timely manner.

◆ Appropriate tools are properly
used.

◆ Product line is free of
contaminants.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Ability to recognize contaminants.
◆ Knowledge of and ability to use

proper tools for storage tank
system inspection.

◆ Knowledge of company safety
procedures, maintenance schedules,
and manufacturer’s specifications.

◆ Knowledge of preventive
maintenance checklist terminology
and procedures.

◆ Knowledge of water and steam
equipment and tools.

◆ Ability to recognize problems within
the system prior to breakdown.

◆ Ability to determine system
components to be modified or
improved.

◆ Ability to analyze work assignments.
◆ Ability to analyze information and

consider risks and implications.
◆ Ability to acquire and distribute

supplies and equipment.
◆ Ability to examine information/data

for relevance and accuracy.

◆ Ability to analyze basic logic/rule/
principle.

◆ Ability to research and gain
knowledge/information,  and
synthesize information.

◆ Ability to integrate multiple items of
data regarding preventive
maintenance.

◆ Ability to visually analyze relationship
between parts/whole process/
procedure.

◆ Ability to evaluate performance of
technology.

Critical Work Function: A - Maintain Water and Steam Systems within the Plant
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Troubleshoot
mechanical
system

B1

Install
mechanical
system

B2

◆ Mechanical system malfunctions
are accurately and thoroughly
diagnosed in a timely manner.

◆ Mechanical system
troubleshooting is performed in
a safe manner.

◆ Mechanical system is diagnosed
in accordance with company
procedures.

◆ Mechanical system diagnosis is
correctly performed using
appropriate tools when
applicable.

◆ Diagnosis is performed with
coworker as needed.

◆ Mechanical system design is
appropriately provided to
engineers.

◆ Mechanical system is efficiently
installed in accordance with
blueprint/schematics.

◆ Measurements are accurately
performed.

◆ Mechanical system is neatly
installed in a safe and timely
manner using appropriate tools.

◆ Mechanical system is correctly
installed in accordance with
company procedures, applicable
laws, regulations, and
manufacturer’s specifications.

◆ Installation of system is
performed within allotted down
time.

◆ Product line is thoroughly
checked to ensure it is free of
contaminants.

◆ Knowledge of safety procedures.
◆ Knowledge of OSHA, HAZMAT, and

MSDS requirements and regulations.
◆ Ability to properly use appropriate

hand, power, and diagnostic tools.
◆ Ability to recognize equipment

malfunctions and need for
assistance.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of mechanical system

equipment and malfunctions.

◆ Knowledge of lock-out/tag-out
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of OSHA, HAZMAT, and
MSDS requirements and regulations.

◆ Ability to properly use appropriate
hand and power tools.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures
and manufacturer’s specifications.

◆ Knowledge of mechanical system
equipment and components.

◆ Ability to read blueprints and
schematics.

◆ Ability to evaluate performance of
technology and analyze failures.

◆ Ability to generate/evaluate solutions
and devise/implement plan of action.

◆ Ability to analyze situation/
information and consider risks/
implications.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to encourage/support team
members.

◆ Ability to compare and analyze
multiple sounds.

◆ Ability to demonstrate sensitivity to
internal customer concerns and
needs.

◆ Ability to interpret symbols, diagrams,
schematics, and analyze application.

◆ Ability to apply creative solutions to
new situations.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity
sequence and prepare schedule.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to analyze work assignments
and match talent to positions.

Critical Work Function:
B - Maintain Mechanical Equipment
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

Inspect,
adjust, and/
or align
mechanical
system

B3

Repair/
replace
mechanical
system
components

B4

◆ Mechanical system is visually and
audibly inspected for proper
operation.

◆ System components are felt for
proper operation.

◆ Mechanical system is adjusted/
aligned in a safe and timely
manner using appropriate tools.

◆ Mechanical system is correctly
adjusted/aligned in accordance
with company procedures and
manufacturer’s specifications.

◆ Possible equipment shut down is
immediately reported to
appropriate personnel.

◆ Mechanical components are
correctly installed in a safe and
timely manner.

◆ Mechanical repairs are properly
and effectively performed.

◆ Related equipment is checked for
proper operation and test run.

◆ Ratio/speed change is accurately
calculated when necessary.

◆ Proper mechanical components
and appropriate tools are used.

◆ Mechanical components are
repaired/ replaced in accordance
with company standards and
manufacturer’s specifications.

◆ Product line is free of
contaminants.

◆ Knowledge of lock-out/tag-out
procedures.

◆ Ability to properly use appropriate
hand and power tools.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of mechanical system

equipment.
◆ Knowledge of applicable laws and

regulations.

◆ Ability to discern appropriate
needed repairs.

◆ Knowledge of lock-out/tag-out
procedures.

◆ Ability to properly use appropriate
hand and power tools.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures
and manufacturer’s specifications.

◆ Knowledge of mechanical system
equipment and components.

◆ Knowledge of welding techniques
◆ Knowledge of applicable laws,

regulations, and standards.

◆ Ability to analyze system
configuration/stability and recognize
system strengths/limitations.

◆ Ability to distinguish trends in
performance and diagnose
performance deviations.

◆ Ability to propose simple
technological solutions.

◆ Ability to manipulate technology for
desired results.

◆ Ability to convert numerical data and
predict arithmetic results.

◆ Ability to determine system
components to be modified or
improved.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity
sequence.

◆ Ability to aggressively pursue goal
attainment.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to summarize and translate
mathematical data.

Critical Work Function: B - Maintain Mechanical Equipment
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Dispose of
mechanical
components

B5

Clean and
maintain
tools

B6

Perform
preventive
maintenance
on
mechanical
system

B7

◆ Mechanical components are
disposed of in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Mechanical components are safely
disposed of in accordance with
hazardous material regulations.

◆ Product line is free of
contaminants.

◆ Tools are properly cleaned in
accordance with company
procedures.

◆ Tools are consistently inspected
for proper working condition.

◆ Tools are neatly stored in
accordance with company
procedures.

◆ Preventive maintenance schedules
are followed in accordance with
manufacturer’s specifications and
company procedures.

◆ Mechanical system preventive
maintenance is performed in
accordance with preventive
maintenance checklist and
company procedures.

◆ Complete mechanical system is
checked for proper operation in
a safe and timely manner.

◆ Appropriate tools are used
correctly.

◆ Product line is thoroughly
checked to ensure it is free of
contaminants.

◆ Ability to recognize contaminants.
◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of all applicable laws

and regulations.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of Good Manufacturing

Practices.
◆ Knowledge of use and care of

mechanical equipment tools.

◆ Knowledge of company safety
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of  maintenance
schedules.

◆ Knowledge of manufacturer’s
specifications.

◆ Knowledge of preventive
maintenance checklist terminology
and procedures.

◆ Knowledge of mechanical equipment
and tools.

◆ Ability to recognize problems within
the equipment prior to breakdown.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to responsibly challenge
unethical practices/decisions.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
excellence and lead by example.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
social improvement.

◆ Ability to prioritize daily key
activities.

◆ Ability to acquire and maintain
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to evaluate performance of
technology and analyze failures.

◆ Ability to analyze  basic logic/rule/
principle.

◆ Ability to research to gain
knowledge/information and synthesize
information.

◆ Ability to integrate multiple items of
data regarding preventive
maintenance.

◆ Ability to visually analyze relationship
between parts/whole process/
procedure.

◆ Ability to coach others to apply
related concepts.

◆ Ability to evaluate performance of
technology.

Critical Work Function: B - Maintain Mechanical Equipment
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

Troubleshoot
hydraulic
system

C1

Install
hydraulic
system

C2

◆ Knowledge of safety procedures
◆ Knowledge of OSHA, HAZMAT, and

MSDS requirements and regulations.
◆ Ability to properly use appropriate

hand, power, and diagnostic tools
for troubleshooting.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of hydraulic system

equipment.
◆ Ability to recognize equipment

malfunctions.

◆ Knowledge of lock-out/tag-out
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of OSHA, HAZMAT, and
MSDS requirements and regulations.

◆ Ability to properly use appropriate
hand and power tools for hydraulic
system installation.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures
and manufacturer’s specifications.

◆ Knowledge of hydraulic system
equipment and components.

◆ Ability to evaluate performance of
technology and analyze failures.

◆ Ability to generate/evaluate solutions
and devise/implement plan of action.

◆ Ability to analyze situation/
information and consider risks/
implications.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to encourage/support team
members.

◆ Ability to compare and analyze
multiple sounds.

◆ Ability to demonstrate sensitivity to
internal customer concerns and
needs.

◆ Ability to interpret symbols, diagrams,
schematics, and analyze application.

◆ Ability to apply creative solutions to
new situations.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity
sequence and prepare schedule.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to analyze work assignments
and match talent to positions.

Critical Work Function:
C - Maintain Hydraulic Systems

◆ Hydraulic system malfunctions
are accurately and thoroughly
diagnosed in a timely manner.

◆ Hydraulic system troubleshooting
is performed in a safe manner.

◆ Hydraulic system is diagnosed in
accordance with company
procedures.

◆ Hydraulic system diagnosis is
correctly performed using
appropriate tools when
applicable.

◆ Diagnosis is performed with
coworker as needed.

◆ Hydraulic system is efficiently
installed in accordance with
blueprint/schematics.

◆ Measurements are accurately
performed.

◆ Hydraulic system is neatly
installed in a safe and timely
manner using appropriate tools.

◆ Hydraulic system is correctly
installed in accordance with
company procedures, applicable
laws, regulations, and
manufacturer’s specifications.

◆ Installation of system is
performed within allotted down
time.

◆ Product line is thoroughly
checked to ensure it is free of
contaminants.
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

◆ Hydraulic system is visually and
audibly inspected for proper
operation.

◆ Hoses and lines are inspected for
leaks.

◆ System components are felt for
proper operation.

◆ Hydraulic system is adjusted/
aligned in a safe and timely
manner using appropriate tools.

◆ Hydraulic system is correctly
adjusted/aligned in accordance
with company procedures and
manufacturer’s specifications.

◆ Possible equipment shut down is
immediately reported to
appropriate personnel.

◆ Hydraulic components are
correctly installed in a safe and
timely manner.

◆ Hydraulic repairs are properly
and effectively performed.

◆ Proper hydraulic components and
appropriate tools are used.

◆ Hydraulic components are
repaired/ replaced in accordance
with company procedures and
manufacturer’s specifications.

◆ Hydraulic system components are
free of leaks.

◆ Product line is free of
contaminants

Inspect,
adjust, and/
or align
hydraulic
system

C3

Repair/
replace
hydraulic
components

C4

◆ Knowledge of lock-out/tag-out
procedures.

◆ Ability to properly use appropriate
hydraulic system hand and power
tools.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of hydraulic system

equipment and components.
◆ Knowledge of applicable laws and

regulations.

◆ Ability to discern appropriate
needed repairs.

◆ Knowledge of lock-out/tag-out
procedures.

◆ Ability to properly use hydraulic
system hand and power tools.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures
and manufacturer’s specifications.

◆ Knowledge of hydraulic system
equipment and components.

◆ Knowledge of applicable laws,
regulations, and standards.

◆ Ability to analyze system
configuration/stability and recognize
system strengths/limitations.

◆ Ability to distinguish trends in
performance and diagnose
performance deviations.

◆ Ability to propose simple
technological solutions.

◆ Ability to manipulate technology for
desired results.

◆ Ability to convert numerical data and
predict arithmetic results.

◆ Ability to determine system
components to be modified or
improved.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity
sequence.

◆ Ability to aggressively pursue goal
attainment.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to summarize and translate
mathematical data.

Critical Work Function: C - Maintain Hydraulic Systems
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

Reclaim and
dispose of
hydraulic
components

C5

Perform
preventive
maintenance
on hydraulic
system

C6

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to responsibly challenge
unethical practices/decisions.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
excellence and lead by example.

◆ Ability to analyze  basic logic/rule/
principle.

◆ Ability to research to gain
knowledge/information and synthesize
information.

◆ Ability to integrate multiple items of
data regarding preventive
maintenance.

◆ Ability to visually analyze relationship
between parts/whole process/
procedure.

◆ Ability to coach others to apply
related concepts.

◆ Ability to evaluate performance of
technology.

Critical Work Function: C - Maintain Hydraulic Systems

◆ Hydraulic system oil is reclaimed
and disposed of in accordance
with company procedures and
EPA  regulations.

◆ Hydraulic system components are
disposed of in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Preventive maintenance schedules
are followed in accordance with
manufacturer’s specifications and
company procedures.

◆ Hydraulic system preventive
maintenance is thoroughly
performed in accordance with
company preventive maintenance
checklist and procedures.

◆ Storage tank system is inspected
for leaks and possible
contaminants.

◆ Complete hydraulic system is
checked for leaks and structural
integrity in a safe and timely
manner.

◆ Appropriate equipment tools and
lubricants are properly used.

◆ Ability to recognize contaminants.
◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of EPA, OSHA, and MSDS

regulations and reguirements.

◆ Knowledge of company safety
procedures, maintenance schedules,
and manufacturing specifications.

◆ Knowledge of maintenance checklist
terminology and procedures.

◆ Knowledge of hydraulic equipment,
materials, and tools.

◆ Ability to recognize problems
within the equipment prior to
breakdown.
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

◆ Pneumatic vacuum system
malfunctions are accurately and
thoroughly diagnosed in a timely
manner.

◆ Pneumatic vacuum system
troubleshooting is performed in
a safe manner.

◆ Pneumatic vacuum system is
diagnosed in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Pneumatic vacuum system
diagnosis is correctly performed
using appropriate tools when
applicable.

◆ Diagnosis is performed with
coworker as needed.

◆ Pneumatic vacuum system is
efficiently installed in accordance
with blueprint/schematics.

◆ Measurements are accurately
performed.

◆ Pneumatic vacuum system is
neatly installed in a safe and
timely manner using appropriate
tools.

◆ Pneumatic vacuum system is
correctly installed in accordance
with company procedures,
applicable laws, regulations, and
manufacturer’s specifications.

◆ Installation of system is
performed within allotted down
time.

◆ Product line is thoroughly
checked to ensure it is free of
contaminants.

◆ Ability to evaluate performance of
technology and analyze failures.

◆ Ability to generate/evaluate solutions
and devise/implement plan of action.

◆ Ability to analyze situation/
information and consider risks/
implications.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to encourage/support team
members.

◆ Ability to compare and analyze
multiple sounds.

◆ Ability to demonstrate sensitivity to
internal customer concerns and
needs.

◆ Ability to interpret symbols, diagrams,
schematics, and analyze application.

◆ Ability to apply creative solutions to
new situations.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity
sequence and prepare schedule.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to analyze work assignments
and match talent to positions.

Critical Work Function:
D - Maintain Pneumatic Vacuum Systems

Troubleshoot
pneumatic
vacuum
system

D1

Install
pneumatic
vacuum
system

D2

◆ Knowledge of safety procedures.
◆ Knowledge of OSHA, HAZMAT, MSDS

requirements and regulations.
◆ Ability to properly use appropriate

hand, power, and diagnostic tools.
◆ Ability to recognize need for

assistance.
◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of pneumatic vacuum

system equipment.
◆ Ability to recognize equipment

malfunctions.

◆ Knowledge of lock-out/tag-out
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of OSHA, HAZMAT, and
MSDS requirements and regulations.

◆ Ability to properly use appropriate
hand and power tools.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures
and manufacturer’s specifications.

◆ Knowledge of pneumatic vacuum
system equipment and components.
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

Inspect,
adjust, and/
or align
pneumatic
vacuum
system

D3

Repair/
replace
pneumatic
vacuum
system

D4

◆ Pneumatic vacuum system is
visually and audibly inspected for
proper operation.

◆ System components are felt for
proper operation.

◆ Pneumatic vacuum system is
adjusted/aligned in a safe and
timely manner using appropriate
tools.

◆ Pneumatic vacuum system is
correctly adjusted/aligned in
accordance with company
procedures and manufacturer’s
specifications.

◆ Possible equipment shut down is
immediately reported to
appropriate personnel.

◆ Pneumatic vacuum components
are correctly installed in a safe
and timely manner.

◆ Proper pneumatic vacuum
components and appropriate
tools are used.

◆ Pneumatic vacuum components
are repaired/ replaced in
accordance with company
standards and manufacturer’s
specifications.

◆ Components are properly
repaired/replaced in accordance
with regulations and applicable
laws.

◆ Pneumatic vacuum system
components are thoroughly
checked to ensure they are free
of leaks.

◆ Product line is thoroughly
checked to ensure it is free of
contaminants.

◆ Ability to analyze system
configuration/stability and recognize
system strengths/limitations.

◆ Ability to distinguish trends in
performance and diagnose
performance deviations.

◆ Ability to propose simple
technological solutions.

◆ Ability to manipulate technology for
desired results.

◆ Ability to convert numerical data and
predict arithmetic results.

◆ Ability to determine system
components to be modified or
improved.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity
sequence.

◆ Ability to aggressively pursue goal
attainment.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
tasks.

◆ Ability to summarize and translate
mathematical data.

Critical Work Function: D - Maintain Pneumatic Vacuum Systems

◆ Knowledge of lock-out/tag-out
procedures.

◆ Ability to properly use pneumatic
vacuum system hand and power
tools.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of pneumatic vacuum

system equipment and components.
◆ Knowledge of applicable laws and

regulations.

◆ Knowledge of lock-out/tag-out
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of OSHA, HAZMAT, and
MSDS requirements and regulations.

◆ Ability to properly depressurize
lines.

◆ Ability to properly use pneumatic
vacuum system hand and power
tools.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures,
laws, regulations and manufacturer’s
specifications.

◆ Knowledge of pneumatic vacuum
system equipment and components.
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Reclaim and
dispose of
pneumatic
vacuum
system
components

D5

Perform
preventive
maintenance
on
pneumatic
vacuum
system

D6

◆ Pneumatic vacuum components
are disposed of in accordance
with company procedures.

◆ Pneumatic vacuum components
are safely disposed of in
accordance with hazardous
material regulations.

◆ Product line is thoroughly
checked to ensure it is free of
contaminants.

◆ Preventive maintenance schedules
are followed in accordance with
manufacturer’s specifications and
company procedures.

◆ Preventive maintenance is
performed in accordance with
company preventive maintenance
checklist and procedures.

◆ Complete pneumatic vacuum
system is checked for leaks and
structural integrity in a safe and
timely manner.

◆ Appropriate tools are properly
used.

◆ Product line is thoroughly
checked to ensure it is free of
contaminants.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to responsibly challenge
unethical practices/decisions.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
excellence and lead by example.

◆ Ability to analyze basic logic/rule/
principle.

◆ Ability to research to gain
knowledge/information and synthesize
information.

◆ Ability to integrate multiple items of
data regarding preventive
maintenance.

◆ Ability to visually analyze relationship
between parts/whole, process/
procedure.

◆ Ability to evaluate performance of
technology.

Critical Work Function: D - Maintain Pneumatic Vacuum Systems

◆ Ability to recognize contaminants.
◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of all applicable laws

and regulations.

◆ Knowledge of company safety
procedures and maintenance
schedules.

◆ Knowledge of manufacturer’s
specifications.

◆ Ability to use preventive
maintenance checklist.

◆ Knowledge of pneumatic vacuum
equipment and tools.

◆ Ability to recognize problems within
the system prior to breakdown.
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

◆ HVAC refrigeration system
malfunctions are accurately and
thoroughly diagnosed in a timely
manner.

◆ HVAC refrigeration system
troubleshooting is performed in a
safe manner.

◆ HVAC refrigeration system is
diagnosed in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ HVAC refrigeration system
diagnosis is correctly performed
using appropriate tools when
applicable.

◆ Diagnosis is performed with
coworker as needed.

◆ HVAC refrigeration system is
installed in accordance with
blueprint/schematics.

◆ Measurements are accurately
performed.

◆ HVAC refrigeration system is
installed in a safe and timely
manner using appropriate tools.

◆ HVAC refrigeration system is
correctly installed in accordance
with company procedures,
applicable laws, regulations, and
manufacturer’s specifications.

◆ All components are pressure
checked for leaks before
ammonia is added.

◆ Installation of system is
performed within allotted down
time.

◆ Product line is thoroughly
checked to ensure it is free of
contaminants.

◆ Ability to evaluate performance of
technology and analyze failures.

◆ Ability to generate/evaluate solutions
and devise/implement plan of action.

◆ Ability to analyze situation/
information and consider risks/
implications.

◆ Ability to compare and analyze
multiple sounds.

◆ Ability to demonstrate sensitivity to
internal customer concerns and
needs.

◆ Ability to interpret symbols, diagrams,
schematics, and analyze application.

◆ Ability to apply creative solutions to
new situations.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity
sequence and prepare schedule.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to analyze work assignments
and match talent to positions.

Critical Work Function:
E - Maintain HVAC Refrigeration Systems

Troubleshoot
HVAC
refrigeration
systems

E1

Install
HVAC
refrigeration
equipment

E2

◆ Knowledge of safety procedures.
◆ Knowledge of OSHA, HAZMAT, and

MSDS requirements and regulations.
◆ Ability to properly use appropriate

HVAC refrigeration system hand,
power, and diagnostic tools.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of HVAC refrigeration

system equipment and components.
◆ Ability to recognize equipment

malfunctions.

◆ Knowledge of lock-out/tag-out
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of OSHA, HAZMAT, and
MSDS regulations and requirements.

◆ Ability to properly use appropriate
HVAC refrigeration system hand and
power tools.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of HVAC refrigeration

system equipment and components.
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

◆ HVAC refrigeration head pressure
is adjusted within required
tolerances.

◆ Oil temperatures and pressures
are adjusted within required
tolerances.

◆ Appropriate tools are properly
used.

◆ HVAC refrigeration operating
pressures are systematically
monitored in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Operation performance sheets/
logs are accurately and legibly
written.

◆ HVAC refrigeration components
are correctly installed in a safe
and timely manner.

◆ Proper HVAC refrigeration
components and appropriate
tools are used in accordance
with manufacturers specifications
and components.

◆ HVAC refrigeration components
are repaired/replaced in
accordance with company
procedures and manufacturer’s
specifications.

◆ Components are properly
repaired/replaced in accordance
with regulations and applicable
laws.

◆ HVAC refrigeration system
components are free of leaks.

◆ Product line is free of
contaminants

◆ Ability to analyze system
configuration/stability and recognize
system strengths/limitations.

◆ Ability to distinguish trends in
performance and diagnose
performance deviations.

◆ Ability to propose simple
technological solutions.

◆ Ability to manipulate technology for
desired results.

◆ Ability to convert numerical data and
predict arithmetic results.

◆ Ability to determine system
components to be modified or
improved.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity
sequence.

◆ Ability to aggressively pursue goal
attainment.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to summarize and translate
mathematical data.

Adjust
HVAC
refrigeration
operating
pressures

E3

Repair and/
or replace
HVAC
refrigeration
components

E4

Critical Work Function: E - Maintain HVAC Refrigeration Systems

◆ Ability to use respirator and
personal protective equipment.

◆ Ability to properly use appropriate
HVAC refrigeration system gauges
and hand and power tools.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of HVAC refrigeration

system equipment and components.
◆ Knowledge of location of system

valves.

◆ Knowledge of lock-out/tag-out
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of OSHA, HAZMAT, and
MSDS requirements and regulations.

◆ Ability to properly depressurize
lines.

◆ Ability to properly use appropriate
HVAC refrigeration system hand and
power tools.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures,
laws, regulations, and manufacturer’s
specifications.

◆ Knowledge of pneumatic vacuum
system equipment.
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

◆ HVAC refrigerants are reclaimed
and recycled in accordance with
company procedures and EPA
regulations.

◆ HVAC refrigerants are completely
and safely reclaimed and
recycled.

◆ Preventive maintenance schedules
are followed in accordance with
manufacturer’s specifications and
company procedures.

◆ HVAC refrigeration system
preventive maintenance is
performed in accordance with
company preventive maintenance
checklist and procedures.

◆ Complete HVAC refrigeration
system is checked for leaks and
structural integrity in a safe and
timely manner.

◆ Appropriate tools are properly
used.

◆ Product line is thoroughly
checked to ensure it is free of
contaminants.

Reclaim and
recycle
refrigerants

E5

Perform
preventive
maintenance
on HVAC
refrigeration
equipment

E6

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to responsibly challenge
unethical practices/decisions.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
excellence and lead by example.

◆ Ability to analyze basic logic/rule/
principle.

◆ Ability to research to gain
knowledge/information and synthesize
information.

◆ Ability to integrate multiple items of
data regarding preventive
maintenance.

◆ Ability to visually analyze relationship
between parts/whole process/
procedure.

◆ Ability to evaluate performance of
technology.

.

Critical Work Function: E - Maintain HVAC Refrigeration Systems

◆ Knowledge of lock-out/tag-out
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of EPA regulations.
◆ Knowledge of system evacuation

procedures.
◆ Ability to use respirator and

personal protective equipment.

◆ Knowledge of company safety
procedures, maintenance schedules,
and preventive maintenance
checklist.

◆ Knowledge of manufacturer’s
specifications.

◆ Knowledge of HVAC refrigeration
equipment and tools.

◆ Ability to recognize problems within
the system prior to breakdown.

◆ Ability to use respirator and
personal protective equipment.
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

◆ Pertinent information is properly
discussed.

◆ Scheduling problems are clearly
defined and solutions are
established with coworkers in
accordance with company
procedures.

◆ Meetings are actively attended in
accordance with company
procedures.

◆ Parts and supply inventories are
properly maintained in
accordance with company
procedures.

◆ Vendor lists are systematically
and accurately updated.

◆ Parts and supplies are neatly
organized in accordance with
company procedures.

Participate
in
production
meetings

F1

Maintain
parts and
supply
inventories

F2

◆ Ability to accept responsibility for
own behavior and understands impact
on others.

◆ Ability to moderate discussions,
demonstrate composure,  and
interpret complaints/concerns.

◆ Ability to recognize the value of
diversity.

◆ Ability to present complex ideas/
information and analyze group/
individual response.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards.

◆ Ability to determine system
components to be modified or
improved.

◆ Ability to transfer information
between formats.

◆ Ability to perform routine record
keeping of stock and budgets.

Critical Work Function:
F – Perform Administrative Duties

◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of scheduling

requirements and issues.
◆ Knowledge of company norms.

◆ Knowledge of equipment and parts
vendors.

◆ Knowledge of company policies and
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of equipment systems
and components requirements.
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

◆ All pertinent information is
legibly written.

◆ All pertinent information is
accurately and completely
recorded in computer system.

◆ Information is accurately
documented/entered in a timely
manner at the end of each shift.

◆ Pertinent information is
systematically reported/
communicated throughout each
shift to appropriate personnel.

◆ Meetings are attended in a
timely and focused manner with
active participation.

◆ Meetings are effectively attended
in accordance with company
procedures and standards.

◆ Information regarding food safety
is accurately given and received.

◆ Information regarding unsafe
behavioral/work practices and/or
work areas is accurately given
and received.

◆ Issues are accurately discussed
and solutions are defined.

◆ Communication is respectfully
performed without discrimination.

◆ Ability to summarize/paraphrase
information.

◆ Ability to interpret information.
◆ Ability to integrate multiple items of

data.
◆ Ability to suggest system

modifications/improvements.
◆ Ability to utilize integrated/multiple

software.

◆ Ability to understand impact on
others.

◆ Ability to encourage cooperation/
negotiation.

◆ Ability to coach others to apply
related concepts.

◆ Ability to lead by example.
◆ Ability to recognize the value of

diversity.
◆ Ability to present basic information

and ideas and actively participate in
discussion.

Maintain
documentation

F3

Attend
safety
meeting

F4

Critical Work Function: F – Perform Administrative Duties

◆ Knowledge of roles and duties of
plant personnel.

◆ Knowledge of company
documentation procedures.

◆ Knowledge of information required
for documentation.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures
and standards.

◆ Knowledge of meeting/training
protocol.

◆ Knowledge of work area safety
requirements.

◆ Knowledge of plant terminology.
◆ Knowledge of work environment

and safety policies.
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Scenarios
Routine Situation

The Mechanic checks for information
from the previous shift, finds there isn’t any.
He then proceeds to walk the line inspecting
the mechanical systems for malfunctions
and making any needed minor adjustments.

He notices a bearing is out so he adjusts
the pulley and troubleshoots the mechanical
system. He decides he is going to need
assistance. He then makes arrangements
with the lead to shut down the system and
pull in extra people.  After the system is shut
down and the team is assembled, proper
materials and tools are gathered.  He and
his coworkers repair and replace the
mechanical defective components and then
dispose of the used components.

He then documents the parts replaced,
man hours and time spent, people involved
and the individual key activities performed.

Key Activity: B1 – Troubleshoot
mechanical system
Work Keys:

 Reading, Locating Information,
Observation, Listening, Writing,
Teamwork, Applied Technology

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to evaluate performance of

technology and analyze failures.
◆ Ability to generate/evaluate solutions

and devise/implement plan of action.
◆ Ability to analyze situation/information

and consider risks/implications.
◆ Ability to acquire and distribute

supplies and equipment.
◆ Ability to encourage/support team

members.
◆ Ability to compare and analyze multiple

sounds.
◆ Ability to demonstrate sensitivity to

internal customer concerns and needs.

Key Activity: B3 – Inspect, adjust and/
or align mechanical systems
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating information,
Applied Mathematics, Observation,
Teamwork, Applied Technology

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to analyze system configuration/

stability and recognize system
strengths/limitations.

◆ Ability to distinguish trends in
performance and diagnose
performance deviations.

◆ Ability to propose simple technological
solutions.

◆ Ability to manipulate technology for
desired results.

◆ Ability to convert numerical data and
predict arithmetic results.

Key Activity: B4 – Repair/replace
mechanical system components
Work Keys:

Reading, Applied Mathematics,
Observation, Listening, Teamwork,
Applied Technology

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to determine system

components to be modified or
improved.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity
sequence.

◆ Ability to aggressively pursue goal
attainment.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to summarize and translate
mathematical data.

Key Activity: B5 – Dispose of
mechanical components
Work Keys:

Reading, Observation, Applied
Technology

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to monitor performance

standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to responsibly challenge
unethical practices/decisions.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
excellence and lead by example.

Key Activity: F3 – Maintain
Documentation
Work Keys:

Locating Information, Observation,
Writing

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to summarize/paraphrase

information.
◆ Ability to interpret information.
◆ Ability to integrate multiple items of

data.
◆ Ability to suggest system modifications/

improvements.
◆ Ability to recognize system strengths/

limitations.
◆ Ability to utilize integrated/multiple

software.
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Crisis Situation

The pneumatic vacuum pump has frozen
up causing the system to shut down. The
Mechanic troubleshoots the pneumatic
vacuum system. He can’t figure out what’s
causing the problem so he calls for
assistance. He and his coworker
troubleshoot the system together. They find
there is a starch build up that has caused the
motor to burn out. He calls for a crane to lift
the new motor onto the roof.

After installation is complete, he inputs
into the computer parts replaced, man
hours and time spent, people involved and
the individual key activities performed.

Key Activity: D1 – Troubleshoot
pneumatic vacuum system
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Applied Mathematics, Observation,
Listening, Writing, Teamwork, Applied
Technology

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to evaluate performance of

technology and analyze failures.
◆ Ability to generate/evaluate solutions

and devise/implement plan of action.
◆ Ability to analyze situation/information

and consider risks/implications.
◆ Ability to acquire and distribute

supplies and equipment.
◆ Ability to encourage/support team

members.
◆ Ability to compare and analyze multiple

sounds.
◆ Ability to demonstrate sensitivity to

internal customer concerns and needs.

Key Activity: D4 – Repair/replace
pneumatic vacuum system
Work Keys:

Reading, Applied Mathematics,
Observation, Listening, Teamwork,
Applied Technology

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to determine system

components to be modified or
improved.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity
sequence.

◆ Ability to aggressively pursue goal
attainment.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to summarize and translate
mathematical data.

Key Activity: F3 – Maintain
Documentation
Work Keys:

Locating Information, Observation,
Writing

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to summarize/paraphrase

information.
◆ Ability to interpret information.
◆ Ability to integrate multiple items of

data.
◆ Ability to suggest system modifications/

improvements.
◆ Ability to recognize system strengths/

limitations.
◆ Ability to utilize integrated/multiple

software.
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Long-term Situation

The plant is down for a scheduled
maintenance and equipment change. The
Mechanic and her coworkers are going to
install new water, steam and mechanical
systems to double line capacity.

They read the necessary blueprints and
schematics to install the equipment in the
proper locations. They install the
equipment, and inspect, adjust, and align
the mechanical systems for the test run.
Everything is working as it is supposed to.
The job is complete. They dispose of all old
components and report all the necessary
information for documentation.

Key Activity: A2 – Install water and
steam system within the plant
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Applied Mathematics, Observation,
Listening, Writing, Teamwork, Applied
Technology

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to interpret symbols, diagrams,

schematics, and analyze application.
◆ Ability to apply creative solutions to

new situations.
◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity

sequence and prepare schedule.
◆ Ability to acquire and distribute

supplies and equipment.
◆ Ability to analyze work assignments and

match talent to positions.

Key Activity: A5 – Dispose of water and
steam system components within the
plant
Work Keys:

Reading, Observation, Applied
Technology

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to monitor performance

standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to responsibly challenge
unethical practices/decisions.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
excellence and lead by example.

Key Activity: B2 – Install mechanical
systems
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Applied Mathematics, Observation,
Listening, Teamwork, Applied
Technology

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to interpret symbols, diagrams,

schematics, and analyze application.
◆ Ability to apply creative solutions to

new situations.
◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity

sequence and prepare schedule.
◆ Ability to acquire and distribute

supplies and equipment.
◆ Ability to analyze work assignments and

match talent to positions.

Key Activity: B3 – Inspect, adjust and/
or align mechanical system
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Applied Mathematics, Observation,
Teamwork, Applied Technology

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to analyze system configuration/

stability and recognize system
strengths/limitations.

◆ Ability to distinguish trends in
performance and diagnose
performance deviations.

◆ Ability to propose simple technological
solutions.

◆ Ability to manipulate technology for
desired results.

◆ Ability to convert numerical data and
predict arithmetic results.

Key Activity: B5 – Dispose of
mechanical components
Work Keys:

Reading, Observation, Applied
Technology

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to monitor performance

standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to responsibly challenge
unethical practices/decisions.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
excellence and lead by example.

Key Activity: F3 – Maintain
Documentation
Work Keys:

Locating Information, Observation,
Writing

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to summarize/paraphrase

information.
◆ Ability to interpret information.
◆ Ability to integrate multiple items of

data.
◆ Ability to suggest system modifications/

improvements.
◆ Ability to recognize system strengths/

limitations.
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About the Employability Skills (SCANS) Profiles

Maintenance/General Mechanics, actively working in their occupation,
were asked to complete a survey instrument based on broad foundation
skills, the ADVANCE Workplace Standards Skill Inventory from Advance
Educational Spectrums, Inc.

The employability skills on which this survey is based came from
SCANS (Secretary’s Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills). Based
on a report issued in 1991, SCANS identified workplace competencies
and foundation skills required for all work. For each of the 37 SCANS
skills, the individuals were asked to identify which of the five levels of
difficulty represented the appropriate level for their respective position
in the following workplace competencies:

◆ Basic Skills
◆ Thinking
◆ Personal Qualities
◆ Resources
◆ Information
◆ Interpersonal
◆ Systems
◆ Technology
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Employability Skills Critical Competencies

Appropriate Skill Level Needed for
Successful Performance
(5 = Greater Degree of Proficiency/Complexity)

0 1 2 3 4 5
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Employability Skills (SCANS) Profile Responses

Basic Skills

Demonstrates Effective
Reading Strategies

Demonstrates Effective
Writing Strategies

Applies Arithmetic Processes

Applies Mathematics Processes

Demonstrates Effective
Listening Skills

Demonstrates Effective
Speaking Skills

Thinking Skills

Applies Creative Thinking /
Generates Ideas

Applies Decision
Making Strategies

Recognizes and Solves
Problems

Demonstrates Visualization

Knows How to Learn

Applies Reasoning Skills

Researches to gain knowledge/information,
proposes options/solutions based on research,
and synthesizes information

Summarizes/paraphrases information,
composes/edits correspondence, and creates
original documents

Converts numerical data and predicts arithmetic
results

Manipulates techniques/formulas/processes and
interprets mathematical data

Compares multiple viewpoints, relates intent to
desired results, and analyzes communication

Presents complex ideas/information, analyzes
group/individual response, and poses critical
questions

Develops creative solutions and applies creative
solutions to new situations

Analyzes situation/information, considers risks/
implications, and compiles multiple viewpoints

Generates/evaluates solutions and devises/
implements plan of action

Visually analyzes relationship between parts/
whole process/procedure, and interprets charts/
graphs/symbols

Analyzes application of learning tools,
investigates new learning techniques, and
manipulates learning tools

Analyzes logic/rule/principle and examines
information/data for relevance and accuracy
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Critical Competencies

Appropriate Skill Level Needed for
Successful Performance
(5 = Greater Degree of Proficiency/Complexity)

Employability Skills 0 1 2 3 4 5
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Personal Qualities

Demonstrates Responsibility

Demonstrates Belief in
Self-Worth

Demonstrates Sociability
in Groups

Demonstrates Self-Management

Demonstrates Integrity/Honesty

Management of Time and Resources

Manages Time

Manages Money

Manages Materials/Facilities

Manages Human Resources

Management and Use of Information

Acquires/Evaluates Information

Organizes/Maintains
Information

Interprets/Communicates
Information

Uses Computers to
Process Information

Monitors performance standards and follows up
on assigned key activities

Accepts responsibility for own behavior and
understands impact on others

Works to identify/remove social barriers and
encourages cooperation/negotiation

Appropriately modifies goals and aggressively
pursues goal attainment

Responsibly challenges unethical practices/
decisions and formulates ethical course of action

Prioritizes daily key activities, prepares schedule,
and monitors/adjusts key activity sequence

Reconciles daily receipts and payments and
performs routine recordkeeping

Acquires and distributes supplies and equipment

Matches talent to positions, analyzes work
assignments, and delegates responsibilities

Analyzes data, integrates multiple items of data,
and contrasts conflicting data

Analyzes organization of information and
transfers information between formats

Interprets information, prepares basic summaries/
reports, and selects methods of communication

Utilizes integrated/multiple software, locates
information, and retrieves stored information/
data

\
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Employability Skills Critical Competencies

Appropriate Skill Level Needed for
Successful Performance
(5 = Greater Degree of Proficiency/Complexity)

0 1 2 3 4 5
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Interpersonal Skills

Participates as Team Member

Teaches Others

Serves Customers

Exhibits Leadership

Negotiates Agreements

Works with Diversity

Understanding and Management of Systems

Understands System

Monitors/Corrects System
Performance

Improves/Designs Systems

Use of Technology

Selects Appropriate Technology

Applies Technology to Key Activity

Maintains/Troubleshoots
Technology

Demonstrates commitment, works to improve
team skills, and encourages/supports team
members

Identifies training needs, conducts key activity
specific training, and coaches others to apply
related concepts

Responds to customer needs and demonstrates
sensitivity to customer concerns/interests

Encourages others to adopt new concepts,
demonstrates commitment to excellence, leads by
example, and interprets positions on issues

Moderates discussion, demonstrates composure,
and interprets complaints/ concerns

Recognizes the value of diversity, encourages/
supports individuality, and encourages/supports
a correct course of action

Analyzes system configuration/stability and
recognizes system strengths/limitations

Analyzes system operation, distinguishes trends in
performance, and diagnoses performance
deviations

Suggests system modifications/improvements and
determines system components to be modified or
improved

Analyzes key activity/technology relationship and
proposes technological solutions

Understands operation/interaction and
manipulates technology for desired results

Evaluates performance of technology and
analyzes failure
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Work Keys for Maintenance/General Mechanic
In consultation with employers,

educators, and experts in employment and
training requirements, ACT has identified
key generic employability skills: skills
crucial to effective performance in most
jobs. The following critical skills form the
basis of the Work Keys system: Reading for
Information, Applied Mathematics,
Listening, Writing, Teamwork, Applied
Technology, Locating Information, and
Observation. Additional skill scales will be
developed as needed. After identifying these
critical generic workplace skills, ACT

developed the Work Keys system, which
consists of :

◆ Profiling (job analyses) to determine
the skill requirements of jobs

◆ Skill assessment to determine the
current skills of individuals

◆ Instructional support to help
educators/trainers as they assist
learners in improving their skills

For more detailed information, reference
Work Keys Q & A, and Work Keys Definitions
in the Appendices.

The following graphs demonstrate
information obtained from the focus group.

Rank Description
Defines the Work Keys skill area being reviewed.

Examples
Illustrates the kinds of tasks that use this skill definition and level.

Skill Levels

SKILL AREA TITLE

Identifies how critical the Work Keys
skill area is to the job, as determined by
incumbent workers.

Entry Workers: new to the job or
within first six months of hire.

Effective Workers: able to perform all
tasks listed in skill standards.

Note: discrepancy in skill levels may
indicate need for on-the-job training
and/or support.

Incumbent workers in the focus groups used this
definition to clarify and focus skill levels needed to
perform the tasks of the job.

Note: these definitions are objective, measurable
outcomes and may be more narrowly defined than
the skill area title indicates.

These examples were taken from the focus groups conducted
in all three states.

In some cases, additional information is given regarding
language or other skill requirements for the job.
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  Observation
1

Entry: 3-5
Effective: 4-6

The Observation skill is an employee’s skill in paying
attention to instructions and procedures, and in
noticing details.  It involves paying attention to and
remembering details among other information or
distractions.  These details will differ depending on the
job, the key activity, and the situation.

The skill level depends on how accurately the
employee is required to pick out a fact, occurrence, or
action in a background of related information and/or
distractions.

At the lowest skill level (3), employees must notice
straightforward information.  The pace (speed of flow)
of information is slow; hints or reminders are very
strong; distracters are few; and differences are obvious.
At the highest level (6), employees must remember
details from a complex situation with many
distractions.  The pace (speed of flow) of information
may be quick; hints or reminders are minimal; details
are subtle; and differences are not easily noticed.
Higher levels of difficulty include the skills described in
lower levels.

◆ In monitoring machines, looks for problems and observes
differences.

◆ Observes quality and quantity to see if they’re meeting
standards.

◆ Listens to machines, analyzing information.
◆ In Lockout/Tagout, observes the switches and energy

sources to be sure all appropriate ones are locked out.
◆ Noise and interruptions are major distracters.
◆ Pace and number of distractions varies during peak times

and down times.
◆ Aligns gears, shafts, using tools.

✶ In some companies, maintenance workers are under
direct supervision until competency level is achieved;
skill levels listed range from this status to full
competency of skills identified.

  Locating Information
2

Entry: 3-5
Effective: 4-5

The Locating Information skill is an employee’s skill
in using information taken from workplace graphics,
such as diagrams, blueprints, floor plans, tables, forms,
graphs (including bar charts, pie charts, and line
graphs), flowcharts, and instrument gauges.
Employees are asked to locate, insert, compare, and
summarize information contained in one or more
related graphics.  At the lowest level (3), employees are
asked to find information in simple graphics and to fill
in information that is missing from simple graphics.  At
the highest level (6), employees are asked to make
decisions and draw conclusions based on information
contained in one or more graphics.  Higher levels of
difficulty include the skills described at lower levels.

◆ Reads information from gauges.
◆ Collects information from flow charts.
◆ Compares one chart to another.
◆ Locates info on installation drawings, schematics. Makes

interpretations and decisions based on blueprints, gauges,
and charts.

◆ Uses troubleshooting guidelines and step by step instructions
from the equipment manuals.

◆ Refers to safety charts, which describe lost time and claims;
fills out forms for accidents and incident reports.
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 Teamwork

3

Entry: 3-4
Effective: 3-4

The Teamwork skill is an employee’s skill in
choosing behaviors and/or actions that simultaneously
support the relationships among team members and
lead toward the accomplishment of work key activities.
Employees must:

◆ recognize the goals of the team and
◆ identify ways to accomplish them in

increasingly complex situations.
The clarity of goals, availability of resources, number

and nature of problems and issues to resolve, and
existing team relationship define these situations.

Four levels of difficulty, from Level 3, the least
complex, to Level 6, the most complex, include skills
described in lower levels.

◆ Examples of team goals:
✶cutting unscheduled down time; reducing changeover

time; and reducing product out of specification.
◆ On repairs, need more than one person for physical key

activities and for another set of eyes looking at the problem.
◆ OSHA regulations require that more than one person must

work on machines during Lockout/Tagout.  Team members
have their own key for backup.

 Applied Technology

4

Entry: N/A - 4
Effective: N/A - 5

The Applied Technology skill is an employee’s skill in
solving problems of a technological nature.  Problems
involve the basic principles of mechanics, electricity,
fluid dynamics, and thermodynamics as they apply to
machines and equipment found in the workplace.  The
emphasis is on:

◆ identifying the relevant aspects of problems,
◆ analyzing and ordering those aspects, and
◆ applying existing materials or methods to new

situations.
This skill requires problem solving in work situations

of varying complexity.  While a situation may focus
primarily on one principle, each Applied Technology
skill level requires proficiency in all of the four
principles of technology listed above.

Since the skill is oriented towards reasoning rather
than mathematics, no calculations or formulas are
necessary to solve the problems.  Level 3 is the least
complex, Level 6 is the most complex, and higher levels
of difficulty include the skills described at lower levels.

◆ Needs to be familiar with technology systems to estimate parts
and process; needs to know how things work.

◆ Almost everything in plant is powered by electricity; needs to
understand all four principles, even if all are not needed in a
single system.

◆ Installation requires use of these principles, as does
maintenance and repair.
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  Reading for Information
5

Entry: 4
Effective: 4-5

The Reading for Information skill is an employee’s
skill in reading and understanding work related
reading materials.  In evaluating the level of the
Reading for Information skill required for the key
activities of the job, consider:
◆ the difficulty of the materials employees must

read (e.g., straightforward announcements
using simple vocabulary or complex legal
documents which describe complicated
procedures and include technical language or
specialized language) and

◆ how hard it is for employees to find and make
use of the information they need in the reading
materials (e.g., employees are required simply
to use information stated directly or they must
generalize and draw conclusions from the
information).

This skill does not include the skill of reading charts,
graphs, tables, forms, blueprints, maps, or instrument
gauges.  Levels of difficulty range from Level 3, the least
complex, to Level 7, the most complex.  Higher levels of
difficulty include skills described in lower levels.

◆ Reads work orders, manufacturer’s instructions, and
manufacturing manuals.

◆ Reads safety bulletins, documents, schedules, and manuals.
◆ Some technical terms are present, depending on the

manufacturer; some are written simply, others are more
complex writing.

◆ Reads blueprints, schematics, and gauges.

   Applied Mathematics
6

Entry: 4-5
Effective: 5-6

The Applied Mathematics skill is an employee’s skill
in applying mathematical reasoning and problem-
solving techniques to work related problems.  In
evaluating the level of the Applied Mathematics skill
required for the key activities of the job, consider:
◆ the types of mathematical operations

employees must perform (e.g., single-step or
multiple-step mathematical operations,
conversions either within or between systems of
measurement);

◆ how the information in the problems is
presented to employees (i.e., the information is
presented in the order in which it is needed or
it must be reordered); and

◆ whether all the information employees need to
solve problems is provided (or if they must
derive some necessary information).

Skill levels were set with the consideration that
employees are in a workplace where they have
calculators and conversion tables to assist them.

Levels range from Level 3, the least complex, to Level
7, the most complex.  Higher levels of difficulty include
and build on the skills described in lower levels.

◆ Uses a tape measure to double check a part and then change
the configuration if necessary.  May need to do calculations,
estimation in making a modification.

◆ Figures bag weight and tear weight, and then figure settings
to produce the required results.  May need to convert
measurements from English to metric.

◆ Reads HVAC gauge settings, recognize differential.
◆ Calculates volume, flow and pressure in installing plumbing

and hydraulics.
◆ Uses calipers and micrometers on some jobs.
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  Writing
7

Entry: 2-3
Effective: 3

The Writing skill is an employee’s skill in writing
work related information.  In evaluating the level of the
Writing skill necessary for the key activities of the job,
consider:

◆ the importance of writing mechanics
(including grammar, punctuation, and
spelling),

◆ writing style (e.g., smooth and flowing rather
than choppy), and

◆ professional tone as defined by the lack of
slurs, obscenities, and discriminatory terms in
an employee’s written message.

In evaluating this skill, participants were asked to
consider that employees must write without using a
dictionary, spelling checker, grammar checker, the
assistance of others, or any other aids.  Levels range
from 1, the least complex, to 5, the most complex.
Higher levels of difficulty include the skills described in
lower levels.

◆ Mechanics write in logbooks ( e.g., ongoing activity), repair
requests/updates (what was done and parts used and length
of time for repair).

◆ Requires sentence structure and ability to convey message in
descriptions of problems found for preventative maintenance.

◆ Modification recommendations from staff may be in written
form, when suggesting changes on equipment to other
designers; may be in proposal form.

◆ Gives written explanation of problems to supervisor.

  Listening
8

Entry: N/A-3
Effective: N/A-3

The Listening skill is an employee’s skill in listening
to and conveying work-related spoken information in
written form. In evaluating the level of the Listening
skill required for the key activities of the job,
participants were asked to consider how important it
was for employees to have a complete and accurate
understanding of spoken information so that the
information can be conveyed to a third party.  At lower
skill levels (1-2), employees need to understand a few
pieces of information.  At higher skill levels (3-5),
employees need to understand all of the important
information, subtle details, and the correct relationship
among the pieces of information (in other words,
employees must be able to correctly tie together the
information given in the spoken material).

◆ Orders a part or makes a repair that is written on a form and
passed on to a third party for action.

◆ Takes information from another source (operator, supervisor,
etc) and record in logbook for future action by next shift.
✶Oregon and Idaho focus groups determined that the Work

Keys definition did not apply.
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Level of Importance of the Critical Work Functions
(Validation Survey Results)

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Critical
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Very Important
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Important
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Somewhat Important
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Not Important

Critical Work Functions A B C D E F

One hundred surveys were sent to Maintenance/General Mechanics within the industry,
throughout Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. Sixty-eight responses were received and tallied.

A Maintain Water and Steam Systems within the Plant
B Maintain Mechanical Equipment
C Maintain Hydraulic Systems
D Maintain Pneumatic Vacuum Systems
E Maintaining HVAC Refrigeration Systems
F Perform Administrative Duties
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On-Site Industry Evaluation & Validation

A team of independent observers familiar
with the food processing industry validated
the information gathered in the focus
groups.  Two food processing companies
were visited in each state, for a total of six
site visits. Each observer compared the key
activities in Template A (shown below) with
employees actually performing their jobs.
Approximately four hours were spent at
each company.  Companies visited reflected
the variety of products and processes
represented in the focus groups.

Using the chart below, on-site validators
observed employees doing their jobs, and
checked off key activities that they observed
being performed.  If a key activity was not
observed, it was not marked.  Some

validators confirmed with employees if a key
activity not observed is routinely performed
at that facility, and if so, that key activity was
included in the validation.  The check
marks in the template below reflect the
totals of the six site visits.

With the exception of one key activity, all
of the key activities were validated in at least
one facility.  Factors and conditions that
affected whether certain key activities were
observed include the following:

◆ Time of day, year validation was
performed.  Some key activities are
performed at certain times of the year
or day, and may not have been
observable during the time of the site
visit.

◆ Some facilities designate specialists to
work on specific types of equipment,
e.g. refrigeration, water systems, and
pneumatic vacuum systems.  Their
regular shift mechanics perform the
routine maintenance key activities.

◆ Some of the sites visited do not have
all of the equipment listed in the chart
above, e.g. pneumatic vacuum
systems.

In addition, a Work Keys profiler
reconfirmed the eight skill areas with each
occupation’s tri-state list of key activities and
critical work functions (see chart). Many of
the original focus group members from all
three states participated in this portion of
the evaluation and validation process.

Key ActivitiesCritical Work
Functions
Maintain Water and
Steam Systems
within the Plant

A
Maintain
Mechanical
Equipment

B
Maintain Hydraulic
Systems

C
Maintain Pneumatic
Vacuum Systems

D
Maintain HVAC
Refrigeration
Systems

E
Perform
Administrative
Duties

F

Troubleshoot water

and steam system

equipment

A1   ✓✓✓

Troubleshoot

mechanical system

B1   ✓✓✓✓✓

Troubleshoot

hydraulic system

C1   ✓✓✓✓

Troubleshoot

pneumatic vacuum

system

D1   ✓✓✓✓

Troubleshoot HVAC

refrigeration system

E1   ✓✓✓

Attend production

scheduling meetings

F1   ✓✓✓

Install water and

steam system within

the plant

A2   ✓✓

Install mechanical

system

B2  ✓✓✓✓✓

Install hydraulic

system

C2   ✓✓

Install pneumatic

vacuum system

D2   ✓✓

Install HVAC

refrigeration

equipment

E2   ✓

Maintain parts and

supply inventories

F2   ✓✓✓✓✓

Inspect, adjust, and/

or align water/

steam system

A3   ✓✓✓

Inspect, adjust, and/

or align mechanical

system

B3   ✓✓✓✓✓

Inspect, adjust, and/

or align hydraulic

system

C3   ✓✓✓

Inspect, adjust, and/

or align pneumatic

vacuum system

D3   ✓✓✓✓

Adjust HVAC

refrigeration

operating pressures

E3   ✓✓

Maintain

documentation

F3  ✓✓✓✓✓✓

Repair/ replace water

and steam system

components

A4   ✓✓

Repair/replace

mechanical system

components

B4  ✓✓✓✓✓✓

Repair/replace

hydraulic

components

C4   ✓✓

Repair/replace

pneumatic vacuum

system

D4   ✓✓

Repair and/or re-

place HVAC refrig-

eration components

E4   ✓✓

Attend safety

meetings

F4  ✓✓

Dispose of water

and steam system

components within

the plant

A5   ✓✓

Dispose of

mechanical

components

B5  ✓✓✓

Reclaim and

dispose of hydraulic

components

C5   ✓✓

Reclaim and dis-

pose of pneumatic

vacuum components

D5   ✓✓

Reclaim and recycle

refrigerants

E5

Repair sprinkler

system

A6   ✓✓

Clean and

maintain tools

B6  ✓✓✓✓

Perform preventive

maintenance on

hydraulic system

C6   ✓✓✓✓

Perform preventive

maintenance on

pneumatic vacuum

D6   ✓✓✓✓

Perform preventive

maintenance on

HVAC refrigeration

equipment

E6   ✓✓✓✓

Inspect storage tank

system

A7   ✓✓

Perform preventive

maintenance on

mechanical system

B7  ✓✓✓✓✓

Perform preventive

maintenance

on water and steam

system

A8   ✓✓✓✓
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Operator

Summary of Critical Work FunctionsDescription

Operators in a food processing plant may
be responsible for the operation and
maintenance of many different kinds of
machines and production lines, including
freezing, cooling, and cooking process
equipment, packaging and labeling, and a
variety of conveyor and processing systems.
Regardless of the machine or process, an
operator’s primary responsibility is to
ensure a smooth and efficient production of
raw and/or finished product in accordance
with established specifications and
timelines.

Related duties may include supplying the
machines with product, performing minor
maintenance on the lines, and loading the
finished product for shipping. Controls on
machines may need to be monitored and
adjusted, either by hand or using a
computer and production is constantly
monitored through both visual inspection
and periodic sampling, which may, at times,
be in cooperation with the laboratory
technician. All activities are recorded in
daily equipment logs and production
records.

A – PROCESS PRODUCT
A1 Clean and set up processing

operations
A2 Fill feeding tanks
A3 Operate processing equipment
A4 Operate and maintain cooling and

freezing units
A5 Perform minor maintenance on lines

B – PACKAGE PRODUCT
B1 Clean and set up packaging operations
B2 Operate packaging equipment
B3 Hand pack products for shipment
B4 Label/seal product cases and/or

cartons
B5 Replace broken pallets for shipping

and loading
B6 Load finished product
B7 Perform minor maintenance on lines

C – MONITOR AND MAINTAIN PROCESS
C1 Operate, monitor, and adjust manual

controls
C2 Operate, monitor, and/or adjust

computerized controls/systems
C3 Inspect fresh/raw or processed

product on conveyor systems
C4 Perform statistical process control

checks
C5 Pull product samples off production

lines for testing
C6 Inspect and/or weigh bags and/or

cartons
C7 Attend safety meeting

D – MAINTAIN DOCUMENTATION
D1 Maintain daily equipment logs
D2 Maintain operating/production on

records and logs
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys
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Skill Standards

◆ Knowledge of products/product flow
and appropriate specifications.

◆ Knowledge of machine set points
and computer programs.

◆ Knowledge of machine operations,
functions, and set up.

◆ Knowledge of cleaning and
inspection procedures.

◆ Ability to apply all safety
regulations and procedures
including working at heights.

◆ Knowledge of channels of
communication.

◆ Ability to use normalizing and
calibration procedures.

◆ Ability to identify relevant facts,
details and specifications from daily
logs and operating records.

◆ Ability to assess information for
relevance and accuracy.

◆ Ability to present complex inspection
ideas/information to sanitation
workers.

◆ Ability to convert numerical data to
perform calibration and normalizing
procedures.

◆ Ability to summarize and translate
mathematical data.

Critical Work Function:
A - Process Product

Clean and
set up
processing
operations

A1

◆ Correct chemicals are properly
used in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Equipment is cleaned in
accordance with Good
Manufacturing Practices and local,
state and federal laws.

◆ Processing set up is safely
performed in a timely manner.

◆ Appropriate equipment and tools
are properly used in accordance
with company procedures.

◆ Set up is visually inspected and
results are effectively discussed
with Sanitation in a timely
manner.

◆ Set up is completed in
accordance with operating
records, daily logs, and
specifications.

◆ Equipment is properly test run
and inspected.

In the charts, you’ll see the following icons that represent these Work Keys:

Listening

Writing

Teamwork

Applied Technology

Reading for Information

Locating Information

Applied Mathematics

Observation
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

Critical Work Function:  A - Process Product

Fill feeding
tanks

A2

Operate
processing
equipment

A3

◆ Feeding tanks are properly and
safely filled with additives/oil.

◆ Accurate mixture of additives/oil
is in accordance with customer
specifications.

◆ Mixture is thoroughly inspected
to ensure it is free of
contamination.

◆ Correct chemicals are properly
used in accordance with company
procedures.

◆ Processing equipment is safely
operated and inspected in
cooperation with team members
according to company and
manufacturer’ s procedures.

◆ Appropriate equipment and tools
are properly used in accordance
with company procedures.

◆ Processing equipment is properly
operated in accordance with
required tolerances and customer
specifications.

◆ Appropriate adjustments are
properly made in a timely
manner.

◆ Information is accurately and
effectively communicated to
appropriate personnel.

◆ Tests are accurately performed in
a timely manner.

◆ Ability to discern between additives
and oils.

◆ Knowledge of customer
specifications for feeding tanks.

◆ Knowledge of blending calculations.
◆ Knowledge of appropriate tools for

feeding tanks.
◆ Knowledge of safety procedures.
◆ Knowledge of acceptability criteria

for additive bags.

◆ Knowledge of safety procedures and
equipment.

◆ Ability to correctly operate
processing equipment.

◆ Ability to manage product flow .
◆ Ability to apply customer and USDA

specifications.
◆ Knowledge of machine

specifications, flow , speed, capacity ,
and their impact on overall flow .

◆ Knowledge of specific product
characteristics.

◆ Ability to utilize appropriate tools
for operating processing equipment.

◆ Knowledge of processing equipment
testing procedures.

◆ Ability to analyze the status of the
tank and consider implications.

◆ Ability to analyze basic logic/rule/
principle.

◆ Ability to interpret and summarize
information regarding feeding tanks.

◆ Ability to acquire supplies and
equipment and use them in a safe
and efficient manner.

◆ Ability to analyze the situation and
consider risks/implications.

◆ Ability to visually analyze relationship
between parts/whole process/
procedure.

◆ Ability to accept responsibility for
own behavior and understand impact
on others.

◆ Ability to set well defined, realistic
goals and analyze and adjust them.

◆ Ability to acquire supplies and
equipment.
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys
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Operate and
maintain
cooling and
freezing
units

A4

Perform
minor
maintenance
on lines

A5

◆ Proper equipment and tools are
correctly used.

◆ Proper adjustments to machines
are accurately, correctly, and
appropriately made within a
timely manner.

◆ Machines are safely and correctly
set up and operated in
accordance with manufacturer’ s
specifications.

◆ Changes and instructions are
effectively communicated to
appropriate personnel in a
timely manner.

◆ Teams operate in an effective
manner.

◆ Proper sanitation procedures are
maintained in all processes to
meet company specifications
regarding consumer safety .

◆ Minor maintenance is safely and
accurately performed in
accordance with company
procedures and manufacturer’ s
specifications.

◆ Scheduled maintenance is
performed in accordance with
manufacturer’ s specifications.

◆ Maintenance is correctly
performed in a timely manner.

◆ Minor maintenance is performed
in accordance with production
and sanitation standards and all
applicable laws and regulations.

◆ Pre-inspection procedures are
accurately and completely
followed.

◆ Knowledge of safety/sanitation
procedures and equipment.

◆ Ability to use safety equipment.
◆ Knowledge of customer and USDA

specifications.
◆ Knowledge of freezing unit

operation.
◆ Ability to operate freezing/cooling

units and manage product flow .
◆ Knowledge of equipment

specifications, speeds, flow , capacity ,
and their impact on overall flow .

◆ Knowledge of specific product
characteristics.

◆ Knowledge of channels of
communication.

◆ Knowledge of how to detect leaks.

◆ Knowledge of safety procedures.
◆ Knowledge of local, state, and

federal laws and regulations.
◆ Knowledge of processing equipment

and components.
◆ Knowledge of company

manufacturers maintenance
procedures.

◆ Ability to identify contaminants.
◆ Knowledge of hazardous analyses

including critical control points.
◆ Knowledge of sanitation and pre-

inspection procedures.

◆ Ability to understand operation and
interaction of refrigerants and
manipulate technology for desired
results.

◆ Ability to encourage/support team
members and complete key activities.

◆ Ability to modify behavior to
environment.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key tasks.

◆ Ability to analyze possible causes/
reasons for malfunctions and
appropriately refer to maintenance.

◆ Ability to analyze situation and
information and consider risks/
implications.

◆ Ability to develop creative solutions
and apply to new situations.

◆ Ability to visually analyze relationship
between parts/whole process/
procedure.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on
maintenance activities.

◆ Ability to analyze personal/social
implications of decisions.

Critical Work Function:  A - Process Product
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys
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Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

Clean and
set up
packaging
operations

B1

◆ Product is properly placed on
packaging conveyor system in a
timely manner.

◆ Equipment is cleaned in
accordance with Good
Manufacturing Practices and local,
state, and federal law .

◆ Packaging set up is safely
performed in a timely manner.

◆ Appropriate equipment and tools
are properly used in accordance
with company procedures.

◆ Set up is visually inspected and
results are effectively discussed
with Sanitation in a timely
manner.

◆ Set up is in accordance with
operating records, daily logs, and
specifications.

◆ Test run is properly performed
on equipment.

◆ Knowledge of products/product flow
and appropriate specifications.

◆ Knowledge of machine set points
and computer programs for each.

◆ Knowledge of machine operations
and functions.

◆ Knowledge of set up, cleaning, and
inspection procedures.

◆ Ability to apply all safety
regulations and procedures
including working at heights.

◆ Knowledge of correct channels of
communication.

◆ Ability to use normalizing and
calibration procedures.

◆ Ability to monitor and adjust cleaning
and set up sequence while following
schedule.

◆ Ability to interpret weights, measures,
seals, and coding, and selects methods
of communication.

◆ Ability to understand requirements of
packaging key activity .

◆ Ability to convert numerical data.
◆ Ability to summarize and translate

mathematical data.
◆ Ability to recognize the value of

diversity.
◆ Ability to interpret complaints/

concerns and demonstrate composure.
◆ Ability to identify relevant facts,

details and specifications on daily
instruction form and follow set of
instructions.

Critical Work Function:
B - Package Product
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys
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Operate
packaging
equipment

B2

Hand pack
products for
shipment

B3

◆ Packaging equipment is safely
operated and inspected in
cooperation with team members.

◆ Packaging equipment is operated
and inspected in accordance with
company and manufacturer’ s
guidelines.

◆ Appropriate equipment and tools
are properly used in accordance
with company procedures.

◆ Packaging equipment is properly
operated in accordance with
required tolerances and customer
specifications.

◆ Appropriate adjustments are
properly made in a timely
manner.

◆ Communication is accurately and
effectively made to appropriate
personnel.

◆ Tests are accurately performed in
a timely manner.

◆ Products are quickly packaged
according to production and
quality standards.

◆ Products are accurately packaged
in a timely manner and in
accordance with customer
specifications.

◆ Knowledge of safety , emergency , and
sanitation procedures.

◆ Knowledge of product
characteristics.

◆ Ability to apply customer , company ,
and USDA  specifications.

◆ Ability to correctly operate
packaging equipment and manage
product flow .

◆ Ability to utilize applicable
packaging equipment and tools:
glue pots, color coders, ink rolls,
coders, tapers, film, and scales.

◆ Ability to check for accuracy of
scales and adjust packaging
equipment.

◆ Knowledge of safety procedures.
◆ Knowledge of hand packing

procedures.
◆ Knowledge of customer

specifications regarding hand
packing.

◆ Ability to establish rapport with
coworkers and modify behavior to
environment.

◆ Ability to encourage and support
team members.

◆ Ability to motivate others to extend
their capabilities.

◆ Ability to visually analyze relationship
between equipment and processes
and their effect on plant operations.

◆ Ability to analyze possible causes/
reasons for discrepancies and refer to
appropriate personnel.

◆ Ability to respond to customer needs.

◆ Ability to display positive attitudes.
◆ Ability to prioritize daily key

activities.
◆ Ability to interpret, clarify, and

influence communication.
◆ Ability to monitor performance

standards.
◆ Ability to apply self-management

skills.
◆ Ability to perform basic computer

operations.

Critical Work Function:  B - Package Product
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

Label/seal
product
cases and/or
cartons

B4

Replace
broken
pallets for
shipping and
loading

B5

Load
finished
product

B6

◆ Glue pots are properly and safely
filled with adhesive.

◆ Case sealer is properly adjusted.
◆ Cartons/cases are safely sealed

according to company
procedures.

◆ Cartons/cases are quickly sealed
and labeled according to
production and quality standards.

◆ Cartons/cases are labeled and
sealed in accordance with
customer specifications.

◆ Pallets are thoroughly inspected
and free of debris.

◆ Broken pallets are properly
replaced with company specified
pallets.

◆ Appropriate slip-sheets and
stretch wrap are utilized in
accordance with company
standards.

◆ Finished product is properly and
safely loaded.

◆ Product is loaded in a timely
manner.

◆ Product is accurately loaded
according to trucking scheduling
needs.

◆ Product is loaded into containers
according to customer
specifications.

◆ Finished product is loaded in
accordance with axle weight
restrictions.

◆ Knowledge of safety procedures.
◆ Knowledge of types of glue.
◆ Knowledge of packaging equipment.
◆ Ability to clean glue head.
◆ Knowledge of proper equipment

adjustment.

◆ Ability to operate forklift.
◆ Knowledge of different types and

sizes of pallets.
◆ Knowledge of forklift certification

and qualifications.
◆ Knowledge of safety procedures.

◆ Ability to operate forklift in a safe
manner.

◆ Knowledge of forklift certification
and qualification procedures.

◆ Knowledge of maintenance check
list terminology and procedures.

◆ Knowledge of product codes.
◆ Knowledge of weight limits and

axle weight restrictions.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards.

◆ Ability to analyze implications of
decisions and demonstrate honesty.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity
sequence while efficiently managing
time.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to visually analyze relationship
between parts/whole process/
procedure.

◆ Ability to analyze pallet inspection
and consider risks/implications.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
social improvement and recommend
ethical course of action.

◆ Ability to recognize patterns and
relationships and use imagination to
visualize how the product will fit into
the container.

◆ Ability to qualify and analyze
information.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards.

◆ Ability to apply self-management
skills.

◆ Ability to analyze personal/social
implications of decisions while
operating forklift.

Critical Work Function:  B - Package Product
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys
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Perform
minor
maintenance
on lines

B7

◆ Minor maintenance is safely and
accurately performed in
accordance with company
procedures and manufacturer’ s
specifications.

◆ Scheduled maintenance is
performed in accordance with
manufacturer’ s specification.

◆ Maintenance is correctly
performed in a timely manner.

◆ Minor maintenance is performed
in accordance with production
and sanitation standards and all
applicable laws and regulations.

◆ Pre-inspection procedures are
accurately and completely
followed.

◆ Knowledge of safety procedures.
◆ Knowledge of local, state, and

federal laws/regulations.
◆ Knowledge of packaging equipment.
◆ Knowledge of company maintenance

procedures.
◆ Ability to identify contaminants.
◆ Knowledge of hazardous analysis

including critical control points.
◆ Knowledge of sanitation and pre-

inspection procedures.

◆ Ability to analyze application of
learning tools to maintenance on
lines.

◆ Ability to integrate multiple items of
data and contrast conflicting data
regarding equipment and tools.

◆ Ability to gain knowledge/information.
◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity

sequence.
◆ Ability to acquire and distribute

supplies and equipment.
◆ Ability to demonstrate sensitivity to

internal customer concerns/interests.

Critical Work Function:  B - Package Product
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys
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Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

Operate,
monitor,
and/or
adjust
manual
controls

C1

Operate,
monitor,
and/or
adjust
computerized
controls/
systems

C2

◆ Manual controls are accurately
and safely operated in
accordance with company
standards and customer
specifications and  all applicable
laws.

◆ Manual controls are accurately
adjusted within required
tolerances in a timely manner.

◆ Settings are appropriately
monitored and correctly and
promptly adjusted.

◆ Daily instructions/guidance are
correctly and reliably followed.

◆ Controls are systematically
monitored.

◆ Computerized controls are
accurately and safely operated in
accordance with company
standards and customer
specifications.

◆ Computerized controls are
operated in accordance with all
applicable laws.

◆ Computerized controls are
accurately adjusted within
required tolerances in a timely
manner.

◆ Settings are appropriately
monitored and correctly and
promptly adjusted.

◆ Adjustments are effectively made.
◆ Daily instructions/guidance are

correctly and reliably followed.
◆ Communication is accurately

made in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Knowledge of specifications of
applied additives.

◆ Knowledge of customer , company ,
and USDA  specifications.

◆ Knowledge of required tolerances
and limits.

◆ Knowledge of equipment and ability
to use manual controls.

◆ Ability to apply all safety
regulations and procedures.

◆ Knowledge of product flow and
settings.

◆ Ability to identify unacceptable
product.

◆ Knowledge of customer , company ,
and USDA specifications.

◆ Knowledge of set points, variables,
tolerances, and limits.

◆ Knowledge of equipment and
specialized computer programs.

◆ Knowledge of product flow and
settings.

◆ Ability to convert numerical data and
predict arithmetic results.

◆ Ability to analyze situation/
information and consider risks and
implications regarding limitations of
equipment.

◆ Ability to interpret charts/graphs/
symbols/pictures.

◆ Ability to evaluate performance of
technology and analyze failures.

◆ Ability to adjust and monitor system
operation/performance and
troubleshoot system malfunction and
failure.

◆ Ability to perform computer
operations and utilize integrated
software.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity
sequence.

◆ Ability to recognize patterns/
relationships and develop and apply
solutions to new situations.

◆ Ability to understand system
principles and terminology and
responds to system demand.

◆ Ability to fillow safety rules and
procedures.

Critical Work Function:
C - Monitor and Maintain Process
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys
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◆ Product is accurately selected in
accordance with company
specifications.

◆ Product is thoroughly inspected
for qualities in accordance with
company , USDA specifications,
and/or Good Manufacturing
Practices.

◆ Communication is accurately and
effectively made to appropriate
personnel in a timely manner.

◆ Inspections are correctly
conducted within required
frequency specifications.

◆ Control checks are safely
performed in a timely manner.

◆ Product testing is periodically
performed within required
frequency specifications.

◆ Control checks are accurately
and ethically performed
according to customer/company
specifications and applicable laws
and regulations.

◆ Tools, equipment, and chemicals
are used properly in adherence
to sampling protocols and
procedures.

◆ Adjustments are promptly and
correctly made in accordance
with specifications and zone
control standards.

◆ All pertinent information is
effectively communicated to
appropriate personnel in a
timely manner.

Inspect
fresh/raw or
processed
product on
conveyor
systems

C3

Perform
statistical
process
control
checks

C4

◆ Knowledge of water quality
specifications.

◆ Knowledge of product qualities.
◆ Knowledge of Good Manufacturing

Practices.
◆ Ability to identify unacceptable

product.
◆ Knowledge of all safety procedures

and regulations.
◆ Knowledge of product flow and

settings to control flow .
◆ Knowledge of location of and

contents of established product
specifications.

◆ Knowledge of specification of
applied additives.

◆ Knowledge of customer , company ,
and USDA specifications.

◆ Knowledge of process flow .
◆ Ability to perform control checks

and tests.
◆ Ability to utilize proper sampling

tools and calibrate and
troubleshoot lab equipment.

◆ Ability to encourage/support team
members.

◆ Ability to recognize patterns/
relationships and develop and apply
solutions to new situations.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to present complex ideas/
information and pose critical
questions.

◆ Ability to convert numerical data and
predict arithmetic results.

◆ Ability to analyze information.
◆ Ability to understand continuous

improvement process and suggest
system modifications and
improvements.

◆ Ability to identify problems and
analyze possible causes/reasons.

◆ Ability to integrate multiple items of
data.

◆ Ability to select appropriate
information and identify basic
concepts in quality assurance grading
sheets.

Critical Work Function:  C - Monitor and Maintain Process
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

◆ Sampling of materials is safely
collected in a timely manner
utilizing proper tools.

◆ Correct size and amount of sam-
ple are obtained from appropriate
sampling point at proper time
intervals in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Product sample is ethically
collected in accordance with
Good Manufacturing Practices.

◆ Product is ethically gathered in
accordance with customer/
company specifications and
quality standards.

◆ Samples are properly labeled.
◆ Results are accurately communi-

cated to appropriate personnel in
a timely manner.

◆ Data sheet is legibly and
accurately documented and/or
entered into the computer.

◆ Inspection and weighing is per-
formed in a timely manner in
accordance with production timeline.

◆ Inspection and weighing are
accurately performed in accordance
with appropriate entities.

◆ Container weight, codes, seals,
and seams are inspected in
accordance with government
regulations, customer specifi-
cations, and company procedures.

◆ Product bar codes are verified
according to company procedures.

◆ Product information is accurately
cross-referenced to the content.

◆ Bags/cases are inspected and
accurately weighed in accordance
with specifications.

◆ Appropriate personnel are
accurately informed of deviations
in a timely manner.

Pull product
samples off
production
lines for
testing

C5

Inspect
and/or weigh
bags and/or
cartons

C6

◆ Knowledge of customer and
company specifications.

◆ Knowledge of company/safety
procedures and protocols.

◆ Knowledge of processing equipment
and product characteristics.

◆ Knowledge of correct lifting
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of labeling procedures.

◆ Knowledge of manufacturer ,
company , and customer
specifications.

◆ Ability to measure gap within case/
container.

◆ Ability to utilize scale and bag/case
measuring instruments.

◆ Knowledge of government
regulations requiring weight, codes,
seals and seams.

◆ Knowledge of correct lifting
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of bar code verification
procedures.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to analyze personal/social
implications of decisions.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key task
sequence.

◆ Ability to interpret information.
◆ Ability to respond to customer needs.

◆ Ability to convert numerical data and
predict arithmetic results.

◆ Ability to analyze data and integrate
multiple items of data.

◆ Ability to summarize/paraphrase
information.

◆ Ability to interpret, clarify, and
influence communication.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards.

Critical Work Function:  C - Monitor and Maintain Process
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Compiled, 1999, by the NWFPA, and the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho

◆ Meetings are attended in a
timely and focused manner with
active participation.

◆ Meetings are effectively attended
in accordance with company
procedures and standards.

◆ Information regarding food safety
is accurately given and received.

◆ Information regarding unsafe
behavioral/work practices and/or
work areas is accurately given
and received.

◆ Issues are accurately discussed
and solutions are defined.

◆ Communication is respectfully
performed without discrimination.

Attend
safety
meeting

C7

◆ Knowledge of company procedures
and standards.

◆ Knowledge of meeting/training
protocol.

◆ Knowledge of work area safety
requirements.

◆ Knowledge of plant terminology .
◆ Knowledge of work environment

and safety policies.

◆ Ability to display enthusiasm/positive
attitude.

◆ Ability to provide constructive
feedback/reinforcement.

◆ Ability to work to improve team
skills.

◆ Ability to understand impact on
others.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
social improvement.

◆ Ability to recognize the value of
diversity.

◆ Ability to present basic information
and ideas and actively participate in
discussion.

Critical Work Function:  C - Monitor and Maintain Process
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys
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Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:

◆ All information pertaining to
equipment is accurately and
legibly documented.

◆ Daily equipment logs are
systematically updated in
accordance with company
requirements and quality
standards.

◆ All information relevant to the
next shift is completely
communicated in a respectful
and timely manner.

◆ Information is documented in
accordance to customer
specifications.

◆ Communication with relevant
personnel is consistently and
reliably maintained.

◆ Operating/production records are
legibly maintained in accordance
with production and quality
standards.

◆ Production records are accurately
and completely maintained in
accordance with company SOP’ s.

◆ All relevant information
pertaining to production is
accurately and reliably inputted/
documented.

◆ Log is accurately maintained and
organized in accordance with line
flow .

◆ Parameters that affect line flow
are systematically documented in
a timely manner.

Critical Work Function:
D - Maintain Documentation

Maintain
daily
equipment
logs

D1

Maintain
operating/
production
records and
logs

D2

◆ Knowledge of information required
for daily equipment logs.

◆ Knowledge of company forms and
documentation procedures.

◆ Knowledge of company and
customer requirements.

◆ Knowledge of channels of
communication.

◆ Knowledge of company production
and quality standards.

◆ Knowledge of industry terminology
and codes.

◆ Knowledge of and ability to apply
consumer , customer , and company
procedures.

◆ Knowledge if information required
for operating/production records
and logs.

◆ Ability to record information
accurately and summarize/
paraphrase information.

◆ Ability to interpret information.
◆ Ability to modify behavior to

environment.
◆ Ability to utilize integrated/multiple

software.

◆ Ability to record information
accurately and summarize/
paraphrase information.

◆ Ability to interpret information.
◆ Ability to modify behavior to

environment.
◆ Ability to utilize integrated/multiple

software.
◆ Ability to prioritize daily tasks.
◆ Ability to perform basic computer

operations.
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Scenarios
Routine Situation

The #3 Raw Material Belt goes down.  The
operator talks with maintenance regarding
availability of parts and how long it will take
to fix the belt.  It will take 4-8 hours, so the
line must be drained and cleaned.  The
operator determines when the line should
go empty, when to take the steam pressures
off and when to stop the flow of product
from going on down the line versus going
into a recovery tank.  Some material may be
lost and the operator gives input to
supervisors as to the appropriate disposition
of that material.

The operator follows food safety
procedures to eliminate or minimize food
contamination.  Equipment safety and lock-
out/tag-out procedures are followed to
ensure employee safety.

While the line is down, five to ten
employees clean the line. (This varies from
plant to plant—in some cases, the
employees sit and wait or may be asked to
join sanitation crews for projects.)  Once
the belt is fixed, the line operator resets the
line for start-up.  The operator does a walk-
through to inspect for foreign material such
as tools left in the area.  It is the
responsibility of the line operator
throughout this process to continually
problem-solve to minimize production cost
due to unscheduled down time and loss of
product quality due to longer hold-times.

Key Activity: A3 - Operate processing
equipment
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Observation, Writing, Teamwork,
Applied Technology

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to analyze the situation and

consider risks/implications.
◆ Ability to visually analyze relationship

between parts/whole process/
procedure.

◆ Ability to accept responsibility for own
behavior and understand impact on
others.

◆ Ability to set well defined, realistic
goals and analyze and adjust them.

◆ Ability to acquire supplies and
equipment.

Key Activity: B1 – Clean and set up
packaging operations
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Observation, Teamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to monitor and adjust cleaning

and set up sequence while following
schedule.

◆ Ability to interpret weights, measures,
seals, and coding, and selects methods
of communication.

◆ Ability to understand requirements of
packaging key activity.

◆ Ability to convert numerical data.
◆ Ability to summarize and translate

mathematical data.
◆ Ability to recognize the value of

diversity.
◆ Ability to interpret complaints/

concerns and demonstrate
composure.

Key Activity: C2 - Operate, monitor
and/or adjust computerized controls/
systems
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Observation, Teamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to understand computer

operation and utilize integrated
software.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity
sequence.

◆ Ability to recognize patterns/
relationships and develop and apply
solutions to new situations.

◆ Ability to understand system principles
and terminology and responds to
system demand.
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Crisis Situation

There is a power surge and the plant goes
black.  Emergency lights come on.  The Line
Operator gets a flashlight and shuts off any
systems that are still operational such as
steam, hydraulic and water.  All unnecessary
personnel are directed to go to the cafeteria
while Operators remain at their work
stations.

Once power is resumed, the computers
need to be re-booted and machines that
tripped out need to be re-set.  Then the
equipment is started up in reverse order to
the process.  That is, the last process is
started first, because the line is full.  Any
product left sitting in the machines is pulled
and sent to waste.  Once the machines are
emptied they are cleaned by Sanitation and
Operators.

Key Activity: A1 – Clean and set up
processing operations
Work Keys:

Reading, Observation, Teamwork
Employability Skills:

◆ Ability to gain information from daily
logs and operating records.

◆ Ability to examine information for
relevance and accuracy.

◆ Ability to present complex inspection
ideas/information to sanitation
workers.

◆ Ability to convert numerical data to
perform calibration and normalizing
procedures.

◆ Ability to summarize and translate
mathematical data.

Key Activity: A3 - Operate processing
equipment
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Observation, Writing, Teamwork,
Applied Technology

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to analyze the situation and

consider risks/implications.
◆ Ability to visually analyze relationship

between parts/whole, process/
procedure.

◆ Ability to accept responsibility for own
behavior and understand impact on
others.

◆ Ability to set well defined, realistic
goals and analyze and adjust them.

◆ Ability to acquire supplies and
equipment.

Key Activity: C1 - Operate, monitor
and/or adjust manual controls
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Observation, Teamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to convert numerical data and

predict arithmetic results.
◆ Ability to analyze situation/information

and consider risks/implications
regarding limitations of equipment.

◆ Ability to interpret charts/graphs/
symbols/pictures.

◆ Ability to evaluate performance of
technology and analyze failures.

◆ Ability to adjust and monitor system
operation/performance and
troubleshoot system malfunction and
failure.

Key Activity: C2 - Operate monitor and/
or adjust computerized controls/
systems
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Observation, Teamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to understand computer

operation and utilize integrated
software.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust key activity
sequence.

◆ Ability to recognize patterns/
relationships and develop and apply
solutions to new situations.

◆ Ability to understand system principles
and terminology and responds to
system demand.

Key Activity: C3 - Inspect fresh/raw or
processed product on conveyor
systems
Work Keys:

Observation, Teamwork
Employability Skills:

◆ Ability to encourage/support team
members.

◆ Ability to recognize patterns/
relationships and develop and apply
solutions to new situations.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow up on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to acquire and distribute
supplies and equipment.

◆ Ability to present complex ideas/
information and pose critical
questions.
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Long-term Situation

For the operator’s long-term health and
safety, she attends safety meetings.  She
participates in discussing safety issues and
comes up with solutions.  In addition,
specifics of the plant are discussed to ensure
job quality.

Key Activity: C7 - Attend safety meeting
Work Keys:

Reading, Listening, Observation,
Writing, Teamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to display enthusiasm/positive

attitude.
◆ Ability to provide constructive

feedback/reinforcement.
◆ Ability to work to improve team skills.
◆ Ability to understand impact on others.
◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to

social improvement.
◆ Ability to recognize the value of

diversity.
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About the Employability Skills (SCANS) Profiles

Operators, actively working in their occupation, were asked to
complete a survey instrument based on broad foundation skills, the
ADVANCE Workplace Standards Skill Inventory from Advance Educational
Spectrums, Inc.

The employability skills on which this survey is based came from
SCANS (Secretary’s Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills). Based
on a report issued in 1991, SCANS identified workplace competencies
and foundation skills required for all work. For each of the 37 SCANS
skills, the individuals were asked to identify which of the five levels of
difficulty represented the appropriate level for their respective position
in the following workplace competencies:

◆ Basic Skills
◆ Thinking
◆ Personal Qualities
◆ Resources
◆ Information
◆ Interpersonal
◆ Systems
◆ Technology
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Employability Skills Critical Competencies

Appropriate Skill Level Needed for
Successful Performance
(5 = Greater Degree of Proficiency/Complexity)

0 1 2 3 4 5
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Basic Skills

Demonstrates Effective
Reading Strategies

Demonstrates Effective
Writing Strategies

Applies Arithmetic Processes

Applies Mathematics Processes

Demonstrates Effective
Listening Skills

Demonstrates Effective
Speaking Skills

Thinking Skills

Applies Creative Thinking /
Generates Ideas

Applies Decision
Making Strategies

Recognizes and Solves
Problems

Demonstrates Visualization

Knows How to Learn

Applies Reasoning Skills

Employability Skills (SCANS) Profile Responses

Probes to gain knowledge/information, qualifies/
analyzes information, and interprets and
summarizes information

Prepares messages and writes simple documents

Converts numerical data and predicts arithmetic
results

Summarizes mathematical data and translates
mathematical data

Interprets, clarifies, and influences
communication

Presents basic ideas/information, explains
concepts, and actively participates in discussion

Paraphrases/summarizes/generalizes existing
ideas, demonstrates creative thinking process
while problem solving, and utilizes
brainstorming techniques

Analyzes situation/information, considers risks/
implications, and compiles multiple viewpoints

Examines information/data, analyzes possible
causes/reasons, and recommends action plan

Applies appropriate principles/laws/theories to
situations, utilizes previous training/experience
to predict outcomes, and uses imagination to
visualize events/activities

Selects/applies learning tools, interprets and
applies new knowledge and experience, and
interprets symbols, diagrams and schematics

Applies rules/principles to process/procedure,
extracts information/data, and uses logic to
draw conclusions
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Critical Competencies

Appropriate Skill Level Needed for
Successful Performance
(5 = Greater Degree of Proficiency/Complexity)

Employability Skills 0 1 2 3 4 5
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Personal Qualities

Demonstrates Responsibility

Demonstrates Belief in
Self-Worth

Demonstrates Sociability
in Groups

Demonstrates Self-Management

Demonstrates Integrity/Honesty

Management of Time and Resources

Manages Time

Manages Money

Manages Materials/Facilities

Manages Human Resources

Monitors performance standards and follows up
on assigned key activities

Accepts responsibility for own behavior and
understands impact on others

Modifies behavior to environment, shows
understanding/empathy for others, and
demonstrates commitment to social
improvement

Sets well defined/realistic goals, demonstrates
commitment to self-improvement, applies self-
management skills, and analyzes and adjust
goals

Demonstrates commitment to personal/social
improvement, analyzes personal/societal
implications of decisions, and recommends
ethical course of action

Performs given set of key activities, efficiently
manages time, adjusts schedule as required by
supervisor
Accurately disburses and receives money

Acquires and distributes supplies and equipment

Recognizes job key activities and distributes work
assignments
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Employability Skills Critical Competencies

Appropriate Skill Level Needed for
Successful Performance
(5 = Greater Degree of Proficiency/Complexity)

0 1 2 3 4 5
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Management and Use of Information

Acquires/Evaluates Information

Organizes/Maintains
Information

Interprets/Communicates
Information

Uses Computers to
Process Information

Interpersonal Skills

Participates as Team Member

Teaches Others

Serves Customers

Exhibits Leadership

Negotiates Agreements

Works with Diversity

Identifies data/information and predicts outcome

Interprets information and applies processes to
new information

Interprets information, prepares basic
summaries/reports, and selects methods of
communication

Utilizes integrated/multiple software, locates
information, and retrieves stored information/
data

Demonstrates commitment, works to improve
team skills, and encourages/supports team
members

Provides constructive feedback/reinforcement

Responds to customer needs and demonstrates
sensitivity to customer concerns/interests

Encourages others to adopt new concepts,
demonstrates commitment to excellence, leads by
example, and interprets positions on issues

Understands negotiations process, recalls basic
rules/principles, and identifies conflicts

Demonstrates sensitivity to fears/concerns of
diversity, respects rights of others, and
demonstrates awareness of diversity
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Critical Competencies

Appropriate Skill Level Needed for
Successful Performance
(5 = Greater Degree of Proficiency/Complexity)

Employability Skills 0 1 2 3 4 5
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Understanding and Management of Systems

Understands System

Monitors/Corrects System
Performance

Improves/Designs Systems

Use of Technology

Selects Appropriate Technology

Applies Technology to Key Activity

Maintains/Troubleshoots
Technology

Understands system organization/hierarchy,
follows processes/procedures, and responds to
system demand

Collects data and identifies system discrepancies

Understand continuous improvement process
and identifies needed systemic improvements

Understands requirements of the key activity and
understands technological results

Understands operation/interaction and
manipulates technology for desired results

Outlines maintenance procedures, follows
specified maintenance, and identifies symptoms
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Work Keys for Operator
In consultation with employers,

educators, and experts in employment and
training requirements, ACT has identified
key generic employability skills: skills
crucial to effective performance in most
jobs. The following critical skills form the
basis of the Work Keys system: Reading for
Information, Applied Mathematics,
Listening, Writing, Teamwork, Applied
Technology, Locating Information, and
Observation. Additional skill scales will be
developed as needed. After identifying these
critical generic workplace skills, ACT
developed the Work Keys system, which
consists of:

◆ Profiling (job analyses) to determine
the skill requirements of jobs

◆ Skill assessment to determine the
current skills of individuals

◆ Instructional support to help
educators/trainers as they assist
learners in improving their skills

For more detailed information, reference
Work Keys Q & A, and Work Keys Definitions
in the Appendices.

The following graphs demonstrate
information obtained from the focus group.

Rank Description
Defines the Work Keys skill area being reviewed.

Examples
Illustrates the kinds of tasks that use this skill definition and level.

Skill Levels

SKILL AREA TITLE

Identifies how critical the Work Keys
skill area is to the job, as determined by
incumbent workers.

Entry Workers: new to the job or
within first six months of hire.

Effective Workers: able to perform all
tasks listed in skill standards.

Note: discrepancy in skill levels may
indicate need for on-the-job training
and/or support.

Incumbent workers in the focus groups used this
definition to clarify and focus skill levels needed to
perform the tasks of the job.

Note: these definitions are objective, measurable
outcomes and may be more narrowly defined than
the skill area title indicates.

These examples were taken from the focus groups conducted
in all three states.

In some cases, additional information is given regarding
language or other skill requirements for the job.
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  Observation
1

Entry:  3-4
Effective: 4-5

The Observation skill is an employee’s skill in paying
attention to instructions and procedures, and in
noticing details.  It involves paying attention to and
remembering details among other information or
distractions.  These details will differ depending on the
job, the key activity, and the situation.

The skill level depends on how accurately the
employee is required to pick out a fact, occurrence, or
action in a background of related information and/or
distractions.

At the lowest skill level (3), employees must notice
straightforward information.  The pace (speed of flow)
of information is slow; hints or reminders are very
strong; distracters are few; and differences are obvious.
At the highest level (6), employees must remember
details from a complex situation with many
distractions.  The pace (speed of flow) of information
may be quick; hints or reminders are minimal; details
are subtle; and differences are not easily noticed.
Higher levels of difficulty include the skills described in
lower levels.

◆ Monitors machines for product quality, and monitors people
running the machine.

◆ Observes air flow, functionality of machinery, variation within
product/packaging/process.

◆ Watches levels of chemicals.
◆ Sometimes enters data at the same time they’re running the

machines.
✶ Variance is dependent on product/process/plants
✶✶ Multiple levels of operators participated in the focus

groups, and their job responsibilities, especially in
machine operation, ranged from a single machine/
process to overseeing multiple machines and lines of up to
30-40 people.

  Listening
2

Entry: 2-3
Effective: 3-4

The Listening skill is an employee’s skill in listening
to and conveying work related spoken information in
written form. In evaluating the level of the Listening
skill required for the key activities of the job,
participants were asked to consider how important it
was for employees to have a complete and accurate
understanding of spoken information so that the
information can be conveyed to a third party.  At lower
skill levels (1-2), employees need to understand a few
pieces of information.  At higher skill levels (3-5),
employees need to understand all of the important
information, subtle details, and the correct relationship
among the pieces of information.  In other words,
employees must be able to correctly tie together the
information given in the spoken material.

◆ Listens to lab to get results.
◆ Front office, customers, or lab will call in or request changes;

these get passed on accurately to those who need to perform
the work.
✶ There is a range of responsibilities within the operator

position that requires a higher skill level for some.
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  Locating Information
3

Entry: 3-4
Effective: 4-5

The Locating Information skill is an employee’s skill
in using information taken from workplace graphics,
such as diagrams, blueprints, floor plans, tables, forms,
graphs (including bar charts, pie charts, and line
graphs), flowcharts, and instrument gauges.
Employees are asked to locate, insert, compare, and
summarize information contained in one or more
related graphics.  At the lowest level (3), employees are
asked to find information in simple graphics and to fill
in information that is missing from simple graphics.  At
the highest level (6), employees are asked to make
decisions and draw conclusions based on information
contained in one or more graphics.  Higher levels of
difficulty include the skills described at lower levels.

◆ Refers to freezer zone control charts for process control
checks.

◆ Locates codes on customer specifications.
◆ Ensures product and documentation match.
◆ Locates information in training/resource manual for

specifications on machine points.
◆ Locates information on computer screen for updated

information from within the company.
◆ Reads graphs showing run information, error rates, and

failure rates.
◆ Summarizes information on more than one computer screen.
◆ Refers to downtime sheets for information on repairing

machines; must interpret and draw conclusions from the
information.

  Teamwork
3

Entry: 3
Effective: 3-4

The Teamwork skill is an employee’s skill in
choosing behaviors and/or actions that simultaneously
support the relationships among team members and
lead toward the accomplishment of work key activities.
Employees must:
◆ recognize the goals of the team and
◆ identify ways to accomplish them in

increasingly complex situations.
The clarity of goals, availability of resources, number

and nature of problems and issues to resolve, and
existing team relationship define these situations.

Four levels of difficulty, from Level 3, the least
complex, to Level 6, the most complex, include skills
described in lower levels.

◆ Cooperates with other departments, personnel to produce
product.
✶ Most teams do not solve the problems themselves;

supervisors determine the general course of action.
✶ In some companies, resources may be limited, and goals

may not be clear at the start of the key activities.
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  Reading for Information
5

Entry: 3
Effective: 4

The Reading for Information skill is an employee’s
skill in reading and understanding work related
reading materials.  In evaluating the level of the
Reading for Information skill required for the key
activities of the job, consider:

◆ the difficulty of the materials employees must
read (e.g., straightforward announcements
using simple vocabulary or complex legal
documents which describe complicated
procedures and include technical language or
specialized language) and

◆ how hard it is for employees to find and make
use of the information they need in the reading
materials (e.g., employees are required simply
to use information stated directly or they must
generalize and draw conclusions from the
information).

This skill does not include the skill of reading charts,
graphs, tables, forms, blueprints, maps, or instrument
gauges.  Levels of difficulty range from Level 3, the least
complex, to Level 7, the most complex.  Higher levels of
difficulty include skills described in lower levels.

◆ Reads from logbooks.
◆ Reads from training manuals and machine reference

manuals.
◆ Reads Kosher, HAACP, MSDS forms. Step by step reading.
◆ Makes decisions from reading materials (e.g., reading

material says to do one thing for one type of product, and
another thing for another product).
✶✶  Some companies provide key documents in more than

one language.

  Applied Mathematics

6

Entry: 3
Effective: 4

The Applied Mathematics skill is an employee’s skill
in applying mathematical reasoning and problem-
solving techniques to work related problems.  In
evaluating the level of the Applied Mathematics skill
required for the key activities of the job, consider:

◆ the types of mathematical operations
employees must perform (e.g., single-step or
multiple-step mathematical operations,
conversions either within or between systems of
measurement);

◆ how the information in the problems is
presented to employees (e.g., the information is
presented in the order in which it is needed or
it must be reordered); and

◆ whether all the information employees need to
solve problems is provided or if they must
derive some necessary information.

Skill levels were set with the consideration that
employees are in a workplace where they have
calculators and conversion tables to assist them.

Levels range from Level 3, the least complex, to Level
7, the most complex.  Higher levels of difficulty include
and build on the skills described in lower levels.

◆ Figures average core temperature.
◆ Counts, adds, and multiplies product codes.
◆ Maintains logs, converts measurements using formulas.
◆ Uses percentages of loss based on weight and measurement.
◆ Determines speed and timing using simple math.
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  Writing
7

Entry: 2-3
Effective: 3-4

The Writing skill is an employee’s skill in writing
work related information.  In evaluating the level of the
Writing skill necessary for the key activities of the job,
consider:
◆ the importance of writing mechanics including

grammar, punctuation, and spelling),
◆ writing style (e.g., smooth and flowing rather

than choppy), and
◆ professional tone as defined by the lack of slurs,

obscenities, and discriminatory terms in an
employee’s written message.

In evaluating this skill, participants were asked to
consider that employees must write without using a
dictionary, spelling checker, grammar checker, the
assistance of others, or any other aids.  Levels range
from 1, the least complex, to 5, the most complex.
Higher levels of difficulty include the skills described in
lower levels.

◆ Operators write work orders, including sentences for
comments.

◆ One company kept logs on computer; most were in written
form.
✶ General consensus from all states is that information is

most important, not necessarily how it was spelled or
written out.

✶✶  Some companies allow writing in both English and
Spanish.

  Applied Technology

N/A

N/A

The Applied Technology skill is an employee’s skill in
solving problems of a technological nature.  Problems
involve the basic principles of mechanics, electricity,
fluid dynamics, and thermodynamics as they apply to
machines and equipment found in the workplace.  The
emphasis is on:
◆ identifying the relevant aspects of problems,
◆ analyzing and ordering those aspects, and
◆ applying existing materials or methods to new

situations.
This skill requires problem solving in work situations

of varying complexity.  While a situation may focus
primarily on one principle, each Applied Technology
skill level requires proficiency in all of the four
principles of technology listed above.

Since the skill is oriented towards reasoning rather
than mathematics, no calculations or formulas are
necessary to solve the problems.  Level 3 is the least
complex, Level 6 is the most complex, and higher levels
of difficulty include the skills described at lower levels.

✶ The Work Keys system defines Applied Technology as using
all four principles of mechanics, electricity, fluid
dynamics, and thermodynamics within the job
classification.  The use of all four did not apply to
Operator.
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Level of Importance of the Critical Work Functions
(Validation Survey Results)

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Critical
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Very Important
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Important
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Somewhat Important
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Not Important

Critical Work Functions A B C D

One hundred surveys were sent to Operators within the industry, throughout Idaho,
Oregon, and Washington. Eighty-two responses were received and tallied.

A Process Product
B Package Product
C Monitor and Maintain Process
D Maintain Documentation
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On-Site Industry Evaluation & Validation

A team of independent observers familiar
with the food processing industry validated
the information gathered in the focus
groups.  Two food processing companies
were visited in each state, for a total of six
site visits. Each observer compared the key
activities in Template A (shown below) with
employees actually performing their jobs.
Approximately four hours were spent at
each company.  Companies visited reflected
the variety of products and processes
represented in the focus groups.

Using the chart below, on-site validators
observed employees doing their jobs, and
checked off key activities that they observed
being performed.  If a key activity was not
observed, it was not marked.  Some
validators confirmed with employees if a key
activity not observed is routinely performed
at that facility, and if so, that key activity was
included in the validation.  The check
marks in the template below reflect the
totals of the six site visits.

All of the key activities were validated in at
least one facility.  Factors and conditions
that affected whether certain key activities
were observed include the following:

◆ Time of day, year validation was
performed.  Some key activities are
performed at certain times of the year
or day, and may not have been
observable during the time of the site
visit.

◆ The nature of the product produced in
a particular facility.  Some key
activities pertain only to particular
processes (i.e. freezing vs. canning)
or product (fruit vs. vegetables), so
some key activities listed are
performed in some facilities while not
in others.

Key ActivitiesCritical Work
Functions

Process Product

A

Package Product

B

Monitor and Maintain
Process

C

Maintain Documentation

D

Fill feeding tanks

A2  ✓✓✓

Operate packaging

equipment

B2  ✓✓✓✓✓

Operate, monitor, and

/or adjust computer-

ized controls/systems

C2  ✓✓✓✓✓

Maintain operating/

production on records

and logs

D2  ✓✓✓✓✓✓

Clean and set up

processing

operations

A1  ✓✓✓

Clean and set up

packaging

operations

B1  ✓✓✓✓✓

Operate, monitor,

and/or adjust

manual controls

C1  ✓✓✓✓✓

Maintain daily

equipment logs

D1  ✓✓✓✓✓

Operate processing

equipment

A3  ✓✓✓✓✓✓

Hand pack products

for shipment

B3  ✓✓✓

Inspect fresh/raw or

processed product on

conveyor systems

C3  ✓✓✓✓✓

Operate and

maintain cooling

and freezing units

A4  ✓

Label/seal product

cases and/or cartons

B4  ✓✓✓✓

Perform statistical

process control checks

C4  ✓✓✓✓

Perform minor

maintenance on

lines

A5  ✓✓✓✓

Replace broken

pallets for shipping

and loading

B5  ✓✓✓

Pull product sam-

ples off production

lines for testing

C5  ✓✓✓✓

Load finished

product

B6  ✓✓

Inspect and/or

weigh bags and/or

cartons

C6  ✓✓✓✓

Perform minor

maintenance on

lines

B7  ✓✓✓✓

Attend safety

meeting

C7  ✓✓

In addition, a Work Keys profiler
reconfirmed the eight skill areas with each
occupation’s tri-state list of key activities and
critical work functions (see chart). Many of
the original focus group members from all
three states participated in this portion of
the evaluation and validation process.
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Sanitation

Summary of Critical Work FunctionsDescription

An employee working in sanitation is
charged with maintaining a high standard of
cleanliness throughout the food processing
plant, especially where any raw or finished
product is produced. A sanitation worker
will use a variety of chemicals in the
cleaning process, following company and
OSHA regulations. These supplies must be
correctly and safely used and stored, and
activities documented. Some equipment
must be cleaned in place regularly, and the
sanitation crew will work as a team within
physical and time constraints to sanitize
machines, tables, and/or conveyors. A
sanitation worker may also perform minor
plumbing repairs, maintain pest control,
and operate specialized moving equipment.

A - HANDLE CHEMICALS
A1 Select and obtain chemicals
A2 Mix cleaning solutions for production

areas
A3 Use cleaning chemicals
A4 Dispose of and/or return chemicals

and containers

B – CLEAN/MAINTAIN FACILITY
B1 Place grates, hoses, and line tools
B2 Operate Cleaned-In-Place system
B3 Clean equipment and facility
B4 Sanitize machines, tables, and/or

conveyors
B5 Remove debris from work area
B6 Perform and/or maintain pest control
B7 Perform minor plumbing repairs
B8 Attend meetings and training

C – TRANSPORT MATERIAL
C1 Operate specialized moving equipment
C2 Perform barrel dump
C3 Manually transport chemicals in

containers

D – PERFORM AND DOCUMENT
INSPECTIONS

D1 Inspect equipment
D2 Inspect chemicals
D3 Document inspection results
D4 Maintain documentation
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Select and
obtain
chemicals

A1

◆ Chemicals are safely selected
and obtained in accordance with
all applicable laws and
regulations.

◆ Chemicals are selected and
obtained in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Chemicals are selected/obtained
in a timely manner.

◆ Chemical needs and updates are
clearly and effectively
communicated to appropriate
personnel.

◆ Appropriate documentation is
properly completed for obtaining
chemicals.

◆ Proper labels are affixed to
secondary containers and visual
check of labeling is performed.

Skill Standards

Critical Work Function:
A - Handle Chemicals

◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of use of personal

protective gear.
◆ Knowledge of location of eyewash

stations and showers.
◆ Knowledge of chemical terminology

and safety symbols.
◆ Knowledge of OSHA regulations and

standards.
◆ Knowledge of secondary labeling

procedures.
◆ Knowledge of characteristics of

correct and incorrect labels.
◆ Ability to use dispensers and

scanners, where applicable.

◆ Ability to identify relevant details,
facts and specifications, and follow a
set of cleaning instructions.

◆ Ability to respond to verbal and
nonverbal communication.

◆ Ability to follow through on assigned
tasks.

◆ Ability to order and maintain
chemicals.

◆ Ability to examine information/data
for relevance and accuracy.

◆ Ability to motivate others to extend
their capabilities.

In the charts, you’ll see the following icons that represent these Work Keys:

Reading for Information

Locating Information

Applied Mathematics

Observation

Listening

Writing

Teamwork

Applied Technology

Sanitation  ◆ Skill Standards
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Mix cleaning
solutions for
production
areas

A2

Use cleaning
chemicals

A3

Dispose of
and/or
return
chemicals
and
containers

A4

◆ Personal protective equipment is
worn in accordance with all
applicable laws, regulations and
company policies.

◆ Mixing of chemicals meticulously
follows company procedures.

◆ Proper equipment is correctly
utilized.

◆ Chemicals are safely mixed
according to OSHA required
standards.

◆ Chemicals are mixed in a timely
manner.

◆ Secondary container labeling is
correctly and accurately
performed.

◆ Chemical use meets company/
customer specifications and local,
state and federal regulations.

◆ Chemicals are safely used.
◆ Chemical use is properly

documented in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Chemicals are safely disposed of/
returned according to company
procedures and all laws and
regulations.

◆ Chemicals and containers are
correctly returned to proper
location.

◆ Chemicals/containers are disposed
of/returned in accordance with
hazardous materials procedures.

◆ Problem(s) with chemical disposal
and locations is effectively
communicated to the supervisor
in a timely manner.

◆ Ability to utilize Job Safety Analyses
(JSA’s), operations manual, and
MSDS sheets.

◆ Knowledge of proper chemical
mixing procedures.

◆ Knowledge of safety requirements
for each chemical.

◆ Ability to utilize mixing equipment,
computerized dispensers, and
scanners.

◆ Knowledge of chemical measuring
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of the properties and
uses of sanitation chemicals.

◆ Knowledge of correct chemical use
to meet specifications.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures.
◆ Knowledge of safety procedures.
◆ Knowledge of location of company

disposal containers and sites.
◆ Knowledge of hazardous material

laws, regulations, and procedures.

◆ Ability to interpret symbols.
◆ Ability to understand requirements of

the task.
◆ Ability to perform measurements.
◆ Ability to recognize and respond to

internal customer needs.
◆ Ability to monitor safe and efficient

utilization of materials.
◆ Ability to translate mathematical data.

◆ Ability to follow through on assigned
tasks.

◆ Ability to monitor safe and efficient
utilization of materials.

◆ Ability to utilize previous training/
experience to predict outcomes.

◆ Ability to analyze situation and
consider risk/implications.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust task
sequence.

◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to
personal/social improvement.

◆ Ability to present complex
information and analyze response.

◆ Ability to monitor safe and efficient
utilization of materials.

◆ Ability to monitor performance stand-
ards regarding disposal of chemicals.

◆ Ability to follow safety rules and
procedures.

Critical Work Function:  A - Handle Chemicals

Sanitation  ◆ Skill Standards

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

◆ Hoses are correctly and safely
rolled and placed in proper
location.

◆ Gutters are correctly and safely
covered with grates in a timely
manner according to company
procedures.

◆ Tools are correctly and safely
cleaned and hung up in the
proper location.

◆ Improvements in grate, hose and
line tool practices are effectively
communicated to appropriate
personnel in a timely manner.

◆ Placement occurs in compliance
with all laws and regulations.

◆ The Cleaned-In-Place system is
operated in a timely manner.

◆ The Cleaned-In-Place system is
operated according to plant
safety procedures and rules.

◆ Knowledge of safety laws,
regulations and company
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of company forms and
channels of communication.

◆ Knowledge of proper and safe care
and storage of grates, hoses, and
line tools.

◆ Knowledge of how to safely clean
tools and storage location.

◆ Knowledge of food contact/non-food
contact use and storage of tools.

◆ Ability to use company specific
Cleaned-In-Place System equipment.

◆ Knowledge of safety policies and
procedures.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards.

◆ Ability to accept responsibility for
own behavior.

◆ Ability to follow procedures for
placing grates, hoses, and line tools.

◆ Ability to respect rights of others and
demonstrate awareness of diversity.

◆ Ability to understand requirements of
the task.

◆ Ability to interpret and summarize
information.

◆ Ability to evaluate technology
performance.

◆ Ability to present complex
information.

Place grates,
hoses, and
line tools

B1

Operate
Cleaned-In-
Place
system

B2

Critical Work Function:
B - Clean/Maintain Facility

Sanitation  ◆ Skill Standards
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Clean
equipment
and facility

B3

Sanitize
machines,
tables, and/
or conveyors

B4

◆ Machinery and environment are
cleaned and sanitized in accord-
ance with safety procedures and
all laws and regulations.

◆ Cleanups are completed within
established time frames in
conjunction with team members.

◆ Equipment and facility are
properly cleaned in accordance
with all applicable hazardous
materials procedures.

◆ Proper equipment and tools are
used and operated according to
company procedures and
equipment manuals.

◆ All appropriate cleaning infor-
mation is effectively commun-
icated to supervisor in a timely
manner.

◆ Correct tools and equipment are
properly used according to
equipment and company
procedures.

◆ Sanitizing is safely and
completely performed within
established time frames.

◆ Sanitizing is performed in
accordance with company
procedures and production
schedules.

◆ Proper chemicals are used in
accordance with company
procedures.

◆ Sanitizing is performed in
accordance with all laws and
regulations.

◆ Hand dips are provided to
inspectors as specified by Good
Manufacturing Practices.

◆ Supervisor is immediately notified
of contact between cleaning
materials and food.

◆ Knowledge of applicable laws and
regulations.

◆ Ability to select and operate
cleaning equipment and tools.

◆ Knowledge of proper use of
chemicals and hazardous materials
procedures.

◆ Ability to work in confined spaces
and at aerial heights.

◆ Knowledge of body fluids/blood
borne pathogens processes.

◆ Ability to recognize and interpret
chemical safety symbols.

◆ Ability to follow proper lifting
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of safety procedures and
personal protective gear.

◆ Understanding of Good
Manufacturing Practices and
applicable laws and regulations.

◆ Knowledge of how to prepare a
hand dip.

◆ Understanding of and ability to
utilize proper equipment for
specific machines and work areas.

◆ Knowledge of and ability to follow
safety procedures.

◆ Knowledge of breaks in the line
and associated procedures.

◆ Ability to follow channels of
company communication.

◆ Knowledge of procedures for
confined spaces and aerial heights.

◆ Ability to analyze  basic logic/rules/
principles.

◆ Ability to apply self-management
skills.

◆ Ability to apply appropriate principles,
laws, and theories to situations.

◆ Ability to actively participate in team
activities and demonstrate
commitment.

◆ Ability to monitor safe and efficient
use of materials.

◆ Ability to analyze personal/social
implications of decisions.

◆ Ability to utilize previous training and
experience to predict outcomes.

◆ Ability to monitor safe and efficient
use of materials.

◆ Ability to understand system
organization/hierarchy.

◆ Ability to present complex
information.

Critical Work Function:  B - Clean/Maintain Facility

Sanitation  ◆ Skill Standards

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Remove
debris from
work area

B5

Perform
and/or
maintain
pest control

B6

◆ Appropriate implements, tools,
and cleaning materials are
properly and correctly used.

◆ Debris and excess ice/water are
completely and accurately
removed from work area in
accordance with company
procedures.

◆ Debris is safely removed within
established time frames.

◆ Debris/ice removal improvement
recommendations are effectively
communicated to appropriate
personnel in a timely manner.

◆ Pest control is safely performed
in accordance with company
procedures and  laws and
regulations.

◆ Proper equipment, tools, and
traps are selected and correctly
used in accordance with laws
and regulations.

◆ Proper inspections are
thoroughly and correctly
performed.

◆ Reports are accurately prepared.
◆ Appropriate persons and

departments are notified of
quality of results.

◆ Seasonal changes in pest control
programs are correctly
implemented in a timely manner.

◆ Recommendations for
improvements are effectively
communicated to appropriate
personnel in a timely manner.

◆ Knowledge of safety and disposal
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of appropriate use of
de-icers and steam cleaning
equipment.

◆ Ability to recognize tools and
equipment.

◆ Knowledge of company forms and
channels of communication.

◆ Knowledge of applicable laws and
regulations.

◆ Knowledge of appropriate personal
protective equipment.

◆ Knowledge of appropriate chemicals.
◆ Ability to work with outside

services.
◆ Knowledge of company forms and

channels of communication.

◆ Ability to understand requirements of
the key activity.

◆ Ability to understand operation/
interaction and manipulate technology
for desired results.

◆ Ability to apply self-management
skills.

◆ Ability to prioritize daily key
activities.

◆ Ability to understand system
organization and hierarchy

◆ Ability to understand operation/
interaction and manipulate technology
for desired results.

◆ Ability to demonstrate sensitivity to
internal customer concerns and
interests.

◆ Ability to monitor safe and efficient
utilization of materials.

◆ Ability to prepare basic reports and
select method of communication.

Critical Work Function:  B - Clean/Maintain Facility

Sanitation  ◆ Skill Standards
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Perform
minor
plumbing
repairs

B7

Attend
training and
safety
meeting

B8

◆ Proper equipment is correctly
utilized.

◆ Minor plumbing repairs are safely
performed in accordance with
plant procedures and usage
guidelines.

◆ Plumbing repairs are accurately
and neatly completed in a timely
manner.

◆ Meetings and training are
attended in a focused and timely
manner with active participation.

◆ Meetings and training are
effectively attended in accordance
with company procedures and
standards.

◆ Information regarding food safety
is accurately given and received.

◆ Information regarding unsafe
behavioral/work practices and/or
work areas is accurately given
and received.

◆ Issues are accurately discussed
and solutions are defined.

◆ Communication is respectfully
performed without discrimination.

◆ Knowledge of apply basic
mechanical skills and tools required
for plumbing repairs.

◆ Knowledge of safety procedures and
company procedures.

◆ Knowledge of proper use of
equipment and chemicals.

◆ Knowledge of correct lifting
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures
and standards.

◆ Knowledge of meeting/training
protocols.

◆ Knowledge of work area safety
requirements.

◆ Knowledge of plant terminology.
◆ Knowledge of work environment

and safety policies.

◆ Ability to monitor safe and efficient
utilization of materials.

◆ Ability to apply appropriate principles,
laws, and theories to situations.

◆ Ability to apply self-management
skills.

◆ Ability to follow rules, policies, and
procedures.

◆ Ability to accept responsibility to own
behavior and understand impact on
others.

◆ Ability to modify behavior to
environment.

◆ Ability to interpret information.
◆ Ability to recognize differences/biases

and respect rights of others.
◆ Ability to demonstrate composure.
◆ Ability to present ideas/knowledge

and actively participate in
discussions.

Critical Work Function:  B - Clean/Maintain Facility

Sanitation  ◆ Skill Standards

Reading Locating Math Observing Listening Writing Teamwork Technology

Work Keys
Legend:
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Operate
specialized
moving
equipment

C1

◆ Equipment is properly and
correctly driven in accordance
with laws, regulations and
company procedures.

◆ Materials are properly and
correctly handled in accordance
with laws, regulations and
company procedures.

◆ Moving equipment is safely
operated.

◆ Current operating license is
properly displayed in accordance
with laws, regulations and
company procedures.

◆ Materials are neatly delivered to
an appropriate location in a
timely manner.

◆ Equipment training is in
accordance with OSHA
regulations.

◆ Problems in operating equipment
are effectively communicated to
supervisor in a timely manner.

◆ Ability to drive specialized moving
equipment.

◆ Ability to maintain all proper
licenses.

◆ Knowledge of how to properly
inspect specialized moving
equipment.

◆ Knowledge of proper storage
locations.

◆ Ability to apply appropriate principles
to the situation.

◆ Ability to interpret symbols, diagrams,
and schematics.

◆ Ability to analyze personal/social
implications of decisions.

◆ Ability to monitor safe and efficient
utilization of materials.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards and follow through on
assigned tasks.

◆ Ability to apply self-management
skills.

Critical Work Function:
C - Transport material

Sanitation  ◆ Skill Standards
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◆ All equipment is correctly and
safely operated in accordance
with laws, regulations and
company procedures.

◆ Barrel dump is safely and
correctly performed in
accordance with laws, regulations,
and company procedures.

◆ Equipment and tools are
properly used in a neat and
organized manner.

◆ Lifting is properly and correctly
performed.

◆ Barrel dumping/lifting is
effectively performed in
conjunction with team member.

◆ Equipment is properly inspected
prior to use.

◆ Proper equipment is correctly
and safely operated in
accordance with laws, regulations,
and company procedures.

◆ Transporting of chemicals is
safely and correctly performed in
accordance with laws, regulations,
and company procedures.

◆ Containers are delivered to the
proper area in a timely manner
with minimal spillage.

◆ Correct cleanup procedures are
thoroughly followed if needed.

◆ Containers are completely
inspected prior to use.

◆ Correct containers are used for
each chemical.

◆ Containers are correctly labeled
and are thoroughly checked to
insure proper labeling.

◆ Problems in manually carrying
chemicals are effectively
communicated to supervisor in a
timely manner.

◆ Knowledge of barrel dump safety
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of barrel dumping
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of inspection procedures.
◆ Knowledge of equipment operations.
◆ Knowledge of leverage.
◆ Knowledge of correct lifting and

pushing procedures.

◆ Understanding of all safety
procedures and gear.

◆ Knowledge of manual chemical
transport equipment.

◆ Knowledge of leverage.
◆ Knowledge of chemicals, chemical

containers, their labels, uses, and
inspection procedures.

◆ Knowledge of spill clean up
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of corect lifting and
pushing procedures.

◆ Ability to analyze situation and
consider risks/implications.

◆ Ability to monitor safe and efficient
use of equipment.

◆ Ability to apply appropriate principles,
laws, and theories to situations.

◆ Ability to accept responsibility for
own behavior and understand impact
on others.

◆ Ability to monitor performance
standards.

◆ Ability to interpret chemical use
symbols.

◆ Ability to recognize patterns during
inspections.

◆ Ability to analyze application of
learning tools.

◆ Ability to apply appropriate principles,
laws, and theories to situations.

◆ Ability to respond to verbal and
nonverbal communication.

Critical Work Function: C - Transport material

Perform
barrel dump

C2

Manually
transport
chemicals in
containers

C3

Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

Sanitation  ◆ Skill Standards
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

◆ Depth, type of cleaning and time
estimates required are accurately
determined.

◆ Equipment is thoroughly and
completely inspected in
accordance with sanitation
requirements.

◆ Equipment is thoroughly and
completely inspected in
accordance with laws, regulations
and company procedures.

◆ Inspections are completed within
established time frames.

◆ Start up times are determined
and effectively communicated to
appropriate personnel in a
timely manner.

◆ Mechanical/safety hazards are
effectively communicated to
supervisor in a timely manner.

◆ Chemicals are inspected and
refreshed in accordance with
laws, regulations, and company
procedures.

◆ Chemical inspection schedules are
kept in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Personal protective gear is worn
correctly for both touch and
airborne chemical contamination.

◆ Proper tests for concentration
are performed where applicable.

◆ Chemicals are inspected within
constraints of personal tolerance
for gases/chemicals.

◆ Knowledge of applicable equipment
and cleaning instructions.

◆ Knowledge of sanitation equipment
inspection procedures.

◆ Ability to meet line timeframes
within company processes.

◆ Knowledge of time frame for
inspections.

◆ Knowledge of visual, touch, and
smell inspection techniques.

◆ Knowledge of company procedures
and all applicable laws and
regulations.

◆ Knowledge of how to locate
information for and perform
concentration tests.

◆ Knowledge of proper chemical spill
clean up procedures.

◆ Knowledge of symptoms of
discoloration or inappropriate
odors.

◆ Ability to develop and apply creative
solutions to new situations.

◆ Ability to analyze possible causes/
reasons.

◆ Ability to respond to verbal/non-
verbal communication and confirm
information.

◆ Ability to identify data/information
and predict outcomes.

◆ Ability to suggest system
modifications/improvements.

◆ Ability to develop and apply creative
solutions to new situations.

◆ Ability to analyze situation and
consider risks/implications.

◆ Ability to respond to verbal/non-
verbal communication.

◆ Ability to apply processes to new
information.

◆ Ability to prepare basic summaries
and select methods of
communication.

Critical Work Function:
D - Perform and Document Inspections

Inspect
equipment

D1

Inspect
chemicals

D2

Sanitation  ◆ Skill Standards
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Key Activity Performance
Indicators
This Key Activity is Performed Well When:

Technical Skills,
Knowledge, and Abilities
To Do This Key Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Employability Skills

To Do This Activity Well Workers Must Have:

Work
Keys

◆ Inspection results are accurately
and properly documented in a
timely manner.

◆ Inspection results are properly
documented in accordance with
company procedures.

◆ Chemical inspection results are
effectively communicated
appropriate personnel in a timely
manner.

◆ HACCP tracking sheets are
accurately and thoroughly
maintained.

◆ SSOP and/or company mandated
sanitation records are accurately
and completely maintained.

◆ All records are kept in
accordance with laws, regulations,
and company procedures.

◆ All records are updated and
communicated to appropriate
personnel in a timely manner.

◆ Down times, cleanup, preps, and
defrosts are tracked and
accurately documented in a
timely manner.

◆ Knowledge of channels of
communication.

◆ Knowledge of company forms for
inspections and documentation.

◆ Knowledge of documentation laws
and regulations.

◆ Knowledge of proper labeling
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of chemical hazard,
inspection result work order forms,
safety reports and company
procedures.

◆ Knowledge of the HACCP program
and tracking forms.

◆ Knowledge of company policies.
◆ Knowledge of SSOP forms and

procedures.
◆ Knowledge of company reporting

channels.
◆ Knowledge of SPC procedures

including chemical tracking,
inspections, and cleaning schedules.

◆ Ability to write simple documents.
◆ Ability to interpret information.
◆ Ability to identify data/information

and predict outcomes.
◆ Ability to understand computer

operation.
◆ Ability to monitor system

performance.
◆ Ability to prepare basic summaries/

reports and select methods of
communication.

◆ Ability to write simple documents.
◆ Ability to apply processes to new

information.
◆ Ability to identify data/information

and predict outcomes.
◆ Ability to use imagination to visualize

events/activities.
◆ Ability to understand system

organization/hierarchy and follows
processes and procedures.

◆ Ability to monitor/adjust task
sequence.

Critical Work Function:  D - Perform and Document Inspections

Document
inspection
results

D3

Maintain
documentation

D4

Sanitation  ◆ Skill Standards
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Scenarios
Routine Situation

The sanitation worker receives the
assignment to obtain a General Purpose
Cleaner for the purpose of cleaning the
inspection area of a potato fry plant.  The
worker gets into safety equipment consisting
of a rubber suit, boots, rubber gloves, safety
glasses and face shield.

The worker proceeds to a locked
chemical room and uses a bar-code
chemical dispenser to fill the secondary
container, which is pre-labeled with the
contents of the General Purpose Cleaner.
The worker covers the container with the
appropriate lid and transports it by hand to
the inspection area. The inspection area is
then cleaned and the unused chemicals and
containers are returned.

Key Activity: A1 – Select and obtain
chemicals
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Observation, Teamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to identify relevant details, facts

and specifications, and follow a set of
cleaning instructions.

◆ Ability to respond to verbal and
nonverbal communication.

◆ Ability to follow through on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to order and maintain
chemicals.

◆ Ability to examine information/data for
relevance and accuracy.

◆ Ability to motivate others to extend
their capabilities.

Key Activity: A2 – Mix cleaning
solutions for production areas
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Applied Mathematics, Observation,
Listening, Writing, Teamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to interpret symbols.
◆ Ability to understand requirements of

the key activity.
◆ Ability to perform measurements.
◆ Ability to recognize and respond to

internal customer needs.
◆ Ability to monitor safe and efficient

utilization of materials.
◆ Ability to translate mathematical data.

Key Activity: A3 – Use cleaning
chemicals
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Observation

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to follow through on assigned

key activities.
◆ Ability to monitor safe and efficient

utilization of materials.
◆ Ability to utilize previous training/

experience to predict outcomes.
◆ Ability to analyze situation and

consider risk/implications.
◆ Ability to monitor or adjust key activity

sequence.

Key Activity: A4 – Dispose of and/or
return chemicals and containers
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Observation, Teamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to perform assigned key

activities.
◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to

personal/social improvement.
◆ Ability to present complex information

and analyze response.
◆ Ability to monitor safe and efficient

utilization of materials.
◆ Ability to monitor performance

standards regarding disposal of
chemicals.

Key Activity: C3 – Manually transport
chemicals in containers
Work Keys:

Reading, Listening, Observation,
Teamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to monitor performance

standards.
◆ Ability to interpret chemical use

symbols.
◆ Ability to recognize patterns during

inspections.
◆ Ability to analyze application of

learning tools.
◆ Ability to apply appropriate principles,

laws, and theories to situations.
◆ Ability to respond to verbal and

nonverbal communication.

Sanitation
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Crisis Situation

An alarm went off.  It was a verbal alarm.
An individual was on the plant floor bleeding
from the ribs. The worker had walked about
300 feet after the accident.  While attempting
to get a french fry off the roller, his arm was
caught in a head roller.  He was assisted to
the First Aid Room by co-workers.

Chemicals needed were selected and
obtained. The area of the plant was
completely cleaned, and the chemicals and
containers were returned.

Key Activity: A1 – Select and obtain
chemicals
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Observation, Teamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to identify relevant details, facts

and specifications, and follow a set of
cleaning instructions.

◆ Ability to respond to verbal and
nonverbal communication.

◆ Ability to follow through on assigned
key activities.

◆ Ability to order and maintain
chemicals.

◆ Ability to examine information/data for
relevance and accuracy.

◆ Ability to motivate others to extend
their capabilities.

Key Activity: A3 – Use cleaning
chemicals
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Observation

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to follow through on assigned

key activities.
◆ Ability to monitor safe and efficient

utilization of materials.
◆ Ability to utilize previous training/

experience to predict outcomes.
◆ Ability to analyze situation and

consider risk/implications.
◆ Ability to monitor or adjust key activity

sequence.

Key Activity: A4 – Dispose of and/or
return chemicals and containers
Work Keys:

Reading, Locating Information,
Observation, Teamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to perform assigned key

activities.
◆ Ability to demonstrate commitment to

personal/social improvement.
◆ Ability to present complex information

and analyze response.
◆ Ability to monitor safe and efficient

utilization of materials.
◆ Ability to monitor performance

standards regarding disposal of
chemicals.

Key Activity: B3 – Clean equipment and
facility
Work Keys:

Reading, Listening, Observation,
Writing, Teamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to analyze basic logic, rules,

and principles.
◆ Ability to apply self-management skills.
◆ Ability to apply appropriate principles,

laws, and theories to situations.
◆ Ability to actively participate in team

activities and demonstrate
commitment.

◆ Ability to monitor safe and efficient use
of materials.

Key Activity: C3 – Manually transport
chemicals in containers
Work Keys:

Reading, Listening, Observation,
Teamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to monitor performance

standards.
◆ Ability to interpret chemical use

symbols.
◆ Ability to recognize patterns during

inspections.
◆ Ability to analyze application of

learning tools.
◆ Ability to apply appropriate principles,

laws, and theories to situations.
◆ Ability to respond to verbal and

nonverbal communication.

Sanitation  ◆ Scenarios
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Long-term Situation

For the long-term health and safety of
employees we have a daily sanitation
meeting.  The employees participate in a
daily stretching program during this
meeting.  In addition, specifics of the plant
are discussed to ensure job quality.
Chemical safety is discussed, both for the
employees and the equipment, including
which chemicals may or may not be used in
specific areas.  Special care for certain
pieces of equipment and metals is also
discussed.  Improvements in methods are
discussed for faster cleaning and long-term
care of the equipment.

Key Activity: B8 – Attend meetings and
training
Work Keys:

Reading, Listening, Observation,
Writing, Teamwork

Employability Skills:
◆ Ability to accept responsibility to own

behavior and understand impact on
others.

◆ Ability to modify behavior to
environment.

◆ Ability to interpret information.
◆ Ability to recognize differences/biases

and respect rights of others.
◆ Ability to demonstrate composure.

Sanitation  ◆ Scenarios
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About the Employability Skills (SCANS) Profiles

Sanitation workers, actively working in their occupation, were asked
to complete a survey instrument based on broad foundation skills, the
ADVANCE Workplace Standards Skill Inventory from Advance
Educational Spectrums, Inc.

The employability skills on which this survey is based came from
SCANS (Secretary’s Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills). Based
on a report issued in 1991, SCANS identified workplace competencies
and foundation skills required for all work. For each of the 37 SCANS
skills, the individuals were asked to identify which of the five levels of
difficulty represented the appropriate level for their respective position
in the following workplace competencies:

◆ Basic Skills
◆ Thinking
◆ Personal Qualities
◆ Resources
◆ Information
◆ Interpersonal
◆ Systems
◆ Technology

Sanitation
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Sanitation

Employability Skills Critical Competencies

Appropriate Skill Level Needed for
Successful Performance
(5 = Greater Degree of Proficiency/Complexity)

0 1 2 3 4 5

Basic Skills

Demonstrates Effective
Reading Strategies

Demonstrates Effective
Writing Strategies

Applies Arithmetic Processes

Applies Mathematics Processes

Demonstrates Effective
Listening Skills

Demonstrates Effective
Speaking Skills

Thinking Skills

Applies Creative Thinking /
Generates Ideas

Applies Decision
Making Strategies

Recognizes and Solves
Problems

Demonstrates Visualization

Knows How to Learn

Applies Reasoning Skills

Employability Skills (SCANS) Profile Responses

Probes to gain knowledge/information, qualifies/
analyzes information, and interprets and
summarizes information

Summarizes/paraphrases information,
composes/edits correspondence, and creates
original documents

Converts numerical data and predicts arithmetic
results

Summarizes and translates mathematical data

Interprets, clarifies, and influences
communication

Presents complex ideas/information, analyzes
group/individual response, and poses critical
questions

Develops creative solutions and applies creative
solutions to new situations

Analyzes situation/information, considers risks/
implications, and compiles multiple viewpoints

Examines information/data, analyzes possible
causes/reasons, and recommends action plan

Visually analyzes relationship between parts/
whole process/procedure, and interprets charts/
graphs/symbols

Analyzes application of learning tools,
investigates new learning techniques, and
manipulates learning tools

Analyzes logic/rule/principle and examines
information/data for relevance and accuracy
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Sanitation

Critical Competencies

Appropriate Skill Level Needed for
Successful Performance
(5 = Greater Degree of Proficiency/Complexity)

Employability Skills 0 1 2 3 4 5

Personal Qualities

Demonstrates Responsibility

Demonstrates Belief in
Self-Worth

Demonstrates Sociability
in Groups

Demonstrates Self-Management

Demonstrates Integrity/Honesty

Management of Time and Resources

Manages Time

Manages Money

Manages Materials/Facilities

Manages Human Resources

Management and Use of Information

Acquires/Evaluates Information

Organizes/Maintains
Information

Interprets/Communicates
Information

Uses Computers to
Process Information

Monitors performance standards and through
on assigned key activities

Accepts responsibility for own behavior and
understands impact on others

Modifies behavior to environment, shows
understanding/empathy for others, and
demonstrates commitment to social improvement

Sets well defined/realistic goals, demonstrates com-
mitment to self-improvement, applies self-man-
agement skills, and analyzes and adjusts goals

Demonstrates commitment to personal/social
improvement, analyzes personal/societal
implications of decisions, and recommends
ethical course of action

Prioritizes daily key activities, prepares schedule,
and monitors/adjusts key activity sequence.

Accurately disburses and receives money

Acquires and distributes supplies and equipment

Matches talent to positions, analyzes work
assignments, and delegates responsibilities

Analyzes data, integrates multiple items of data,
and contrasts conflicting data

Analyzes organization of information and
transfers information between formats

Interprets information, prepares basic summaries
/reports, and selects methods of communication

Utilizes integrated/multiple software, locates in-
formation, and retrieves stored information/data

Sanitation  ◆ Employability Skills (SCANS) Profile Responses
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Sanitation

Employability Skills Critical Competencies

Appropriate Skill Level Needed for
Successful Performance
(5 = Greater Degree of Proficiency/Complexity)

0 1 2 3 4 5

Interpersonal Skills

Participates as Team Member

Teaches Others

Serves Customers

Exhibits Leadership

Negotiates Agreements

Works with Diversity

Understanding and Management of Systems

Understands System

Monitors/Corrects System
Performance

Improves/Designs Systems

Use of Technology

Selects Appropriate Technology

Applies Technology to Key Activity

Maintains/Troubleshoots
Technology

Demonstrates commitment, works to improve team
skills, and encourages/supports team members

Provides constructive feedback/reinforcement

Responds to customer needs and demonstrates
sensitivity to customer concerns/interests

Motivates others to extend their capabilities, displays
enthusiasm/positive attitudes, and develops
minority/majority views

Moderates discussion, demonstrates composure,
and interprets complaints/ concerns

Recognizes the value of diversity, encourages/
supports individuality, and encourages/supports
a correct course of action

Understands system organization/hierarchy,
follows processes/procedures, and responds to
system demand

Adjusts system operation, monitors system
performance, troubleshoots system malfunction/
failure

Suggests system modifications/improvements and
determines system components to be modified or
improved

Understands requirements of the key activity and
understands technological results

Understands operation/interaction and
manipulates technology for desired results

Evaluates performance of technology and analyzes
failures

Sanitation  ◆ Employability Skills (SCANS) Profile Responses
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Work Keys for Sanitation
In consultation with employers,

educators, and experts in employment and
training requirements, ACT has identified
key generic employability skills: skills
crucial to effective performance in most
jobs. The following critical skills form the
basis of the Work Keys system: Reading for
Information, Applied Mathematics,
Listening, Writing, Teamwork, Applied
Technology, Locating Information, and
Observation. Additional skill scales will be
developed as needed. After identifying these
critical generic workplace skills, ACT
developed the Work Keys system, which
consists of:

◆ Profiling (job analyses) to determine
the skill requirements of jobs

◆ Skill assessment to determine the
current skills of individuals

◆ Instructional support to help
educators/trainers as they assist
learners in improving their skills

For more detailed information, reference
Work Keys Q & A and Work Keys Definitions
in the Appendices.

The following graphs demonstrate
information obtained from the focus group.

Rank Description
Defines the Work Keys skill area being reviewed.

Examples
Illustrates the kinds of tasks that use this skill definition and level.

Skill Levels

SKILL AREA TITLE

Identifies how critical the Work Keys
skill area is to the job, as determined by
incumbent workers.

Entry Workers: new to the job or
within first six months of hire.

Effective Workers: able to perform all
tasks listed in skill standards.

Note: discrepancy in skill levels may
indicate need for on-the-job training
and/or support.

Incumbent workers in the focus groups used this
definition to clarify and focus skill levels needed to
perform the tasks of the job.

Note: these definitions are objective, measurable
outcomes and may be more narrowly defined than
the skill area title indicates.

These examples were taken from the focus groups conducted
in all three states.

In some cases, additional information is given regarding
language or other skill requirements for the job.

Sanitation
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Rank = Description Examples

Skill Levels

Entry Effective
Level Level

7 ....................................................

6 ....................................................

5 ....................................................

4 ....................................................

3 ....................................................

2 ....................................................

1 ....................................................

0 ....................................................

Rank = Description Examples

Skill Levels

Entry Effective
Level Level

7 ....................................................

6 ....................................................

5 ....................................................

4 ....................................................

3 ....................................................

2 ....................................................

1 ....................................................

0 ....................................................

  Observation
1

Entry:  3-4
Effective: 3-5

The Observation skill is an employee’s skill in paying
attention to instructions and procedures, and in
noticing details.  It involves paying attention to and
remembering details among other information or
distractions.  These details will differ depending on the
job, the key activity, and the situation.

The skill level depends on how accurately the
employee is required to pick out a fact, occurrence, or
action in a background of related information and/or
distractions.

At the lowest skill level (3), employees must notice
straightforward information.  The pace (speed of flow)
of information is slow; hints or reminders are very
strong; distracters are few; and differences are obvious.
At the highest level (6), employees must remember
details from a complex situation with many
distractions.  The pace (speed of flow) of information
may be quick; hints or reminders are minimal; details
are subtle; and differences are not easily noticed.
Higher levels of difficulty include the skills described in
lower levels.

◆ Observes formal training and on-the-job training with using
chemicals, safety procedures, lock out procedures, and
complex defrost procedures.

◆ Observes during inspections.
◆ Chemicals are in a separate area, quiet and without a lot of

distractions.  Families of chemicals are often grouped
together.

◆ The pace is rapid in cleaning some areas.  Environment
dictates the pace of cleaning, and new situations come up.

◆ Distracters include noise, things in the way, time limits to get
the job done, and other parts of the machine that must be
ignored.
✶ Lack of observation could result in high-risk situations

such as damaging equipment, materials and personnel.

  Teamwork
2

Entry: 3
Effective: 3-4

The Teamwork skill is an employee’s skill in
choosing behaviors and/or actions that simultaneously
support the relationships among team members and
lead toward the accomplishment of work key activities.
Employees must:
◆ recognize the goals of the team and
◆ identify ways to accomplish them in

increasingly complex situations.
The clarity of goals, availability of resources, number

and nature of problems and issues to resolve, and
existing team relationship define these situations.

Four levels of difficulty, from Level 3, the least
complex, to Level 6, the most complex, include skills
described in lower levels.

◆ Works within individual sanitation teams to determine daily
workload responsibilities and to problem solve immediate
issues.

◆ Works across organization within teams to accomplish large
key activities such as plant-wide cleaning.
✶ Participants in some groups noted that they see themselves

as part of a whole, and contribute to major jobs in
cooperation with other departments.

Sanitation  ◆ Work Keys
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Locating Information

Rank = Description Examples

Skill Levels

Entry Effective
Level Level

7 ....................................................

6 ....................................................

5 ....................................................
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Rank = Description Examples

Skill Levels

Entry Effective
Level Level

7 ....................................................

6 ....................................................

5 ....................................................

4 ....................................................

3 ....................................................

2 ....................................................

1 ....................................................

0 ....................................................

  Listening
3

Entry: N/A-3
Effective: N/A-3

The Listening skill is an employee’s skill in listening
to and conveying work-related spoken information in
written form. In evaluating the level of the Listening
skill required for the key activities of the job,
participants were asked to consider how important it
was for employees to have a complete and accurate
understanding of spoken information so that the
information can be conveyed to a third party.  At lower
skill levels (1-2), employees need to understand a few
pieces of information.  At higher skill levels (3-5),
employees need to understand all of the important
information, subtle details, and the correct relationship
among the pieces of information (in other words,
employees must be able to correctly tie together the
information given in the spoken material).

◆ Listens for directions and specifics; and conveys the
information to the team to accomplish determined goals (e.g.
location needing cleaning; type of chemicals and dilution to
use with a specified time frame).
✶ Some groups determined that listening as defined by Work

Keys did not apply to their occupation.
✶✶ These positions use verbal communication as the

primary mode of communication.

  Locating Information
4

Entry: 3
Effective: 3-4

The Locating Information skill is an employee’s skill
in using information taken from workplace graphics,
such as diagrams, blueprints, floor plans, tables, forms,
graphs (including bar charts, pie charts, and line
graphs), flowcharts, and instrument gauges.
Employees are asked to locate, insert, compare, and
summarize information contained in one or more
related graphics.  At the lowest level (3), employees are
asked to find information in simple graphics and to fill
in information that is missing from simple graphics.  At
the highest level (6), employees are asked to make
decisions and draw conclusions based on information
contained in one or more graphics.  Higher levels of
difficulty include the skills described at lower levels.

◆ Uses charts to determine which chemicals to use.
◆ Accesses and uses maps to communicate locations of tools,

eye wash stations, machines, pest activity, and locations for
clean up.

◆ Reads gauges on propane tanks and high-pressure hoses.
◆ Locates information to assemble/disassemble specialized

equipment in some companies.
◆ Reads load capacity on forklift chart.
◆ Reads directions on valves.

✶ Written in Spanish and English in some locations.
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Rank = Description Examples

Skill Levels

Entry Effective
Level Level
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Rank = Description Examples

Skill Levels

Entry Effective
Level Level

7 ....................................................
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3 ....................................................

2 ....................................................

1 ....................................................
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  Reading for Information

5

Entry: <3-3
Effective: <3-3

The Reading for Information skill is an employee’s
skill in reading and understanding work-related
reading materials. In evaluating the level of the
Reading for Information skill required for the key
activities of the job, consider:
◆ the difficulty of the materials employees must

read (e.g., straightforward announcements
using simple vocabulary or complex legal
documents which describe complicated
procedures and include technical language or
specialized language) and

◆ how hard it is for employees to find and make
use of the information they need in the reading
materials (e.g., employees are required simply
to use information stated directly or they must
generalize and draw conclusions from the
information).

This skill does not include the skill of reading charts,
graphs, tables, forms, blueprints, maps, or instrument
gauges.  Levels of difficulty range from Level 3, the least
complex, to Level 7, the most complex.  Higher levels of
difficulty include skills described in lower levels.

◆ Reads short instructions (e.g. what to do if chemicals get in
one’s eyes).

◆ Reads short chemical descriptions, recognizes tags on
buckets, what should or should not be mixed together.

◆ Reads labels on chemicals.
◆ Reads internal memos, mostly posted.
◆ Some sanitors read to take tests on knowledge to pass

certifications.
◆ Reads directions from supervisors (handwritten) regarding

how and what to clean each day.
✶ The Work Keys reading system is developed using English.

Most companies profiled required reading, but not
necessarily in English.  The companies translated written
materials to other languages.

✶✶ Most chemical information is posted in English and
Spanish; concern in discussion about accommodation for
other languages.

  Writing
6

Entry: <1-1
Effective: 1-2

The Writing skill is an employee’s skill in writing
work-related information.  In evaluating the level of the
Writing skill necessary for the key activities of the job,
consider:
◆ the importance of writing mechanics

(including grammar, punctuation, and
spelling),

◆ writing style (i.e., smooth and flowing rather
than choppy), and

◆ professional tone (as defined by the lack of
slurs, obscenities, and discriminatory terms) in
an employee’s written message.

In evaluating this skill, participants were asked to
consider that employees must write without using a
dictionary, spelling checker, grammar checker, the
assistance of others, or any other aids.  Levels range
from 1, the least complex, to 5, the most complex.
Higher levels of difficulty include the skills described in
lower levels.

◆ Writes an occasional accident report.
◆ Writes a day off request.
◆ Writes a response to a performance review.
◆ Writes day’s entry in logbook.
◆ Records notes in meetings and trainings.

✶ Required writing can be cursory and in one’s own
language.

Sanitation  ◆ Work Keys
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Locating Information

Rank = Description Examples

Skill Levels

Entry Effective
Level Level

7 ....................................................

6 ....................................................

5 ....................................................

4 ....................................................

3 ....................................................

2 ....................................................

1 ....................................................

0 ....................................................

Rank = Description Examples

Skill Levels

Entry Effective
Level Level

7 ....................................................

6 ....................................................

5 ....................................................

4 ....................................................

3 ....................................................

2 ....................................................

1 ....................................................

0 ....................................................

  Applied Mathematics
7

Entry: <3
Effective: <3-4

The Applied Mathematics skill is an employee’s skill
in applying mathematical reasoning and problem-
solving techniques to work-related problems.  In
evaluating the level o the Applied Mathematics skill
required for the key activities of the job, consider:
◆ the types of mathematical operations

employees must perform (e.g., single-step or
multiple-step mathematical operations,
conversions either within or between systems of
measurement);

◆ how the information in the problems is
presented to employees (i.e., the information is
presented in the order in which it is needed or
it must be reordered); and

◆ whether all the information employees need to
solve problems is provided (or if they must
derive some necessary information).

Skill levels were set with the consideration that
employees are in a workplace where they have
calculators and conversion tables to assist them.

Levels range from Level 3, the least complex, to Level
7, the most complex.  Higher levels of difficulty include
and build on the skills described in lower levels.

◆ Applies mathematical functions for dilution of chemicals.
◆ Applies mathematical functions for determining daily, weekly

usage of materials/chemicals for inventory.
◆ In handling chemicals, employees may need to understand

ratios and measure amounts.
◆ Needs to recognize systems of measurement (English and

metric), and occasionally do conversions or ratios for larger
portions.
✶ Not all positions or companies required math within a

sanitation position.  Many provided charts and forms
with prescribed answers for these functions.

  Applied Technology
N/A

Entry: N/A
Effective: N/A

The Applied Technology skill is an employee’s skill in
solving problems of a technological nature.  Problems
involve the basic principles of mechanics, electricity,
fluid dynamics, and thermodynamics as they apply to
machines and equipment found in the workplace.  The
emphasis is on:
◆ identifying the relevant aspects of problems,
◆ analyzing and ordering those aspects, and
◆ applying existing materials or methods to new

situations.
This skill requires problem solving in work situations

of varying complexity.  While a situation may focus
primarily on one principle, each Applied Technology
skill level requires proficiency in all of the four
principles of technology listed above.

Since the skill is oriented towards reasoning rather
than mathematics, no calculations or formulas are
necessary to solve the problems.  Level 3 is the least
complex, Level 6 is the most complex, and higher levels
of difficulty include the skills described at lower levels.

✶ The Work Keys system defines Applied Technology as using
all four principles of mechanics, electricity, fluid
dynamics, and thermodynamics within the job
classification.  The use of all four did not apply to
Sanitation.

Sanitation  ◆ Work Keys
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(Validation Survey Results)

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Critical
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Very Important
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Important
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Somewhat Important
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Not Important

Critical Work Functions A B C D

One hundred surveys were sent to Sanitation workers within the industry, throughout
Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. Seventy-two responses were received and tallied.

A Handle Chemicals
B Clean/Maintain Facility
C Transport Material
D Perform and Document Inspections

Level of Importance of the Functions

Sanitation
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On-Site Industry Evaluation & Validation

A team of independent observers familiar
with the food processing industry validated
the information gathered in the focus
groups.  Two food processing companies
were visited in each state, for a total of six
site visits. Each observer compared the key
activities in Template A (shown below) with
employees actually performing their jobs.
Approximately four hours were spent at
each company.  Companies visited reflected
the variety of products and processes
represented in the focus groups.

Using the chart below, on-site validators
observed employees doing their jobs, and
checked off key activities that they observed
being performed.  If a key activity was not
observed, it was not marked.  Some
validators confirmed with employees if a key
activity not observed is routinely performed
at that facility, and if so, that key activity was
included in the validation.  The check
marks in the template below reflect the
totals of four site visits.

With the exception of one key activity, all
of the key activities were validated in at least
two facilities.  Factors and conditions that
affected whether certain key activities were
observed include the following:

◆ Time of day/year validation was
performed.  Some key activities are
performed at certain times of the year
or day, and may not have been
observable during the time of the site
visit.  In two facilities, the sanitation
crew only works nights. The validators
visited during the daytime, so no
sanitation activities were observed.

◆ At one facility, pest control (key
activity B6) is handled by outside
contractors.  This key activity was not
being performed during the times of
the other site visits.

In addition, a Work Keys profiler
reconfirmed the eight skill areas with each
occupation’s tri-state list of key activities and
critical work functions (see chart). Many of
the original focus group members from all
three states participated in this portion of
the evaluation and validation process.

Key ActivitiesCritical Work
Functions

Handle Chemicals

A

Clean/Maintain Facility

B

Transport Material

C

Perform and Document
Inspections

D

Mix cleaning

solutions for

production areas

A2   ✓✓

Operate Cleaned-

In-Place system

B2   ✓✓✓

Perform barrel

dump

C2   ✓✓✓

Inspect chemicals

D2   ✓✓

Select and obtain

chemicals

A1   ✓✓✓

Place grates, hoses,

and line tools

B1   ✓✓✓

Operate specialized

moving

equipment

C1   ✓✓

Inspect equipment

D1   ✓✓✓

Use cleaning

chemicals

A3   ✓✓✓✓

Clean equipment

and facility

B3   ✓✓✓

Manually trans-

port chemicals in

containers

C3   ✓✓✓

Document

inspection results

D3   ✓✓✓

Dispose of and/or

return chemicals

and containers

A4   ✓✓

Sanitize machines,

tables, and/or

conveyors

B4   ✓✓✓

Maintain

documentation

D4   ✓✓✓

Remove debris

from work area

B5   ✓✓✓

Perform and/or

maintain pest

control

B6

Perform minor

plumbing repairs

B7   ✓✓

Attend training

and safety

meeting

B8   ✓✓

Sanitation
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Appendices

WORK KEYS Q & A

What is Work Keys?

Developed by ACT, Inc., a national
assessment organization, Work Keys is used
by employers and educators to identify the
skills employees need to be successful on
the job.  Work Keys components include job
analysis (referred to as “profiling”),
assessment, instructional support, reporting
and training services.  The system is
developed around an objectively defined
skill metric, or scale, that accurately
measures both an individual’s performance
and the skill levels required for success in
the workplace.

What are the skill areas?
The eight foundational skills are:
◆ Reading for Information
◆ Applied Mathematics
◆ Writing
◆ Listening
◆ Observation
◆ Teamwork
◆ Locating Information
◆ Applied Technology

Each skill area is defined in multiple
levels of ability.  In the job profiling process,
incumbent employees are asked to identify
the skill levels necessary for their job, based
upon the tasks required.  These are
referenced in this document with a
numerical representation and a description
of the level(s) within each job classification.

What is a Job Profile, and how is it
different from a Skill Standard?

Also known as a job analysis, a Job Profile
determines the tasks and skill requirements
of a job as identified by those currently
employed in that position, much as a Skill
Standards process does.  In addition, a
Profile uses an objective metric of levels to
identify skill requirements in eight areas.
That same metric is then used in assessment
and training components to link required
skills with employee performance.  This
allows employers to evaluate both current
employee and job applicant skills,
determine education and training needs to
meet both employee and organization goals,
and produce accurate job descriptions for
profiled positions.

The Job Profiling process, when
conducted in accordance with Work Keys
practices, can be used to meet EEOC hiring
and selection standards.  The profiling
component used in this Skill Standards
project was an Occupational Profile, using
employees from multiple companies.  In
order to be valid under EEOC requirements,
food processors using these results for
hiring and selection must conduct their own
on-site Job Profile with a certified Work Keys
profiler.

How can I use the Work Keys
information from this report?

◆ Management can use these skill
definitions to encourage an
understanding of job roles and
responsibilities.

◆ Employees can identify the skills
needed to achieve success on the job,
and assist them in planning long-term
career goals within the food
processing industry.

◆ Human Resources can increase
employee retention by giving workers
a clearer picture of the job tasks and
skill levels needed for success.

◆ Unions can use these skill definitions
to strengthen apprenticeships and
enable workers to receive recognition
for their current skills and abilities.

◆ Educators and trainers can establish a
clear framework for modifying or
creating more meaningful training
opportunities.

◆ Government agencies can use Work
Keys skill levels to provide a better
match between workers and
employers.
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How do I know if employees have
these skill levels?

ACT has developed a set of eight
standardized assessments that will document
and certify the current skill levels of job
applicants or current employees, identify
individual education and training needs, and
target training to specific skill gaps.  Each
skill area has four to five clearly defined
levels, serving as the common metric in the
profiling, assessment, and instructional
components.

All assessments are timed and secured,
with two skills measured using a video-
based format (Teamwork and Observation),
two assessments through audiotape
(Listening and Writing), and four in pencil-
&-paper multiple choice format.  Results are
confidential, with the company receiving a
summary report of group scores and
counseling on the use of the results in
hiring, training, or job assistance.  Service
center locations in Washington, Oregon, and
Idaho can provide 24 to 48-hour
turnaround on results upon request.

How can I use this report’s Work Keys
information in training programs?

The skill levels identified are clear,
performance-based outcomes, and in
conjunction with the other skill standards
data this information can be used by
educators, trainers and/or with internal
training programs to:

◆ counsel current employees on future
career goals in the industry

◆ work with local community colleges to
create or improve industry-targeted
training and apprenticeships

◆ design customized workshops and
classes using distance education, on-
site classes, computer-based training,
and other delivery systems

Work Keys’ Targets for Instruction can be
used with both internal trainers and external
partners to customize skill training to the
needs of current and future workforces.
Service centers in Washington, Oregon, and
Idaho can provide assistance in using
Targets, and provide information on
additional training programs aligned with
Work Keys skill levels.
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Description of Level 1 Skills
Listeners who achieve Level 1 are able to

relay minimal pertinent information, that is,
enough context to provide clues as to the
gist of a situation or to a source of further
information.  At this level, the individual
demonstrates a minimal grasp of the
message conveyed or tells the recipient
where to go to get more information.  For
example, in response to a telephone
message, the Level 1 listener may convey
only the name of the caller or a phone
number and some sense of the reason for
the call: “Jim wants something.  351-8890.”
The recipient of this message would need to
do a significant amount of checking before
action could be taken.

At this level, the listener has difficulty
attending to auditory signals and identifying
the main points.

An individual’s background has an impact
on listening as well as other communication
skills.  This person’s grasp of vocabulary,
ability or inclination to pay attention, and
understanding of or interest in the material
affect what is heard and retained.

Description of Level 2 Skills
Listeners who achieve Level 2 convey

some pertinent information as well as the
general gist of the situation from the
message they hear.  Some of the information
a recipient needs to understand and act
upon a message may be incorrect or
missing, but the sketch of the situation is
correct.  For example, in response to a
customer calling to complain about the lawn
trimmings not being swept from the
sidewalk after the lawn care workers
mowed, the following message is noted:
“Jim called cause he’s mad about the lawn.
699-6836.”  In this example, the customer’s
name and phone number are correct, and
the fact that the customer is angry is
correctly conveyed; however, the reason for
the customer’s anger is not accurately noted.

Description of Level 3 Skills
Listeners who achieve Level 3 have the

essence of the message substantially correct.
Although the primary information that is
present is correct, the message may be
missing a few pieces of the primary
information.  At Level 3 the listener is able to
attend to several pieces of information and
correctly reproduce both the gist of the
situation and most of the pertinent details.

Description of Level 4 Skills
Listeners who achieve Level 4 convey all

the primary information presented by the
speaker, and there are no errors in this
pertinent information.  However, some of
the supportive information (information that
does not interfere with the central message)
may be incorrect.  Subtle details or tone may
be missing, also.

At Level 4, the learner is expected to
grasp and organize all the important
information from the spoken materials (i.e.,
what was said and what was meant by what
was said).  Hearing, recognizing, and
interpreting spoken materials, as well as
remembering or reproducing them in an
organized fashion for referral or action
requires skill, built through practice and
feedback.

Note-taking skills are also important.
Being able to jot down the essence of what is
important and most difficult to remember
(e.g., names, dates, phone numbers) as the
message is being spoken, and then to go
back and flesh out the message with
supportive details when rewriting notes or
during a pause, are skills that are useful for
every type of serious listening (e.g., at
school, at work, in taking telephone
messages for someone else).

Description of Level 5 Skills
Listeners who achieve Level 5 understand

and convey all the information from the
spoken material.  In addition, they must
have insight into the situation, such as
information about tone or subtle details.  All
primary details as well as subtle information
must be correctly retained or recorded.
Level 5 messages are so complete that
reading one is as good as being there
yourself to take the message.

  Listening

Work Keys Definitions
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Description of Level 3 Skills
Level 3 reading materials comprise short,

direct announcements or statements of
policy or procedures that use elementary
vocabulary.  All the information required to
choose an appropriate course of action is
stated clearly in the passages.  Additionally,
in the Reading for Information assessment,
the wording of the questions is identical or
nearly identical to that in the passages.

At Level 3, individuals must be able to do
the following:

◆ Identify the main idea and simple
details.  The individual successful at
Level 3 must show that he or she
understands the main idea of a simple
key activity and recognizes the
concrete details for accomplishing
that key activity.

◆ Identify the meanings of words that are
defined within the passage.  The
individual must recognize the correct
definition for a word that has been
defined within the surrounding text.
This requires the individual to use
typographic, punctuation, and
syntactic clues to a definition, such as
parentheses, boldface, appositives, or
words like “is” or “is called.”

◆ Recognize the meanings of words that
are not defined in the passage.  The
individual must understand the
meanings of words indicating order,
position, time, and other relationships.
Level 3 materials also use a simple
vocabulary, including some work-
related words which the individual
must recognize (e.g., employee).
However, the vocabulary is not job-
specific and, at this level, is very basic.

◆ Determine the proper placement of a
step in a sequence of events or the
proper time to perform each step of a
key activity.  Many workplace
communications involve instructions
or schedules, and individuals must
demonstrate awareness of when each
step or event is to occur.  At this level,
instructions are for simple procedures
involving few steps, and schedules and
announcements are uncomplicated.

◆ Apply instructions outlined in the
passage to situations that are
described in the passage.  At Level 3,
an individual is required to determine
what to do in a particular situation
rather than when to perform a
particular step.  The individual must
be able to locate a specific instruction
in a passage and understand what it
says.

Description of Level 4 Skills
Level 4 reading materials are somewhat

longer, more detailed, and more complex
than those at Level 3.  Some describe
policies and procedures for which a number
of factors must be considered in order to
decide on appropriate behavior.  The
vocabulary is still elementary, but it is
slightly more difficult than at the previous
level.  Instructions involve more steps.
Additionally, on the Reading for Information
assessment, the questions and answers are
paraphrased from the reading materials.

In addition to the skills required at Level
3, individuals must be able to do the
following:

◆ Identify important details that are less
obvious than those at Level 3.  These
details may be more difficult to find
because the passages themselves are
longer.  It may be necessary to
combine details from different parts of
a passage.  The details may be
embedded in a complex sentence.

◆ Apply more complicated instructions,
some of which involve several steps, to
situations described in the reading
materials.  The individual must
delineate steps, in sequence, to follow
a procedure.  The procedure may
contain conditionals, which indicate
different courses of action.  The
individual must select the correct
action based on both the condition
and the sequence.

◆ Recognize cause-effect relationships.
The individual is expected to take into
account changing factors, which may
elicit different effects.  The individual
must read to discover what to do when
faced with multiple, or a series of,
“if-then” situations.

◆ Determine the meanings of words that
are not defined in the reading
materials.  These words are still basic
vocabulary, but they are slightly more
difficult than those at Level 3.  The
individual should be able to use
context to identify the meanings of
these words.

Description of Level 5 Skills
Level 5 workplace reading materials have

more detail, are more complex, and cover
broader topics than those at Level 4.  Words
and phrases may be specialized, jargon and
technical terms are included, and some
words have multiple meanings.  The
individual must be able to apply information
to situations not specifically described.  All
necessary information is clearly stated in the
reading materials, but the individual must
take several considerations into account to
identify the course of action that will best
accomplish the goal.

  Reading for Information
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In addition to the skills required at Level
4, individuals must be able to do the
following:

◆ Understand the paraphrased definition
of jargon or technical terms defined in
the passage.  The definitions of jargon
and technical terms used at this level
are either stated directly in the passage
or are obvious from context.

◆ Use jargon or technical terms
appropriately in describing situations
stated in the passages.  An individual
must understand the jargon and
technical terms well enough to relate
them correctly to the rest of the
passage.

◆ Understand the definitions of
acronyms that are defined in the
passage.  As with the previous skills,
these definitions are either clearly
stated or can easily be derived form
context at this level.  However, being
able to select important details, which
help identify or determine the
definitions, is important.

◆ Identify the appropriate definition of
words with multiple meanings based
on the context of the passage.  Some
reading materials contain words with
multiple meanings, and an individual
must use context clues to determine
the correct meaning.

◆ Apply information given in a passage
to situations not directly described in
that passage.  An individual must
utilize given information to make a
decision according to the guidelines
stated in the passage.

◆ Apply more complicated instructions,
involving conditionals (if X happens,
then it will lead to Y) or procedures
with a number of steps, to described
situation.  Instructions involve more
steps and/or details than previously.
The described situations or problems
may involve more variables that must
be taken into consideration.

Description of Level 6 Skills
Level 6 reading materials are significantly

more difficult than those in the previous
levels; they may include excerpts from
regulatory or legal documents.  Procedures
are more elaborate, and vocabulary is more
advanced, including jargon and technical
terms.  Most information needed to choose
an appropriate course of action is not
clearly stated in the passages.  An individual
must be able to generalize, to recognize
implied details, and to identify the probable
rationale behind policies and procedures.

In addition to the skills required at Level
5, individuals must be able to do the
following:

◆ Identify implied details.  Level 3
reading materials require the
understanding of simple details, Level
4 materials include less obvious
details, and at Level 6 the individual
must extract important information
and synthesize it to identify details that
are only implied.

◆ Understand jargon or technical terms
when used in an unfamiliar context.
Critical thinking skills are needed to
abstract the information necessary to
understand the jargon to terms.

◆ Figure out from context the less
common meaning of a word with
multiple meanings.  The individual
must be able to apply the contextual
clues to derive a less familiar meaning
of a word with multiple meanings (the
homonyms used at this level are more
obscure than those at Level 5).

◆ Apply complicated information to new
situations.  Because the information
needed to choose an appropriate
course of action is not clearly stated,
the individual must recognize the
structure of the information given,
extract the crucial points, and apply
them to other circumstances.

◆ Figure out the general principles
underlying situations described in the
reading materials and apply those
principles to related situations.  The
individual must generalize the
concepts found in the reading
materials and apply them to new

circumstances that are not depicted in
those materials.

◆ Figure out the reasoning behind a
procedure, policy, or communication.
Using given information to analyze the
rationale behind a policy or procedure
is necessary in order to decide on an
appropriate action or behavior.

Description of Level 7 Skills
Level 7 is similar to Level 6 is that

individuals are required to generalize
beyond the stated situation, to recognize the
probable rationale behind the policies and
procedures, and to recognize implied
details.  However, the reading materials are
more difficult: the density of the information
is higher, the concepts are more complex,
and the vocabulary is more difficult.
Passages include jargon and technical terms
whose definitions must be derived from
context.  At this level, passages include
excerpts from regulatory and legal
documents that are more complicated than
those at Level 6.

In addition to the skills required at Level
6, individuals must be able to do the
following:

◆ Figure out the definitions of difficult,
uncommon jargon or technical terms
from the context of the reading
materials.  At this level, it becomes
more crucial to discriminate among
context clues and to determine which
are most important in isolating
meaning.  Many individuals tend to use
proximity as the most important key to
meaning; that is, they assume that the
words closest to the unknown word
will be the best context clues.  At Level
7, this practice can be very misleading.

◆ Figure out the general principles un-
derlying described situations and
apply them to situations neither des-
cribed nor completely similar to those
in the reading materials.  Because the
passages are longer and more com-
plex, practice in eliminating unneces-
sary information as well as selecting
pertinent data is important.  Main
ideas and many details are implied,
making generalization more difficult.
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Description of Level 1 Skills
At Level 1, learners record parts of a

spoken message using phrases, sentence
fragments, or lists of words.  Writing at this
level contains many errors in spelling and
frequently ignores punctuation and
capitalization altogether.  The tone of Level 1
Writing may be overly casual or rude.  Level
1 messages contain clues to their meaning,
but they can be very difficult to decipher.

Description of Level 2 Skills
At Level 2, learners may write a few

complete sentences, but most of their
writing consists of fragments, fused
sentences, and comma splices.  These
writers may make errors in spelling and
punctuation, and they often invent verb
forms (as in He maked to the airport on
time).  They may use no uppercase letters
whatsoever or they may mix upper- and
lowercase letters at random.  Their
sentences are disorganized, and tense shifts,
voice shifts, disagreements in number, and
unclear pronoun references all create
confusion.  Their messages may contain
slang and casual language, which is
unacceptable in many workplaces.  Level 2
Writing, however, conveys workplace
messages adequately.  That is, despite errors
in grammar, punctuation, spelling, and
organization, the general meaning of the
message is apparent.

Description of Level 3 Skills
Level 3 messages require a minimum of

interpretation.  This writing contains some
incomplete sentences, usually in the form of
comma splices or sentences that are fused
together without punctuation or capital-
ization to separate them.  Most of the
sentences in this writing, however, are
complete.  At Level 3, learners misplace
commas, misuse other punctuation marks,
use erratic capitalization, and misspell
words.

Sometimes, in this writing, there is a voice
shift: a learner begins a message in the voice
of the caller and finishes in his or her own
voice, or vice versa.  Level 3 Writing may
contain other logical errors, too, such as
tense shifts, noun/verb disagreements,
pronoun/antecedent disagreements, and
misplaced modifiers.

Stylistically, the sentences may be choppy
and disorganized, and they may lack
appropriate transitions.  In tone, they may
be casual, but they are free of slang and
rude remarks and are acceptable for the
workplace.  While they slow the reader
down, the errors in grammar, punctuation,
and spelling, and the shortcomings in style
and tone do not ultimately interfere with the
reader’s comprehension.

Description of Level 4 Skills
Level 4 Writing conveys messages clearly

and without ambiguity.  At Level 4, learners
use complete sentences and good sentence
structure.  Their writing contains few, if any,
errors in grammar, punctuation, capital-
ization, or spelling.  When the writing does
contain such errors, they do not interfere
with the reader’s comprehension.

In general, Level 4 Writing contains
pronouns, which are clear, nouns, which
agree with their related verbs, and
modifiers, which are clear and
unambiguous.

Level 4 sentences may be choppy and
repetitive in length or structure, but the
sentences follow each other in a logical
order, and appropriate transitions bridge
ideas.  There may be minor logical errors or
inconsistencies, which do not interfere with
the clarity of the writing.

At Level 4, learners avoid slang and words
which are trendy or cute.  Learners at this
level sometimes attempt a businesslike tone
and style.  This attempt may backfire,
resulting in words and phrases which are
meant to be impressive but are instead
ornate, redundant, vague, or technical (this
learner may write utilize where use will do,
or interface instead of connect, interact, or
coordinate).  Other learners who achieve
Level 4 use language, which is simple and
direct.  In tone, this writing is appropriately
courteous and free of personal bias.

Description of Level 5 Skills
Level 5 Writing is graceful and precise.

This writing contains no errors in grammar,
punctuation, capitalization, or spelling.
Learners at this level use well-placed
modifiers, clear pronoun references, and
parallel constructions.  They use verb tenses
accurately.  They are consistent in voice,
tone, and style.  They write strong sentences:
active sentences with positive, familiar
words.  Their sentences flow logically and
smoothly, using transitional words and
phrases to orient the reader in space, time,
and sequence.  They vary sentences in both
structure and length.

At Level 5, writers avoid slang and words,
which are trendy, cute, or overly familiar.
Rather than using vague, pompous, or
otherwise inaccessible words and phrases,
these writers choose words which are
concrete, simple, and direct (choosing a
longer word only if it best conveys their
meaning).  In tone, this writing is highly
appropriate for the workplace: it is both
courteous and free of bias and
inappropriate personal opinion.  Level 5
Writing respects the reader by presenting
new information with clarity and precision
in a polished and professional manner.

  Writing
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Description of Level 3 Skills
Level 3 Applied Mathematics involves

simple word problems requiring a single
type of mathematical operation.  Problems
at this level contain only the information
necessary to solve them, and they are
organized to make the problem
straightforward.  An individual with Level 3
Applied Mathematics skills is able to do the
following:

◆ Add, subtract, multiply, and divide
using whole numbers.  In the
workplace, problems at this level
involve using basic operations to find,
for example, the number of items per
carton, the total number of units sold,
or the number of units left in stock.

◆ Add and subtract using negative as
well as positive numbers.  Positive and
negative numbers are used in the
workplace to indicate change and the
direction of the change, such as in
temperature readings and in stock
market prices.

◆ Change a number from one form to
another, using whole numbers,
fractions, decimals, or percentages.
In the workplace, an individual may
need to change a fraction to a
percentage to a decimal.  Individuals
at this level know the conversions of
common fractions, decimals, and
percentages.

Level 3 problems deal primarily with
quantities, money, time, and measurement.
Unit conversions at this level involve money
and one-step time conversions (hours to
minutes or vice versa).

Description of Level 4 Skills
An individual with Level 4 Applied

Mathematics skills is able to do the
following:

◆ Reorder information and eliminate
extraneous information in order to
solve a problem.  The problems at this
level must be carefully analyzed to
determine what information is needed
to solve them and to determine which
operation(s) to perform and the order
in which to perform them.

◆ Calculate single-step conversions using
English and non-English units of
measurements.  Some key activities
may require simple conversions, such
as minutes to hours, inches to feet, or
centimeters to meters.

◆ Do one or two mathematical
operations, such as addition,
subtraction, or multiplication, on
several positive or negative numbers.
Understanding the logical sequence of
steps is important for individuals who
are working on problems with more
than one operation.  Please note that
there is no division of negative
numbers at this level.

◆ Calculate averages, simple ratios,
proportions, and rates using whole
numbers and decimals.  In the
workplace, averages are used in
relation to sales, production, wages,
costs, and numerous other data.
Ratios and proportions provide a
logical problem-solving approach for
many workplace key activities
involving mixtures and rates.

◆ Add commonly known fractions,
decimals, or percentages, and be able
to add three fractions that share a
common denominator.  Commonly
know decimals, fractions, and
percentages include numbers such as
1/3, 50%, and .75.  Individuals at this
level are familiar enough with these to
make mental conversions.

◆ Read a simple diagram or graph to get
the information needed to solve a
problem.  Certain workplace key
activities require obtaining data from
graphic documents.  Individuals at this
level find that a familiarity with
standard forms of charts and graphs
helps with these key activities.

Description of Level 5 Skills
In addition to the skills needed at the

lower levels, an individual with Level 5
Applied Mathematics skills is able to do the
following:

◆ Separate the important facts from
extraneous information.  Many
workplace problems present more
information than is necessary to solve
them.  Individuals with Level 5 skills
are able to eliminate this information
and choose the necessary data.

◆ Look up formulas and use them
appropriately to perform one-step unit
conversions within or between systems
of measurement.  Individuals at this
level use available formulas for
conversions such as ounces to pounds
or pounds to kilograms.

◆ Calculate using mixed units. Level 5
individuals are adept at converting
units of measurement in order to work
with numbers such as 3.50 hours or 4
hours 30 minutes.

◆ Calculate perimeters and areas of
basic shapes.  Individuals with Level 5
skills are able to recognize the correct
formula and make accurate
substitutions of data in the formula in
order to find the perimeter or area of
rectangles, triangles, and circles.

◆ Calculate percentage discounts or
markups, or complete a balance sheet
or order form.  At this level,
individuals work with multi-step
calculations and work with
percentages to calculate discounts and
markups.

  Applied Mathematics
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◆ Calculate the best deal using one- or
two-step calculations to compare two
costs.  Individuals at Level 5 are able
to select the appropriate information
to make two separate calculations and
then compare the results.

In the workplace, common Level 5
problems involve money, quantity, and time
applications.  Rate problems often combine
quantity and time applications.

Description of Level 6 Skills
In addition to demonstrating the skills

required at the lower levels, an individual
with Level 6 Applied Mathematics skills is
able to do the following:

◆ Solve complicated multiple-step
problems that may require
manipulation of the original
information.  This manipulation
includes reordering the original
information, eliminating extraneous
information, and doing several one-
step conversions or one multiple-step
conversion.

◆ Calculate using negative numbers,
fractions, ratios, percentages, and
mixed numbers.  Individuals with
Level 6 skills are able both to multiply
and divide fractions with unlike
denominators and to find reverse
percentages.  The ratios found at this
level may involve the conversion of
units within one system (e.g., 1 cup =
8 fl. oz., 1 quart = 4 cups).

◆ Calculate multiple rates and then
compare the rates or use them to
perform other calculations.  In a
workplace where Level 6 skills are
required, the multiple rates are often
in the form of production rates or
pricing schemes.  Conversions and
other calculations are sometimes
necessary.

◆ Find the areas of rectangles and
volumes of rectangular solids. In-
dividuals with Level 6 skills are able to
solve area or volume problems that
require transposing a formula before
calculation, or using two formulas to
change from one unit to another unit
within the same system of measurement.

◆ Calculate the best deal using the result
in another problem.  At Level 6,
individuals may deal with added steps
in best deal problems.

◆ Find mistakes in calculations.  An
individual with Level 6 skills is able to
determine if a Level 5 problem has
been done correctly and, if not, where
the mistake was made.

The emphasis on conversions means that
measurement applications are common at
Level 6.  Proportions, percentages, and
averages are also typical.

Description of Level 7 Skills
Level 7 is the highest level of general

workplace mathematics currently assessed
in the Work Keys System.  Individuals
needing more advanced mathematics skills
require a specialized program of
instruction.  In addition to demonstrating
the skills required at lower levels, an
individual with Level 7 skills is able to do the
following:

◆ Do several steps of reasoning and
multiple calculations.  Individuals at
Level 7 are able to solve problems
involving four or more steps of
reasoning.  They can figure out the
information needed to solve a problem
when the information presented is
incomplete or implicit.  These
individuals can also convert between
systems of measurements that involve
fractions, mixed numbers, decimals,
or percentages.

◆ Solve problems involving more than
one unknown and/or nonlinear
functions.  In the workplace, Level 7
problems that use more than one
unknown are commonly key activities
that require combining rates or
combining mixtures.

◆ Calculate the percent of change.
Individuals with Level 7 skills can
solve problems involving quantities
(e.g., sales) measurement (e.g.,
temperature), and money (e.g.,
wages, prices) that ask for percent of
change.  Percent offers a useful
standard for making comparisons and
is used often in the workplace.

◆ Calculate multiple areas and volumes
of spheres, cylinders, and cones.  At
Level 7, individuals deal with problems
involving irregular shapes.  In order to
find area or volume, these shapes
should be segmented into regular
shapes for which the individual can
find the areas.

◆ Set up and manipulate complex ratios
and proportions.  At this level,
individuals encounter ratios that can
contain mixed units requiring
conversions.  Individuals may need to
do other calculations before or after
setting up the proportion.

◆ Determine the best economic value of
several alternatives. Individuals with
Level 7 skills are able to determine the
best deal by using graphics or by
finding a percentage difference or a
unit of cost.

◆ Find mistakes in multiple-step
calculations. At Level 7, individuals are
able to check for errors in Level 3 to
Level 6 problems.
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Description of Level 3 Skills
An individual with Level 3 Applied

Technology skills can solve problems
involving one uncomplicated object or
system.  The objects involved are often
encountered at home or at work.  In some
cases, the individual is only asked to
understand the underlying principle of the
tool or machine involved in the problem.  At
this level, if a system is malfunctioning, the
symptom is obvious and the solution path is
straightforward (e.g., the electric drill is not
plugged in).  An individual with Level 3
Applied Technology skills is able to do the
following:

◆ Apply the elementary principles
underlying the operation of technical
systems to solve problems within those
systems.  For example, the concepts of
flow, resistance, and pressure can be
applied to the workings of basic
plumbing components or
uncomplicated electrical circuits.

◆ Understand the operation of basic
hand tools and simple electrical tools,
subsystems of basic machines, and
uncomplicated systems.  Examples
include piping systems, simple
electrical heaters or other equipment
found in the home, school, or
workplace.

◆ Recognize obvious symptoms when
diagnosing a problem.  A symptom is
defined as an indication of a problem
and can be identified by the senses.
However, it is not the problem itself.
In the workplace, it is crucial for
individuals to recognize the meaning
of specific warning lights, buzzers, and
other trouble signs.

◆ Determine, with efficiency and logic,
what to check first when faced with a
malfunctioning system or machine
usually containing 2 to 5 components
that are potential sources of the
problem.  This process of
systematically eliminating potential
problem sources and extraneous
information is also termed reducing
the problem space.  At Level 3, the
malfunctioning component is more
obviously the problem source than are
the other possibilities.

◆ Solve problems that involve a one-step
solution path.  Solving problems at
Level 3 requires only one step of
reasoning.

Description of Level 4 Skills
An individual with Level 4 Applied

Technology skills understands how a
moderately complex system or tool works
and how one or more simple systems
function and interact.  Although the tools or
machines involved are still quite simple, they
are not as familiar to most people as those
at Level 3.  An individual must also apply
elementary physical principles such as heat
transfer or the flow of fluid through pipes.
In addition to performing the skills used at
Level 3, an individual with Level 4 Applied
Technology skills is able to do the following:

◆ Apply elementary principles
underlying the operation of physical
systems, such as the effect of
resistance on flow, to solve a problem.
Individuals should be able to apply
such concepts to a variety of systems
(e.g., resistance can be created by
using valves in water pipes, volume
controls in radios, and dimmer
switches in light circuits).

◆ Comprehend physical principles that
are more abstract, less intuitive, and
less observable than those at Level 3.
For example, electric current flowing
through a circuit is analogous to water
flowing through a pipe, but electrical
flow is less likely to be understood.
Electric current can only be observed
indirectly (e.g., flipping a switch to
turn on a lamp, measuring current
with a multimeter), but water flow can
be observed more directly (e.g., water
through a hose).

◆ Understand the operation of
moderately complex tools, machines,
or systems such as home appliances,
pulley-driven equipment, or piping
systems that carry more than one fluid.
Part of the operation of these tools
may involve Reading for Information
skills and Locating Information skills.
For example, individuals should be
able to deduce from a diagram of an
audiocassette player that the
motorized wheel is the capstan and is
responsible for pulling audiotape
through the machine.

◆ Recognize and identify information
relevant to solving the problem while
disregarding extraneous information.
The increasing amount of extraneous
information found at each level is one
factor in the complexity of the levels.
At Level 4, extraneous information is
fairly common.  A crucial step in any
problem-solving key activity is to
determine what information is
pertinent to the key activity at hand.

◆ Determine, as efficiently as possible,
what to check first when inspecting a
malfunctioning system or machine
containing up to 10 components that
are potential sources of the problem.
At Level 4, the malfunctioning
component is still fairly obvious
compared to the other possibilities,
but there are more possibilities from
which to choose.
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◆ Solve problems that require a two-step
process or that involve the
manipulation of two variables to arrive
at a solution.  For example, an
individual might be asked to
hypothesize how decreasing the
diameter of pipes and increasing the
pumping pressure will affect the water
flow rate through a sprinkler system.

Description of Level 5 Skills
An individual with Level 5 Applied

Technology skills is able to solve problems
involving situations that are more complex
than those at Level 4.  Level 5 problems, like
Level 4 problems, involve one complex
system or one or more uncomplicated tools
or systems.  However, the machines involved
at this level have more components, perform
more complex operations, and sometimes
interact with other systems.  All of these
factors increase the problem space for
individuals as they try to develop solutions.
In addition to performing the skills needed
at the lower levels, an individual with Level 5
Applied Technology skills is able to do the
following:

◆ Use the basic principles of mechanics,
electricity, thermodynamics, and fluid
dynamics in moderate and advanced
applications.  Instead of a
straightforward mechanics problem,
such as moving a load with a
wheelbarrow, individuals at this level
must often deal with several
mechanical principles interacting with
one another, such as in towing a car
on a trailer.

◆ Understand complex machines and
systems, such as the operation of
gasoline engines, complex appliances,
or an electrical system in a building.
Rather than just understanding a
single electrical circuit, Level 5
individuals may need to apply their
knowledge of circuits to troubleshoot
the wiring in the room of a home.
These individuals are able to
understand how the various
components of a gasoline engine
interact and function together.

◆ Solve problems that include a larger
problem space, more extraneous
information, and more technical terms
than those at Level 4.  This extra
information provides greater
challenges when identifying the
problem and analyzing the larger
volume of data.  At this level,
individuals may need to use context
and illustrations to understand
unfamiliar terms.

◆ Manipulate two or three variables
within a system to solve a problem.
Individuals at Level 5 often use
advanced problem-solving skills to
solve problems involving more than
one unknown.

◆ Reduce the problem space to the point
of knowing what to check first when
inspecting a malfunctioning system or
machine that could contain more than
10 potential sources of the problem.
At Level 5 the source of the
malfunction is still fairly obvious
compared to the other possibilities,
but there are more possibilities from
which to choose.

◆ Apply prior knowledge and the testing
procedures used to solve problems in
relatively simple systems when
approaching problems in more
complicated systems.  Although solving
Level 5 problems requires the
problem-solving and troubleshooting
skills developed at the lower levels,
often the individual must break the
more complicated systems into
manageable parts.

◆ Evaluate multiple solutions to
determine the best solution for each
problem.  As the problems become
more complex, more than one way to
get the job done becomes possible.
The challenge lies in determining the
best way to get the job done.
Individuals must consider both the
resources available to them and the
resources needed to solve the problem
in order to make this decision.

Description of Level 6 Skills
Level 6 represents the most complex level

of Applied Technology skills that are likely to
be required of an employee without job-
specific training.  Level 6 problems involve
tools or systems across a wide range of
complexity.  To solve some of these
problems, individuals must apply principles
that affect certain properties of a system
such as phase change or pressure
equilibrium. To solve others, individuals
must understand and correctly interpret the
interaction of several complex physical
systems.  In addition to demonstrating the
skills required at the lower levels, an
individual with Level 6 Applied Technology
skills is able to do the following:

◆ Use principles of mechanics,
electricity, thermodynamics, and fluid
dynamics interacting in advanced
applications.  At this level, these
principles are applied to systems such
as air conditioning units and
automobile hydraulic lifts.

◆ Use subtle, less visible clues to
determine the source of the problem
with a machine or tool.  At this level,
individuals are especially aware of the
information gathered by sight, smell,
sound, experience, and other means
which will help them troubleshoot
many problems.

◆ Troubleshoot complex systems in
which a variety of mechanical,
electrical, thermal, or flow faults are
potential sources of difficult problems.
This requires interpreting a larger
volume of information than at Level 5,
and forming and testing numerous
hypotheses to diagnose the problem
correctly.

◆ Choose the appropriate tool or piece
of diagnostic equipment to accomplish
a certain key activity.  Individuals at
Level 6 are familiar with and know
when and how to use equipment such
as voltage testers, pressure gauges,
flow meters, vacuum gauges, and
multimeters.
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Description of Level 3 Skills
At Level 3, an individual works with one

simple document and only one or two
pieces of information.  These documents
include order forms, bar graphs, tables,
floor plans, flowcharts, and diagrams.  They
are clear, simple documents with very little
distracting information.  An individual with
Level 3 Locating Information skills must be
able to do the following:

◆ Extract one or two pieces of
information from a document.  For
example, an individual must find one
or two pieces of information (e.g., the
size and price of an item) in order to
serve customers, make efficient
decisions, and carry out other work-
related key activities.

◆ Insert one or two pieces of
information into a document.  The
individual must also be able to place
one or two new pieces of information
(e.g., the day’s receipts) in the correct
place on a clearly labeled existing
form or other type of document.

Level 3 Prerequisite Skills
A learner needs some basic skills and

must understand some basic concepts in
order to handle Level 3 materials and key
activities.  First, while the focus is not
specifically on reading, some basic reading
and organizational skills are necessary to
interpret the documents.  Second, familiarity
with basic symbols and structures normally
used in graphics is assumed at this level.
Finally, the nature of graphic information
makes at least a fundamental grasp of spatial
relationships imperative.  These guidelines
can be used to develop a pretest or a
checklist for determining which skills each
learner is lacking.

Basic reading and organizational
skills:

◆ Recognizing the use of alphabetical
order and other methods of organizing
material.

◆ Using headings.
◆ Using basic workplace vocabulary.
◆ Reading and listening to instructions

for significant details and words that
limit the key activity like only, both,
first, and after.

Familiarity with basic symbols and
structures:

◆ Using keys.
◆ Understanding the meaning and use of

the vertical and horizontal axes on any
type of graph.

◆ Following a simple flowchart.
◆ Recognizing the standard form of

common data such as addresses,
phone numbers, and social security
numbers.

◆ Using the standard cardinal directions
on a map whether or not these are
given on the map.

Recognizing spatial relationships:
◆ Being able to compare on sight the

relative sizes or areas of the
components of pie charts and bar
graphs.

Description of Level 4 Skills
Level 4 documents, although still

straightforward, are slightly more complex
than those at Level 3.  Details become more
important, and the individual must watch for
small variations within or between docu-
ments.  In addition to the Level 3 skills
already mentioned, an individual with Level
4 Locating Information skills must be able to
do the following:

◆ Extract multiple pieces of information.
An individual may need to find a name,
address, and phone number or a size,
color, and price in order to complete
a key activity.

◆ Summarize trends and main points in
one document.  The key activity may
involve finding pieces of information
and making a general statement about
that information or applying new
variables or categories.

◆ Compare trends and main points in
one document.  Comparing trends
requires considering the time frame of
the document, finding pertinent
details, and recognizing the direction
of change in those details.

◆ Use more than one document or one
type of document to complete one key
activity.  The use of some graphics
requires using information from other
graphics to confirm, clarify, or narrow
down other data.

  Locating Information
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Description of Level 5 Skills
Level 5 documents are typically longer

and contain more detail than those at Level
4.  Therefore, these graphics require careful
study because some of the detail may be
easily confused with other information in the
same document.  Even short graphics may
appear in a format, which is difficult to
unravel.  Both the language and the symbols
may be technical and, thus, unfamiliar to the
majority of learners.  Use of fractional and
decimal values is common at this level, and
both positive and negative values may be
included.  More unusual perspectives, such
as side elevations, may be introduced.

In addition to the skills at previous levels,
an individual with Level 5 Locating
Information skills must be able to work with
these complicated graphics to do the
following:

◆ Summarize trends and main points in
one graphic.  Summarizing material at
Level 5 requires the learner to find
pertinent details in a graphic that may
be highly detailed and may also be
presented in an obscure format.

◆ Compare trends and main points in
one graphic.  Recognizing trends and
finding main points can be challenging
because Level 5 documents contain a
great deal of distracting information
that is not related to the key activity at
hand.

◆ Use more than one graphic or one
type of graphic to complete one key
activity.  Using multiple graphics to
complete a single key activity requires
recognizing the relationships among
the graphics.

Description of Level 6 Skills
Level 6 documents contain a variety of

complex, often long, workplace graphics.
Tables, forms, maps, blueprints, and
diagrams include considerably more detail
than those at previous levels.  Graphs
present data that may be confusing or
unclear because of the amount of data, the
presentation, or both.  In many cases, the
individual will deal with multiple
documents.  The key activities at Level 6
often involve completing several steps,
applying numerous criteria, and using
higher order thinking skills.  Although no
job specific knowledge or skills are
necessary to successfully complete the key
activities, an individual is confronted with
more technical terms and symbols and with
less familiar formats.

In addition to the skills at previous levels,
an individual with Level 6 Location
Information skills must be able to do the
following:

◆ Draw conclusions from the
information presented in the graphics.
The individual must be able to unravel
complicated data and summarize it
into a specific conclusion.

◆ Apply information to specific
situations.  The individual must locate
the appropriate data according to the
criteria established by a particular
situation.  The individual must then
determine how the data should be
used to make decisions and to
complete the key activity.  This may
involve using skills developed at
previous levels and applying them in
new ways.

◆ Use more than one document or one
type of document to complete a key
activity. Many workplace
responsibilities involve using multiple
documents, eliminating unnecessary
information, and connecting the
appropriate information in a way that
will solve the problem or complete the
key activity.
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  Observation

Description of Level 3 Skills
The individual must observe and

remember a few details about a clearly
structured process or procedure, and his or
her attention is explicitly directed toward
important information when the process or
procedure is demonstrated.

Level 3 key activities involve only a few
simple components and include no extra
details or distracters that would vie for the
observer’s attention.  Individuals performing
at Level 3 can follow instructions or demon-
strations that are clearly presented in a
straightforward manner, while their
attention is strongly directed toward
particular attributes or details.  They can
watch and listen to an explicitly cued
demonstration or set of instructions and
remember the procedure or process long
enough to answer very direct questions
about what they just saw and heard.  At this
level, individuals should remember a few
strongly reinforced details of a process or
procedure that was clearly shown and
explained.

Description of Level 4 Skills
At Level 4, individuals demonstrate

remembering a few important details about
a clearly defined and demonstrated process
or procedure.  They are expected to watch
and listen to a moderately cued
demonstration or set of instructions and
remember the procedure or process long
enough to answer explicit questions about
what they just saw and heard.

Level 4 key activities are slightly more
complex (i.e., they have more component
steps or the key activities are explained in
less detail) than Level 3 key activities.  While
the learner’s attention is directed toward
important details, these details are less
explicitly cued than those at Level 3.  That is,
learners must take on more responsibility
for attending to important details.

In addition to demonstrating the skills
required at Level 3, to achieve Level 4,
individuals need to master strategies for
paying attention to important details (i.e.,
what to look for and what to ignore), for
sustaining focused attention, and for
remembering important details.

Description of Level 5 Skills
Level 5 key activities have a number of

attributes or details, which are presented
simultaneously.  Key Activity components
include some extraneous details or
distracters that compete for an individual’s
attention.  While attention may be subtly
directed to important attributes or details,
the individual is required to pay close
attention to detail.

At Level 5, individuals are expected to
watch and listen to a subtly cued demon-
stration or set of instructions and remember
the procedure or process long enough to
answer questions about what they just saw
and heard.

Level 5 key activities are more complex
(i.e., they have more component steps or
the key activities are explained in less detail)
than Level 4 key activities.  Since several
important details are presented and since
these details are not explicitly cued, learners
must focus attention on and remember
several important aspects about the infor-
mation presented.

In addition to demonstrating the skills
required at Level 3 and 4, to achieve Level 5,
learners need to master strategies for
ignoring irrelevant background information
through selective attention to important
details, for maintaining attention to detail,
and for remembering several important

details about unfamiliar material.

Description of Level 6 Skills
Level 6 key activities are comprised of

many components that require close
attention to detail.  Several extraneous
details and/or strong distracters are
included.  Many attributes or details are
presented, none of which is specifically
highlighted and only some of which are
directly discussed or explained.  At Level 6,
individuals must pay attention to details and
remember attributes or sequences long
enough to answer questions about what they
have observed.

Level 6 key activities are explained in less
detail than those at Level 5.  There are
several component steps, which may include
a number of details or attributes.  The
learner must take responsibility for focusing
attention and for remembering several
details about the process or procedure
observed.  While the material is clearly
presented, attention is not directed to
particular details, attributes, or steps in a
process.  Level 6 observers integrate
incoming information without being
directed to do so.  They take in and store
incoming sensory information so it can be
used to make predictions, comparisons, or
evaluations.

In addition to demonstrating the skills
required at Levels 3 through 5, to achieve
Level 6, learners need to master strategies
for noticing and remembering several
details that are relevant to the process or
procedure being shown, and for visualizing
how a detail or key activity fits into the entire
process or procedure.  Skill at
understanding if-then and cause-effect
relationships can contribute to
comprehending and remembering what is
being observed.
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Description of Level 3 Skills
The Level 3 Teamwork skills are needed

in simple work situations in which the goals
and consequences are clear.  In such work
situations, individuals must deal with only
one problem, the problem is easily
recognizable, and the resources necessary
for addressing the problem are readily
available.  In addition, team relations are
congenial in Level 3 situations.  Team
members are pleasant to one another, value
each other’s opinions and needs, and take
ownership of the team goal.

Level 3 skills are listed and defined below.
Verbal and physical behaviors that indicate
an individual mastery of the skill are
followed by an example of that skill in a
work situation.  Although these examples
are used to illustrate the skill, they could be
used as starting points for discussion or
role-play situations.
Key Activity Skills

◆ Goal recognition
◆ Acceptance of team goals
◆ Problem identification
◆ Perseverance

Relationship Skills
◆ Membership
◆ Positive attitude
◆ Trust
◆ Dependability

Description of Level 4 Skills
At Level 4, the individual is still to choose

the action or behavior that best supports the
team while contributing to work
performance.  Because Level 4 work
situations are more complex, however,
additional key activity and relationship skills
are needed to accomplish the goals.  Level 4
work situations have some ambiguity in the
goals and consequences, the resources are
somewhat limited, and/or team members
have diverse needs.  Team members must
exhibit basic organizational abilities and
demonstrate a sense of responsibility for
quality and service to the customer.  The
team’s positive interpersonal relationships,
which are necessary for completing the key
activity effectively and efficiently, demand
higher-order skills as the composition of the
team becomes more diverse.

The content components of Level 4 are
described below.  At this level, more than
one of the component skills may be called
for to accomplish key activities and build
relationships.  The increased complexity of
the work situations demands that the
individual interrelate skills to choose the
correct action or behavior.
Key Activity Skills:

Prioritization and time management
Creative thinking
Commitment to quality
Customer sensitivity

Relationship Skills:
Followership
Respect
Appreciation of diversity

Description of Level 5 Skills
Individuals with Level 5 Teamwork skills

exhibit a range of key activity and
relationship skills that enhance those found
at the lower levels and that indicate a subtle
shift to the more assertive and enabling
skills of leadership.  In a team, there is no
designated leader to fulfill traditional
supervisory functions: the team operates as
a unit and the role of leader shifts from one
team member to another, depending on the
skills demanded at the time.

As in the lower levels, each member of
the team is expected to act in ways that best
support the team and contribute to job
performance.  In Level 5 work situations,
however, the work environment has
considerable ambiguity in goals and
consequences, resources are limited, and
team relationships are ambiguous.  Team
members must take initiative and make
decisions when situations exist or arise that
impede key activity completion or disrupt
team relations (e.g., machinery is not
functioning properly; the team is missing
members due to vacations or illness;
meeting a deadline would produce an
inferior product; or a co-workers behavior
is negatively affecting job completion).

Level 5 key activity and relationship skills
are listed below.  Not only are the key
activity and relationship skills of Levels 3
and 4 necessary as the cognitive and
affective foundation for the higher order
Level 5 skills, but the Level 5 skills
themselves are very interdependent.  It is
impossible to demonstrate leadership skills
if other team members do not feel
empowered to take the leader’s direction;
delegating duties to others is a waste of time
if the others do not show initiative in
following through to key activity completion.

  Teamwork
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Key Activity Skills:
◆ Decision Making
◆ Analysis of consequences
◆ Monitoring
◆ Evaluation
◆ Delegation

Relationship Skills:
◆ Leadership
◆ Empowerment
◆ Initiative
◆ Assertiveness

Description of Level 6 Skills
As at the previous levels, individuals at

Level 6 can choose the action or behavior
that best supports the team while
accomplishing the key activity.  Employees
demonstrate effective teamwork skills when
they simultaneously get the job done and
maintain positive, effective working
relationships among team members.  At
Level 6, individuals are able to confront
increasingly complicated work situations,
which require highly developed key activity
and relationship skills.

At Level 6, team members respond to
complex work situations where goals and
consequences are ambiguous, subtle, or
even conflicting.  Resources are limited or
unavailable.  Team relations can be volatile.
There may be multiple goals, incompatible
goals, or changing goals.  The quantity and
quality of materials, equipment, time, and
other resources may present obstacles to
key activity completion.  Team relationships
can be ambiguous, with uncertainty about
team member’s degrees of commitment or
levels of cooperation, or these relationships
may actually be discordant.

Level 6 content components are listed
below.  A workplace scenario illustrates
each skill.  When work groups operate as
true teams in complex work situations, these
skills are required on a consistent basis.
Key Activity Skills

◆ Structuring/Process planning
◆ Goal creation and revision
◆ Integration/Synthesis

Relationship Skills
◆ Role flexibility
◆ Conflict resolution
◆ Diffuse
◆ Maintain perspective
◆ Compromise
◆ Negotiate
◆ Cohesiveness
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Pyramid of
Competencies

The Skill Standards
Development Process

The pyramid of competencies is a depiction of skill
standards in three broad skill categories.

At the broadest level, Tier I, is the set of employability
skills, knowledge, abilities, and personal qualities required
of all workers to be successful in today’s workplace. These
are the universal skills, i.e., problem solving, team skills,
time management, and flexibility that are needed to
effectively apply technical knowledge and tools.

Tier II—technical skills, knowledge, and abilities—are
the skills common to all jobs within a career cluster across
all industries.  For a laboratory technician, for example,
knowledge of safety laws and personal protective equipment
applies across all industries.

Tier III—industry-specific technical skills, knowledge,
and abilities—are unique to individual jobs or clusters and
are the most prone to rapid change. For example, a
laboratory technician’s required knowledge of operational
procedures and company policies may differ across
businesses.

The Process of Building Skill Standards

1. Researched other standards projects and relevant literature.

2. Identified Laboratory Technician, Trimmer/Inspector,
Maintenance/General Mechanic, Operator and Sanitation as

the five occupation clusters.

3. Identified, through industry, Subject Matter Experts (SME’s)
within the applicable cluster to participate in the focus groups.

4. Conducted focus groups with the SME’s to identify
job functions and key activities.

5. Facilitated focus groups: set performance criteria for each key
activity (indicating how we know the task is performed well), set

required skills, knowledge, and abilities (indicating what we need in
order to perform the task well), and identified Work Keys

(indicating the skill levels needed to perform the task well).

6. Validated data collected from the focus groups through on-site
validation and written surveys sent out to peers within their

cluster asking them to rate the level of importance of each key
activity and critical work function in their cluster/job.

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼
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Gary Brown J.R. Simplot Co.
Brian Cary Nestle USA

Ted Maldonado The J.M. Smucker Co.
Nancy Patrick Oregon Freeze Dry, Inc.

Adele Calvert Basic American Foods/
Sunspiced, Inc.

Pat Eixenberger National Frozen Foods
Corp.

LaDonna Quaempts J.R. Simplot Co.
Bill Wallace National Frozen Foods

Corp.

Union Representatives

Idaho Oregon Washington

Harry Guildner American Federation of
Grain Millers

Martha Randklev United Food &
Commercial Workers

Mark Holiday International Union of
Operating Engineers
Local 701

Ron McLean International Union of
Operating Engineers
Local 280

R  Jerry Shuffield Teamsters Union Local
760

State Representatives

Idaho Oregon Washington

Dean Langley Idaho Division of
Vocational Education

Ann Stephens Idaho Division of
Vocational Education

J R (Dick) Winn Idaho Division of
Vocational Education

Dave Allen Oregon Employment
Department

Mark Miller Oregon Employment
Department

Ellen Nyberg Oregon Economic
Development
Department

Marlene Groening Dislocated Worker Unit
WA State Employment
Security Department

RoseAnn Stevenson Washington  State Board
Community & Technical
Colleges

Educational Representatives

Idaho Oregon Washington

Bob Becker College of Southern
Idaho

Bob Haggerty University of Idaho

Eileen Casey White Chemeketa Community
College

Dagmar Johnson Linn-Benton Community
College

Michael Hill Yakima Valley
Community College

Lupita Gutierrez-Parker Yakima Valley
Community College

Molly Sullivan Columbia Basin
College
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Cheri Cheatle Basic American Foods/
Sunspiced, Inc.

Beverly Fuller Lamb-Weston, Inc.
Wendy Lamm Lamb-Weston, Inc.
Jeanette Larson J.R. Simplot Co.
Roslyn Rice Basic American Foods/

Sunspiced, Inc.
Theresa Zamora J.R. Simplot Co.

Kathy Doughty Hermiston Foods, Inc.
Blanche Huston J.R. Simplot Co.
Priscilla Moses J.R. Simplot Co.
Grace Ouvas Nestle USA
Connie Revera Del Monte Foods
Amalia Sanchez McCain Foods, Inc.
Sharon Threw Hermiston Foods, Inc.
Mary Vasquez Nestle USA

Jill Halvardson RainSweet, Inc.
Janet Lacer National Frozen Foods

Corp.
Lori Stone Sabroso Company
Steve Vinson Oregon Freeze Dry, Inc.
Margie Whisenhunt NORPAC Foods, Inc.

Panel Participants

Laboratory Technician

Idaho Oregon Washington
Joy Rogers Nestle USA
Kelly Thomas National Frozen Foods

Corp.
Shannon Sauter National Frozen Foods

Corp.
Sherri Stubenrauch J.R. Simplot Co.

Mary Bustos McCain Foods
Debi Delaney J.R. Simplot Co.
Ellen Hunt Nestle USA
Kirsten Lee Sakuma Brothers Food

Processing, Inc.
Charlotte Massey Nestle USA

Trimmer/Inspector/Belt Sorter

Idaho Oregon Washington
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JoAnn Day Nestle USA
Glinda Fennell McCain Foods, Inc.
Janet Grant McCain Foods, Inc.
Melissa Harder Lamb-Weston, Inc.
Tammy High Basic American Foods/

Sunspiced, Inc.
Jeaneth Olvido Lamb-Weston, Inc.
Cristi Pryor Lamb-Weston, Inc.
Marilyn Raybal J. R. Simplot Co.
Marcia Roads J. R. Simplot Co.
Dorothey Skovgard Nestle USA
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Maintenance/General Mechanic

Idaho Oregon Washington
Buddy Biggins J.R. Simplot Co.
Dennis Jenkins J.R. Simplot Co.
Ted McBurney Lamb-Weston, Inc.

John Fox National Frozen Foods
Corp.

Bill Howell The J.M. Smucker Co.
Bradley Marshall Oregon Freeze Dry, Inc.
Dennis Veitzke NORPAC Foods, Inc.

Ron Ames National Frozen Foods
Corp.

Jeff Cole J.R. Simplot Co.
Kyle Flannery J.R. Simplot Co.
Arthur Johnson McCain Foods, Inc.
Mark Koreis National Frozen Foods

Corp.
Patrick Moore Basic American Foods/

Sunspiced, Inc.
Glenn Mortenson J.R. Simplot Co.
Dan Stephens Del Monte Foods
Robert Stokes Basic American Food/

Sunspiced, Inc.
Doug Wagoner Del Monte Foods
Jim Wandling Milne Fruit Products,

Inc.
Chad Weems J.R. Simplot Co.

Operator

Idaho Oregon Washington
Toni Elliott Nestle USA
Patricia J. Garcia J.R. Simplot Co.
Machelle Greco J.R. Simplot Co.
Norma Morones J.R. Simplot Co.
Sandy Stewart Nestle USA

Roger Britt Oregon Fruit Products
Co.

Doug Foltz NORPAC Foods, Inc.
Michael  Lawrence The JM Smuckers Co.
Ron Minden Oregon Freeze Dry, Inc.
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Ernie Ahrens National Frozen Foods
Corp.

Jerry Chester Milne Fruit Products,
Inc.

Jeff Frazer J.R. Simplot Co.
Elma Garcia Del Monte Foods
Deborah Hensley J.R. Simplot Co.
Terry Keeler J.R. Simplot Co.
Dinah Lewis Basic American Foods/

Sunspiced, Inc.
Bev Medenwaldt Basic American Foods/

Sunspiced, Inc.
Joel Pruneda McCain Foods, Inc.
Mavis Willard J.R.  Simplot Co.
Bradley Wilson National Frozen Foods

Corp.
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Mike Bolander Nestle USA
Adele Calvert Basic American Food/

Sunspiced, Inc.
Terry Chambers Milne Fruit Products,

Inc.
Brent Corson Lamb-Weston, Inc.
Dawa Downey Milne Fruit Products,

Inc.
Pat Eixenberger National Frozen Foods

Corp.
Dennis Flabetich Del-Monte Foods
Gus Garcia McCain Foods, Inc.
Annette Herup Nestle USA
Tom Martinez Nestle USA
LaDonna Quaempts J.R. Simplot Co.
Steve Sakuma Sakuma Brothers

Processing, Inc.
Larry Shaw J. R. Simplot Co.
Roy Stephen NORPAC Foods, Inc.
Deanna Stewart National Frozen Foods

Corp.
Jay Thomas Lamb-Weston, Inc.
Roger Thompson Nestle USA
Pete Wall Lamb-Weston, Inc.
Bill Wallace National Frozen Foods

Corp.

Sanitation

Idaho Oregon Washington
Dewey Berry, Jr. McCain Foods, Inc.
Phong Bounmixay Lamb-Weston, Inc.
Audrey Crisp Lamb-Weston, Inc.
Malia Crisp Lamb-Weston, Inc.
Ann Henderson J.R. Simplot Co.
Jeff High Basic American Foods/

Sunspiced, Inc.
Floyd Nef Basic American Foods/

Sunspiced, Inc.
Hazel Prouse Basic American Foods/

Sunspiced, Inc.
Zita Roseborough Basic American Foods/

Sunspiced, Inc.
Linda Warren McCain Foods, Inc.

Joanne E Bennett NORPAC Foods, Inc.
Refugio Bravo RainSweet, Inc.
Frank De La Cerda Oregon Fruit Products

Co.
Marcus G Ewton National Frozen Foods

Corp.
Robert Marquis Oregon Freeze Dry, Inc.

Danell Rauch NORPAC Foods, Inc.
Kathy Van Wyck Oregon Cherry Growers,

Inc.

Pete Bocanegra McCain Foods, Inc.
Terry Burcham Lamb-Weston, Inc.
Luciano Gauna Nestle USA
Robert Haer Basic American Foods/

Sunspiced, Inc.
Corrina Martinez National Frozen Foods

Corp.
Irma Montes Hermiston Foods, Inc.
Terri Ring J.R. Simplot Co.
Michael Stevenson Basic American Foods/

Sunspiced, Inc.
Angela Torres Lamb-Weston, Inc.

Human Resources Managers and Supervisors

Idaho Oregon Washington
JoAnn Bagby J.R. Simplot Co.
Irene Barrett J.R. Simplot Co.
Gary Brown J.R. Simplot Co.
Ken Carroll Basic American Foods/

Sunspiced, Inc.
Gail Chambers Basic American Foods/

Sunspiced, Inc.
Forrest Flake McCain Foods, Inc.
Jack Flyg Lamb-Weston, Inc.
Linda Langer McCain Foods, Inc.
Chase McAllister Basic American Foods/

Sunspiced, Inc.
Larry McKenna Basic American Foods/

Sunspiced, Inc.
Mike Patten Friday Canning Corp.
Anna Potter J.R. Simplot Co.
Rosa Quilantan Nestle USA
Dana Schuk J.R. Simplot Co.
Walt Stowman Lamb-Weston, Inc.

Bonnie Cave NORPAC Foods, Inc.
Ron Fritz NORPAC Foods, Inc.
Steve Henshaw Oregon Fruit Products

Co.
Cecelia Koontz National Frozen Foods

Corp.
Ted Maldonodo The J.M. Smucker Co.

Linda McKenzie NORPAC Foods, Inc.
Bertha Moriarty RainSweet, Inc.
Nancy Patrick Oregon Freeze Dry, Inc.

Lynn Peterson Truit Brothers, Inc.
Ray Porter NORPAC Foods, Inc.
LaDonna Quaempts J. R. Simplot Co.
Brant Rigby Sabroso Company
Roy Stephen NORPAC Foods, Inc.
Ken Waddell Clermont, Inc.
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The 1999 Skill Standards Report includes five skill standards: Laboratory Technician, Trimmer/Inspector Belt Sorter,
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